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HINTS TO THE UNIT

En esta primera unidad “Welcome back” vas a repasar contenidos ya estudiados en el bloque I, como son
la forma y el uso de los verbos: TO BE, TO HAVE, THERE IS/ARE, CAN, PRESENT SIMPLE y
PRESENT CONTINUOUS. Así como los pronombres personales sujeto y objeto y los adjetivos
posesivos. También repasarás las “question words”.

En cuanto a vocabulario, también repasaremos palabras y expresiones estudiadas el curso anterior: la casa,
los muebles, preposiciones de lugar, la ropa, la comida, etc. 

En este bloque, el apartado de phonetics, lo vamos a dedicar a los sonidos consonánticos ingleses; en esta
primera unidad mira y escucha atentamente en la página de esta sección como se pronunican estos sonidos
y a qué consonante o grupo de consonantes corresponden.

Es importante que utilices los audios tan a menudo como te sea posible; no sólo debes aprender las
palabras, también debes saber como se pronuncian. Tanto las estructuras propuestas como el vocabulario
de la unidad te ayudarán a conseguir el objetivo principal de la misma: ser capaz de realizar la tarea
propuesta que encontrarás en el paso de la agenda: tasks.

INTRODUCTION

WELCOME

You are going to start a new stage. We think it is a good idea to begin with a "starter unit ", so you can
revise the contents you need to follow this course. First of all, make sure you have read the "Bienvenida".
Then, you are ready to start.

At the end of the unit you will be able to do the tasks
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A: REVISION I

THE WELLS

Mandy Wells is a housewife. She lives in Oxford. It is in
the east of England. It is an old, historical town, famous
for its old University. There are four people in her family:
her husband and their two children: a boy, Paul, aged 6
and a girl, Anna, aged 3. They are at school now. It is a
small but modern school opposite their house. The
children have a lot of friends there and the teachers are
nice. Paul is dark, and he has got beautiful brown eyes.
Ann is dark too, but she has got blue eyes. They are happy
children and they haven't got any problems. James is their
father. He is at work now. He is the chef at the Central
Hotel, in the city centre, in the very heart of Oxford.

James can cook really well. The Central is very big: there are 151 luxurious rooms and ten suites. But the
guests can't smoke at the hotel. The furniture is comfortable and modern. Each room has a bathroom and
the rooms are decorated in blue and white. The car park is behind. The hotel has got two very good
restaurants; the food is delicious, but very expensive. The family is very happy in Oxford. There are many
cultural facilities: lectures, museums, bookshops... 20,000 young people study in Oxford!!! But the weather
is not very nice: it is usually cold and cloudy. It rains quite often, too.

By reading the text you revise the following points:

Audio

Writing

The verb TO BE in: "Mandy Wells is a housewife"

The verb TO HAVE in: "he has got beautiful brown eyes"

THERE IS / ARE in: "There are four people in her family"

CAN in: "James can cook really well"

PLACE PREPOSITIONS in: "... school is opposite their house"

Find more examples of each point in the text



Match the lists

Writing

Revise

TO BE - TO HAVE

Do these exercises to revise these verbs, and some expressions used to introduce yourself

Choose the right option

Unit 1: Welcome back
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Add some more words to each vocabulary field

You have revised a lot of vocabulary too. Match the word in the text with its vocabulary field

Descriptive adjectives cold

Family housewife

Town dark

Jobs husband

Weather library

Choose the right form of the verb TO BE

1. I __________________________ a girl.

2. My wife __________________________ at work.

3. Tony and Sushi __________________________ my cats.

4. The bird __________________________ in the cage.

5. I __________________________ a teacher. I __________________________ a secretary.

6. The students in the classroom. They in the hall.

7. __________________________ from Scotland?

8. __________________________ at home?
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Fill the gaps

Choose the right option

name I’m Glad My name How are you

Good What’s name’s thanks meet

Complete the dialogues 

Dialogue 1 

A: Hello. James. 

B: Pleased to you, James. My Alice. 

A: Nice to meet you, too. 

Dialogue 2 

A: Hi, I'm Suzanne. your ? 

B: Brenton Hill. , Suzanne? 

A: I'm fine, . And you? 

B: Very well, thank you. 

Dialogue 3 

A: afternoon. What's your name? 

B: 's Emily Harris. 

A: to meet you, Emily. I'm Robert Brown 

Complete the sentences with the right form of the verb TO HAVE

1. My sister __________________________ got any children.

2. The Walters _______________________ got a lot of money but they _______________________ got any friends.

3. __________________________ a good job? Yes, he is an engineer.

4. __________________________ any sandwiches? No, we __________________________ any.

5. How many people __________________________ a mobile phone? Only 10 per cent.

6. __________________________ a mobile phone? Yes, __________________________ a Sonny Ericsson.

7. Kate __________________________ four children but her flat is very small.



THERE IS/ARE - PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE

Look at the picture and complete the sentences below using: there is / are, place prepositions and the
vocabulary of the house

True or false

Writing

Unit 1: Welcome back
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1. any chairs in this room?

Yes, two

2. any lamps

3. a television? No, there isn't.

4. a bottle of wine beside a

fruit bowl

5. any plants? Yes, there are

two.

Where are they? a shelf,

above the table.

6. There is a cooker two

cupboards.

7. How many cupboards are there

the room? A lot.

8. Is there a microwave? Yes, .

9. an extractor hood between

two cupboards.

10. a washing machine in this

room.

FalsoVerdadero

This room is a dining room

There isn't a tea pot

The room is decorated in yellow and brown

There isn't a dishwasher

Not many people live in this house

There aren't any cupboards in the room

The sink is next to the cooker

The microwave is under the shelf with the plants

Decide if these sentences are True or False. And then correct the false statements.

Now correct the false statements
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CAN - Object Personal Pronouns

Joanne is in New York. She is at the hotel, in her room. What can she see through her window?
Look at the picture and answer the questions using CAN or CAN'T and a personal pronoun.

Example: Can she see any trains?→ No, she can't see them

Match the lists

1. Can she see a taxi?

2. Can she see a woman with short hair?

3. Can she see a bridge?

4. Can she see a boy?

5. Can she see any cars?

Match the questions with the answers

What can you do with a book? You can read

What can you do with a racket? You can play tennis

What can you do with a camera? You can write

What can you do with an ipod? You can take pictures

What can you do with a bicycle? You can listen to music

What can you do with a pen? You can ride



Understand

Reading

OXFORD

Oxford is an historical city, in South East England. The city, mainly
famous for its medieval university, has a population of about 165,000
people. The rivers Cherwell and Thames run through Oxford and meet
south of the city centre. For a distance of some 10 miles (16 km) along
the river, the Thames is known as the Isis.

The buildings in Oxford are an example of every British architectual
period. Oxford is known as the "city of dreaming spires", in reference to
the harmonious architecture of Oxford's university buildings. The
University of Oxford is the oldest university in the English-speaking
world. There are about 20,000 students at Oxford, including 11,765
undergraduates and 8,701 postgraduates. 53 % of undergraduates are in
the humanities and social sciences degrees, and 44 % in the medical,
mathematical, physical and life sciences. 3 % are studying for other
diplomas and certificates.

Audio

True or false

Writing

Unit 1: Welcome back
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FalsoVerdadero

There are three rivers in Oxford

Okford is a city with a long history

5 miles are 8 kilometres

Oxford is in South West England

The population of Oxford is of about 20,000 people

Decide if the statements are TRUE or FALSE:

1. Where is Oxford?
2. What is the population in Oxford?
3. How many students are there?
4. Why is it mainly famous?
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Listening

Listen to the interview between Mr Foley, the personal
manager of The Randolf Hotel in Oxford, and Sarah
Manning, who wants to get a job at the hotel.

Audio

Elige la correcta

Listen to the interview and choose the correct option for each statement

A) The interview is about a job as ...

B) Sarah Manning is ... years old

C) She finds the job ...

D) She's got three children: ...

a cook

a receptionist

a cleaner

twenty-eight

twenty-six

thirty-eight

well-paid

acceptable

interesting

a son and two daughters

two sons and two daughters

two sons and a daughter



E) She can speak ... but she can't speak ...

F) She finally ... the job

Writing

Listening - Script

Now you can read and listen to the dialogue again

MR FOLEY: Good morning. Sit down, please.
SARAH: Good morning, Mr Foley, thank you.
Mr FOLEY: So, you've come for the interview about the post as a receptionist.
SARAH: That's right.
MR FOLEY: Well, let's see. I have your CV here, Sarah Manning. From Manchester, 28 years old, ... and
you studied Social Studies at London university ?
SARAH: Yes, that's correct.
MR. FOLEY: Now, a few questions, Ms Manning. Why do you want this job?
SARAH: I think it is a good job for me. It sounds interesting. And I can have some free time for my family.
MR FOLEY: How many children have you got?
SARAH: A daughter and two sons.
MR. FOLEY: And now tell me, Ms Manning, can you speak any foreign languages?

Unit 1: Welcome back
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French / Spanish / German

German / Spanish / French

Spanish / German / French

doesn't get

gets

Listen again to the dialogue and fill in the gaps with the correct information

1. Sarah is from

2. She studied Social Studies at University.

3. She wants to get the job because:

a. it is a job for her and

b. she can have for her family.

4. She can start
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SARAH: Yes, I can. I can speak French and Spanish.
MR. FOLEY: That's very good. What about German?
SARAH: No, I can't. I'm sorry.
MR. FOLEY: Well, don't worry about it. The job is yours. You can start next week.
SARAH: Next week! That's wonderful. Thank you

Audio

Do

Here you have some information about one of the colleges in Oxford. First, have a look at the map.

As you can see, there are a lot of buildings with different facilities. At the entrance, on the left of the
picture, you can find the admission offices. The refectory is next to the library: a long building, in the
central yard. Opposite and next to the library, you have the dormitories. The staff rooms are here too.
There is another yard, the main yard where you can find the chapel, the classrooms and the common
rooms. In the common rooms students can meet to study or simply to chat. The college is next to the city.
There are some shops, including a very well-known bookshop, a pub and a theatre.

Surfing the net we have this information about Oriel College:

Founded in 1326 by King Edward II, Oriel College is one of the oldest colleges in Oxford University.
The College's official title is "The House of the Blessed Mary the Virgin in Oxford, commonly called
Oriel College, of the Foundation of Edward the Second of famous memory, sometime King of England".

It is a relatively small college, having 300 undergraduates and 160 graduate students. The College is
conveniently situated on Oxford's High Street. Its central location means that many University
departments and facilities (including the Bodleian Library) are within easy reach; the shops, cinemas
and theatres of Oxford are also close by.

Oriel welcomes residential conferences during the Easter vacation in March/April and the summer
vacation in July, August and September. We also cater for non-residential conferences during term
times.



– Location: in High Street, in the city centre
– Number of students: 460
– Date of foundation: 1326
– Founded by: King Edward II
– Library?: Yes, the Bodleian Library
– Conferences: during vacation both Easter and summer

Write

Now, have a look at another college in Oxford, Merton College:

– Make a description of the map. Use place prepositions.
– Visit the web of Merton College and find the missing information about it:

Unit 1: Welcome back
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Location

Date of foundation

Founded by ...

Number of students

Eminent students

Visiting hours

Entry fee

List three facilities for students

List three subjects on offer
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Now, find out more about the Library at Merton College and answer these questions:

1. When was the library built?
2. How many volumes has it got?
3. How many manuscripts are there?
4. When was Andrew "Sandy" Irvine born?
5. How old was Max Beerbohm when he died?
6. Is the library still active?
7. Is it open to the public?

B: REVISION II

What does Lindsay usually do?

What is Lindsay doing now?

She usually wakes up at 8 o'clock At 20.40 she goes to the gym

She is working She is watching television



Revise

THE PRESENT SIMPLE - ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY

In Bloque I, you studied the form and use of the PRESENT SIMPLE. Let's revise it:

IMPORTANT ⇒

The Present Simple is used:

• for habits and routines
• for repeated actions
• for facts and general truths

Examples:

For habits: He plays tennis every Sunday
The shop opens at 9.30

For repeated actions: He always forgets his wallet
Every twelve months the Earth circles the Sun

For facts and general truths: Birds don't like milk
It costs a lot of money to build a school

Unit 1: Welcome back
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AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE

I work I don't work Do I work?

You work You don't work Do you work?

He/She/It works He/She/It doesn't work Does he/she/it work?

We work We don't work Do we work?

You work You don't work Do you work?

They work They don't work Do they work?

● He, She, It: in the third person singular affirmative, the verb always ends in -s: he walks, she reads,
it works

● Negative forms: DO + NOT (DON'T) + the infinitive of the verb: they don't read, we don't eat, you
don't understand

For the third person singular: DOES + NOT (DOESN'T) + infinitive: he doesn't eat, she
doesn't sleep, it doesn't work

● Interrogative forms: DO + Subject + the infinitive of the verb: Do they read? Do you smoke?

For the third person singular: DOES + Subject + infinitive: Does she read? Does she eat?
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Choose the right option

Practise the present simple

Read the table and then write sentences about these people

Example: Maggie / watch television → Maggie doesn't watch television

1. Maggie / work hard

2. Steve / read novels

3. Ben and Steve / watch television

4. Lara / read novels

5. Maggie / speak German

6. Steve / go swimming

7. Maggie and Lara / watch television

8. Steve / Ben / go swimming (use but)

9. Lara / Maggie / speak German (use but)

10. Steve / work hard? No, he doesn't.

11. Ben / read novels? Yes, he does.

12. Steve and Lara / speak German? Yes, they do.

Choose the right present simple form of the verb

1. We in Park Avenue.

2. My children to the same school.

3. My husband in a library.

4. Will to Glasgow by train every day.

5. Angela in a shop in New Jersey.

6. Every Saturday night they to the disco.

7. My friend Oscar a Volkswagen Golf.

8. In the evening I television.

9. A baby for about sixteen hours a day.

10. But old people only five or six hours.

MAGGIE STEVE BEN LARA

work hard ✔ X X ✔

read novels ✔ X ✔ ✔

speak German X ✔ X ✔

go swimming ✔ ✔ X ✔

watch television X ✔ ✔ X



Fill in the gaps

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS

● We form the Present Continuous tense with the verb TO BE + V-ing

● IMPORTANT ⇒ We use the full form of the verb TO BE in short answers:

Example: Is your brother learning Chinese? Yes, he is (NO Yes, he's)
Are they eating a pizza? Yes, they are (NO Yes, they're)

• For negative short answers we can use the short form:

Example: Are they married? No, they aren't

● The Present continuous is used:

• to say what is happening at the moment: I am listening to music

• to describe a temporary state or limited period of time: My son is studying at university

ACTIVITY. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb. Use the present continuous

1. My sister (write) an email to her boyfriend

2. The children (do) their homework now

3. I (dance) at the disco with my friends

Unit 1: Welcome back
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watches watch needs says sleep

get up need go sleeps reads

Complete the text with the right verb 

1. Many people for about eight hours every night. But there are others who only

two or three hours a night. Emma Havers only two hours sleep.

She : "I to bed at one in the morning and I

again at three o'clock." 

So, what does she do at that time of the night? 

She films or magazines. 

But that is a problem because Emma's husband is asleep, and he for seven or eight

hours a night. They never a film together!

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE

I am working I am not working Am I working?

You are working You aren't working Are you working?

He/She/It is working He/She/It isn't working Is he/she/it working?

We are working We aren't working Are we working?

You are working You aren't working Are you working?

They are working They aren't working Are they working?
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4. My daughter (not go) to school today

5. (They / revise) for the exam?

6. The dogs (run) in the field

7. (You/wear) a new dress?

8. Mark (not learn) German this year

9. They (not enjoy) the party

10. (You / learn) English?

Present Tenses: Contrast

Revise the use of present tenses to talk about the present time. Remember they have different uses. Look
at the chart and compare both tenses.

Choose the right option

Present Simple Present Continuous

• Use the present simple for regular events: • Use the present continuous to describe what is 
happening at the moment:

We usually have dinner at 8 We are watching TV at the moment

• Use the present simple for permanent states: • Use the present continuous for temporary states:

She works in a bank This year he's studying in Italy

Choose the right tense: present simple or present continuous, to complete the sentences 

1. Don't talk to Sharon. She (do) her homework. 

2. My daughters usually (visit) their grandparents on Sunday.

3. John is on the phone. He (talk) to his boss.

4. Sarah (do) yoga twice a week.

5. Luisa (wear) a new dress today.

6. Teenagers often (play) video games.

7. This year Ron (study) very hard.

8. (you/usually/sit) here?

9. Thomas (have) a good time at the party.

10. My wife (never go) running in the afternoons.



Fill in the gaps

Understand

Reading

Jane Woodley, 38, is a graphic designer who lives in Manchester. She's
got a nice studio in one of the towers in the business district in the city
centre. In the picture you can see one of her posters. She normally works
on Saturdays, but today she is not working. She is spending the weekend
in a cottage in the countryside with her parents and her dog. The cottage
is twenty miles away from Manchester. She wants to go for a walk, but
it is raining again.

"Jane are you going out in this weather?" says her mother.

"Don't worry mum, I am taking my umbrella and the new raincoat, I am
also wearing your rubber boots. Ruffus is dying to go for a good run. We
can't do this very often in Manchester,"

"Alright darling, but don't be late for lunch. Remember I am cooking a
nice roast beef today," her mother said.

Audio
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don’t have are you studying do you usually do do you have

am studying Do you never am doing often go

Complete the dialogue 

Leila: What on Saturdays, Brian? 

Barry: I out with my friends. 

Leila: stay in? 

Barry: Sometimes, specially now that I for my final exams. 

Leila: What , Brian? 

Barry: I medical studies at Oxford University. 

Leila: How interesting! And a girlfriend, Brian? 

Barry: No, I am afraid I enough time for this. 
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Writing

Listening

Look at these pictures and listen to what Robin and Abbey usually do or are doing at that moment. Then
match the pictures with the right number.

Audio

Answer these questions

1. How old is Jane?
2. Where does she live?
3. Who is she spending the weekend with?
4. What's the weather like?
5. How far is the cottage from Manchester?
6. What is she wearing?
7. How often can she go out for a walk in the field?
8. Are they having chicken for lunch?
9. How colourful is the poster on the left of the text?



Writing

Listening

Audio script

1. Robin and his wife, Abbey are a happy couple. They
have a baby daughter. Their daughter is very young. She
is one year old.

2. Robin and Abbey work from Monday to Friday. They
usually get up early in the morning.

3. At 8:35 A.M, Abbey makes breakfast. Today they are
having coffee and some croissants

4. They usually drive to work. But today Abbey is going
on foot, because she wants to get some exercise.

5. At 9:00 o'clock Abbey turns on the computer and reads
her emails. Then she sends emails to her customers.

6. At 9:05 Robin checks his mail box and fax machine. He reads his fax and sends a fax. He also reads
his emails and sends replies.

7. At 10:00 he sits down and writes business reports

8. At 12:00 o'clock they usually have lunch near their offices, but today they are celebrating together their
fifth wedding anniversary at a Japanese restaurant.

9. They are both having rice and Chinese soup.

10. At 5:00 P.M, they finish work and go back home. If the weather is fine, they take the baby for a walk

11. After dinner they watch TV or read the paper.

12. They go to sleep at about 11:45 PM

Audio
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Write the right letter beside each number

1- / 2- / 3- / 4- / 5- / 6-

7- / 8- / 9- / 10- / 11- / 12-
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Do

Compare: what these people are doing now and what they usually do

Now try to do the same ⇒

Write

Choose five pictures and using the information given in each picture, write a few sentences about these
people's jobs, what they usually do and what they are doing now. Use adverbs of frequency and time
expressions related to the present continuous.



PHONETICS

English consonants

Consonant letters in the English alphabet are B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Z, and
usually W and Y.

Look at the chart below: these are the symbols used for English consonants.

Now listen to the consonant sounds and the example words

Audio

CONSOLIDATION

Practise the verb TO BE and TO HAVE

Choose the right option
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Complete the text with the right form of the verb TO BE

1. Who the president of France?

2. English? No, . I'm Scottish

3. Hanna's surname Peters. It is Williams

4. interested in foreign languages?

5. There many people in this class. There more in 2º B

6. in the kitchen? No, . He in the living room
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Writing

Fill in the gaps

Writing

Correct the sentences. Then write true sentences

Example: Santander is in the south of Spain - Santander isn't in the south of Spain. It is in the north of Spain.

1. There are thirteen players in a football team.
2. Pau Gasol is American.
3. New York is the capital of the USA.
4. People from Scotland are English.
5. There are kangaroos in Alaska.
6. It is very cold in Florida.
7. My father's brother is my son.

Have they got hasn’t have got has got

have haven’t got has hasn’t got

Complete the sentences with the right form of the verb TO HAVE 

1. We got beautiful flowers in our garden. 

2. I a car, but I a fantastic bicycle. 

3. any children? Yes, They have. Two daughters and a son. 

4. My husband a computer in his office. He doesn't need it. 

5. Mary's daughter a lot of dolls in her bedroom. 

6. Robert got a tall brother. But he got any sisters.

Complete the questions. Then, answer the questions about yourself

1. What name? My .

2. How old ? I .

3. Where from? I .

4. a dog or a cat? Yes/No, .

5. What your address? My address .

6. What colour eyes ? I .

7. tall? Yes/No, .



Match the lists

Choose the right option
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Match the underlined words to their correct personal pronoun (subject or object)

Harry collects old coins She

I want to read these books them

Do you like pizza? They

Matthew works with my husband us

Kate loves John very much it

Patty is sitting between Tom and me him

Joe and his friends are having a party her

I am writing an email to LIsa He

Choose the right possessive adjective in each sentence

1. Do you live with parents?

2. He's looking for keys.

3. Are the doctors having meeting now?

4. We like visiting family.

5. Are you and your wife enjoying holidays?

6. She is visiting best friend.

7. New York is famous for skyscrapers.

8. I don't like town. It is very dirty.
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Revise the present tenses

Look at the pictures and read the verbs in brackets. Write two sentences, one negative and one affirmative:

Example: 1. eat ⇒ She isn't eating. She's sleeping

1 (eat) 2 (dance) 3 (swim)

4 (rain) 5 (study) 6 (read)

7 (get up) 8 (cycle) 9 (travel)



Writing

Match the lists
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Make sentences using the present simple tense. Choose positive, negative or question

1. (She / drive to work every day)
2. (you / watch a lot of TV?)
3. (she / not go dancing at weekends)
4. (How / he / go to school?)
5. (My children / not like vegetables)
6. (What / she / do on Saturdays?)
7. (I / not go out often)
8. (She / wash / her car usually)
9. (They / take the dog for a walk usually in the evenings?)
10. (Sue / finish / work at half past three

Match the sentences with the right question

I am reading What are you reading?

She goes to the gym every day How often does she go to the gym?

She is going to the gym 
to do some exercise

Where are they going?

I often read English books When does she do her homework

She does her homework 
in the evenings

What is she doing now?

She is doing her homework now
How often do you read 

English books?

They are going to Majorca
Where do they usually go 

on holiday?

They usually go to Majorca 
on holiday

Why does she go to the gym?
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Revise this vocabulary

Look at the picture below and with the help of the vocabulary on the right column, revise the vocabulary
of clothes. Then write each item beside the name of its owner

KAREN TERRY MR BAL

Writing

True or false

Write here the names of the clothes for: KAREN - TERRY - MR BAL

FalsoVerdadero

In the USA they speak American

People who come from France are Franches

English is the only language they speak in Canada

The language of Valentino Rossi is Italian

In Poland they speak Polnish

German is used in Switzerland

Brazilian is a language

I come from Holland. I am Dutch

Japanese is a language and a nationality

I am from the India

Say if these statements are correct (true) or incorrect (false). Then, correct the false ones



Writing

Revise this vocabulary

Look at the following table. Can these adjectives describe food?. Put a cross in the box or boxes if they
can.
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Check your answers

BITTER SOUR SWEET FATTY SALTY GREASY

pears

milk

coffee

beer

cream

vinegar

almond

cheese

peanut

butter

lemon
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Match the lists

Fill in the gaps

Match each shop with its correct description

Here you can only borrow things, 
not buy them

BAKER'S

For nails, screws, and tools in general ... DEPARTMENT STORE

Are you a newspaper reader? STATIONER'S

If you need writing materials, go there GREENGROCER'S

Vegetarians often buy there NEWSAGENT'S

Here you can buy fresh bread and cakes CHEMIST'S

Do you feel ill? IRONGMONGER'S

Harrods is probably the world's 
best known ...

BUTCHER'S

Vegetarians never buy here LIBRARY

bedroom furniture armchair cupboard bathroom

stairs kitchen wardrobe study bookcase

Revise first the vocabulary of the house and then complete the sentences with the right word 

1. You cook your meals here:

2. You go up and down the

3. We put books and objects in this:

4. This is a comfortable place to sit in:

5. We keep our clothes here:

6. Sofas, beds, tables, chairs, etc. are:

7. You can have a shower here:

8. Probably your favourite room:

9. We keep cups and plates here:

10. We work on the computer here:



Read and write

Read the text about Hugh Jefferson, a young reporter who works for a London newspaper.

Hugh Jefferson is a reporter for a famous London newspaper. His job is quite
comfortable because he doesn't have to go to the office everyday. Four days a
week he works from home. He writes reports, and sends them to the newspaper
via email. He likes working in his studio with a nice cup of tea in the company
of his cat, Flossy. He lives in a quiet suburb area in the south of London. He
normally gets up very early and after a quick run, a shower and some breakfast,
he works the whole morning. In the afternoon he watches the news on
television, to see if there is anything interesting. His studio is on the second
floor of the house. It is a bright room with comfortable furniture and a big
window that looks onto the garden. There's a desk with a computer, two big
shelves full of books, and a grand piano in the middle of the room. There are
also vases full of roses everywhere. Hugh always says that you must feel

comfortable in the place you work and that beautiful things are important to make you feel good.

Now it is your turn ⇒

True or false

Writing
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FalsoVerdadero

Hugh goes to work every day

He has got a pet

He usually works in the mornings and in the afternoons

He doesn't live in the city centre

There is a garden in the house

In his study there is a piano in one of the corners of the room

He likes having flowers around

He doesn't do any exercise

Say if the statements are true or false. Then, correct the false ones

Correct the false statements
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Write

In this picture you can see Jason's bedroom. It
is not like Hugh's studio (there isn't a grand
piano, for example), but with the help of the
words and expressions we give you, try to write
a description of the room.

Writing

GRAMMAR

Esta primera unidad es básicamente de repaso de lo aprendido en el Bloque I.

Personal Pronouns: SUBJECT AND OBJECT – PRONOMBRES PERSONALES: 
SUJETO Y OBJETO (DIRECTO O INDIRECTO)

Los pronombres personales sujeto (a la izquierda de la tabla) se usan como sujeto de la oración: Helen
is my best friend. She is now in the USA

Los pronombres personales objecto (a la derecha de la tabla) se usan como objeto directo o indirecto
del verbo, y también como complemento de una preposición: I like him very much

She is behind us
The book is for him

SUJETO OBJETO
I (yo) Me (me, mí ...)
You (tu) You (te, tí ...)
He (él) Him (le, lo, ...)
She (ella) Her (le, la, ...)
It (ello (neutro) It (lo, ...)
We (nosotros) Us (-nos, ...)
You (vosotros) You (-os, ...)
They (ellos) Them (les, los, las, ...)

• Se usan siempre para sustituir a un nombre:
Do you love Susan? Yes, I love her very much. She is lovely ⇒ she / her sustituyen a Susan

Look at Jason's bedroom and write a short description. You can use these words and expressions: BED -
BOOKCASE - DESK - LAMP - BEDSIDE TABLE - FLOOR - POSTER - DRAWER - CURTAINS - PEN-
CIL HOLDER - ON - IN - UNDER - ABOVE - NEXT TO - ETC.



POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES - ADJETIVOS POSESIVOS

PRONOMBRE POSESIVO
I My (mi/s)
You Your (tu/s)
He His (su/s de él)
She Her (su/s de ella)
It Its (su/s de ello)
We Our (nuestro/s)
You Your (vuestro/s)
They Their (su/s de ellos)

1. Los adjetivos posesivos van delante de sustantivos para indicar a quién pertenece lo que designan
2. Se usa la misma forma del posesivo para el singular que para el plural:

My book – Mi libro
My books – Mis libros

• Atención con el posesivo de 3ª persona, puede ser confuso:

His book – Su (de él) libro
Her book – Su (de ella) libro
Their book – Su (de ellos) libro

TO BE (SER / ESTAR)

AFFIRMATIVE & NEGATIVE

I am / am not yo (no) soy/estoy
You are / are not tú (no) eres/estás are + not = aren't
He - she - it is / is not (él (no) es/está is + not = isn't
We are / are not nosotros (no) somos/estamos are + not = aren't
You are / are not vosotros (no) sois / estáis are + not = aren't
They are / are not ellos (no) son/estan are + not = aren't

INTERROGATIVE
Am I?
Are you?
Is he - she - it?
Are we?
Are you?
Are they?

• (la forma interrogativa se traduce igual que la afirmativa con ingerrogación al final)

• El verbo TO BE equivale en español a dos verbos diferentes: SER y ESTAR.
• También se usa para otras expresiones que en español utilizamos el verbo tener:

Ejemplo: I am thirty-two years old – Tengo treinta y dos años
We are hungry – Tenemos hambre
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THERE IS – THERE ARE - HABER

SINGULAR PLURAL
There is (hay) There are (hay)
There is not (no hay) There are not (no hay)
Is there? (hay ...?) Are there? (hay ...?)

SHORT FORM
There's
There isn't There aren't

"There is a computer" Hay un ordenador
"There isn't a ball" No hay una pelota
"Is there a ball?" ¿Hay una pelota?

"There are four books" Hay cuatro libros
"There aren't twenty students in class; there are twenty-two" No hay ... Hay ..
"Are there three cars in the street?" ¿Hay tress coches en la calle?

• Única forma en español: “hay” tanto en singular como en plural. Pero en inglés hay que diferenciar
si el objeto directo es singular: “there is” o plural: “there are”

There is a boy in the park Hay un chico en el parque
There are three people in the shop Hay trees personas en la tienda

HAVE GOT – TENER

FORMA AFIRMATIVA

Singular Short form
I/You have got Yo tengo / tú tienes I've got /

You've got
He/She/It has got tiene He's /She's/

It's got

Plural
We/You/They have got Tenemos / tenéis / tienen We've/You've/

They've got

FORMA NEGATIVA

Singular Short form
I/you/ have not got No tengo / no tienes I/you haven't got
He/she/it has not got No tiene He/she/it hasn't got

Plural
We/you/they have not got No tenemos ... We/you/they haven't got

FORMA INTERRROGATIVA
Have I/you/we/they got?
Has he/she/it got?

• Usamos have got para hablar de lo que nos pertenece:

I ve got a new car Tengo un coche nuevo
They ve got a computer Tienen un ordenador

• La tercera persona del singular es has got:

She s got a brother Tiene un hermano

• No se usa got cuando se usa la respuesta corta.



CAN – PODER / SABER HACER ALGO

FORMA

Forma afirmativa Forma negativa
I can puedo I can't no puedo
You can puedes You can't no puedes
He/she/it can puede He/she/it can't no puede
We can podemos We can't no podemos
You can podéis You can't no podéis
They can pueden They can't no pueden

• Cannot = Can't

• Para la forma interrogativa invertimos el verbo y el sujeto:

Can you play tennis?
Can she speak French?

• A veces repetimos el verbo can en respuestas cortas:

Can you drive? → Yes, I can.

USO

• Can se usa para expresar capacidades (saber hacer algo):

I can drive Sé conducir
I can play the piano Sé tocar el piano (toco el piano)

• También se usa can para pedir permiso:

Can I go to the toilet, please? ¿Puedo ir al baño, por favor?

• IMPORTANTE: CAN es un verbo modal. Sólo tiene una forma (CAN). Siempre va seguido de un
infinitivo SIN TO

SOME, ANY - NO SIEMPRE SE TRADUCEN (ALGO, ALGUNAS, NINGÚN, NADA, ...)

SOME

• Se usa en frases afirmativas delante de nombres incontables o de nombres contables en plural. NO
siempre tiene correspondencia en español:

I have got some apples Tengo algunas manzanas
There are some pencils in the drawer Hay algunos lapiceros en el cajón
There is some water in the glass Hay agua en el vaso
She has got some money Tiene (algo de) dinero

ANY

• Se usa en frases negativas e interrogativas delante de nombres incontables o de nombres contables
en plural. NO siempre tiene correspondencia en español.

There aren't any books on the shelf No hay ningún libro en la estantería
There isn't any light in this room No hay luz en esta habitación
Are there any books on the shelf? ¿Hay algún libro en la estantaria?
Is there any milk in the fridge? ¿Hay leche en el frigorifíco?
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QUESTION WORDS - PALABRAS INTERROGATIVAS

What Qué
Who Quién
How Cómo
Where Dónde
When Cuándo
Why Por qué
How much Cuánto
How many Cuántos
Whose De quién

• Las palabras interrogativas siempre llevan una estructura de pregunta en la frase que encabezan.

What is this? ¿Qué es esto?
Who is that man? ¿Quién es ese hombre?
Where is Sam from? ¿De dónde es Sam?
When is your class? ¿Cuándo es tu clase?

• Recuerda que en ingles sólo usamos el signo de interrogación al final, nunca al principio.

COMPOUND QUESTIONS WORDS – INTERROGATIVAS COMPUESTAS

Usamos how junto con otros adjetivos o adverbios para preguntar determinada información. Las
combinaciones más comunes son:

How old: Cuántos años
How often: Con qué frecuencia
How far: A qué distancia
How long: Cuánto tiempo
How much: Cuánto
How many: Cuántos

Pero también podemos preguntar otras cosas:

"How big is your house?" ¿Cómo de grande es tu casa? (suena mal en español)
"How tall are you?" ¿Cuánto mides?
"How clever is your new teacher?" ¿Cómo es tu profesora de lista?
"How deep is the lake?" ¿Qué profundiad tiene el lago?

THE PRESENT SIMPLE – EL PRESENTE SIMPLE

FORMA

Afirmativa Negativa Interrogativa
I work trabajo I don't work no trabajo Do I work?
You work trabajas You don't work no trabajas Do you work?
He/She/It works trabaja He/She/It doesn't work no trabaja Does he/she/it work?
We work trabajamos We don't work no trabajamos Do we work?
You work trabajáis You don't work no trabajáis Do you work?
They work trabaj∫an They don't work no trabajan Do they work?

• (la forma interrogativa se traduce igual que la afirmativa con ingerrogación al final)

RECUERDA:

• He, She, It: en la tercera persona del singular en forma afirmativa, el verbo siempre acaba en -s:
he walks, she reads, it works

• Las formas negativas usan: DO + NOT (DON'T) + el infinitivo del verbo:

they don't read, we don't eat, you don't understand



•• Para la tercera persona del singular usamos: DOES + NOT (DOESN'T) + infinitivo: he doesn't
eat, she doesn't sleep, it doesn't work

• Las formas interrogativas usan: DO + Sujeto + el infinitivo del verbo: Do they read? Do you smoke?

• Para la tercera persona del singular usamos: DOES + Sujeto + infinitivo:

Does she read? Does she eat?

ORTOGRAFÍA: TERCERA PERSONA DELSINGULAR -S

En la tercera persona del singular el verbo siempre acaba en -s: he wants, she needs, he gives

Pero hay algunas excepciones

Añadimos -es a los verbos que acaban Los verbos que acaban en 
en: -o, -ss, -x, -sh, -ch: consonante + -y:

he goes, she passes, he fixes, it pushes, La tercera persona cambia -y a: 
she catches. -ies:

fly flies
cry cries

USO

Este tiempo se usa para hablar de:

• hábitos y rutinas
• acciones que se repiten,
• hechos y verdades generales
• gustos y preferencias

• Hábitos: He plays tennis every Sunday Juega al tenis todos los domingos

The shop opens at 9.30 La tienda abre a las 9.30

• Acciones que se repiten: He always forgets his wallet

Every twelve months the Earth circles the Sun
Cada doce meses la tierra gira alrededor del sol

• Verdades generales: Birds don't like milk

It costs a lot of money to build a school Cuesta mucho dinero construir un colegio

• Gustos y preferencias: They like sport Les gusta el deporte

He doesn t like tennis No le gusta el tenis

EXPRESIONES DE TIEMPO. Usamos este tiempo con:

• Los adverbios de frecuencia: usamos estos adverbios para expresar con cuánta frecuencia sucede una
acción o se da una situación. De más frecuente a menos frecuente los adverbios de frecuencia son:

ALWAYS: siempre USUALLY: generalmente
OFTEN: a menudo SOMETIMES: a veces NEVER: nunca

• Se colocan:

– Antes del verbo principal: He usually walks to work
– Después del verbo TO BE: She is always late

• Otras expresiones de tiempo que se usa para hablar de rutinas:

– Every day / week / month / year: todos los días, las semanas, los meses, los años. (En inglés van
en singular y en español deben ir en plural)

– On + day + -s (Mondays, Tuesdays...): Los lunes, los martes ...
– Once a week / month / year: una vez por semana, al mes, al año ...
– Twice a week / month / year: dos veces por semana, por mes, ...
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• Se colocan normalmente al final de la frase:

We play tennis on Sundays
We go to the swimming pool twice a wee

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS - PRESENTE CONTINUO:

• Formamos el Presente Continuo con el verbo TO BE + V-ing

Afirmativa Negativa Interrogativa
I am working estoy trabajando I am not working no estoy trabajando Am I working?
You are working estás ... You aren't working no estás ... Are you working?
He/She/It is working está ... He/She/It isn't working no está ... Is he/she/it working?
We are working estamos ... We aren't working no estamos ... Are we working?
You are working estáis ... You aren't working no estáis ... Are you working?
They are working están ... They aren't working no están ... Are they working?

• (la forma interrogativa se traduce igual que la afirmativa con ingerrogación al final)

• IMPORTANTE: usamos la forma completa del verbo TO BE en respuestas cortas:

Is your brother learning Chinese? Yes, he is (NO Yes, he's)
Are they eating a pizza? Yes, they are (NO Yes, they're)

• Para respuestas negativas usamos la forma corta: Are they married? No, they aren't

• ORTOGRAFÍA: VERBO + -ING

Regla general: Los verbos que acaban en -e: Para verbos monosílabos con una 
vocal corta y una consonante final:

Añadimos -ing al infinitivo: Omitimos -e y añadimos -ing: Doblamos la consonate y añadimos
look - looking write - writing -ing:

run - running

Presente Continuo: USO Usamos este tiempo para

• Referirse a acciones que están sucediendo en el momento en que se habla.

We are watching TV at the moment Estamos viendo la tele en este momento
Where is your sister? She is having a shower ¿Dónde está tu hermana? Está duchándose

• Para describir un estado temporal o de un periodo de un tiempo limitado
My son is studying at university Mi hijo está estudiando / estudia en la universidad

This year I am learning Chinese Este año estoy aprendiendo chino

• Expresiones de tiempo

Para describir una acción que ocurre en el momento en que se habla, usamos:
– now (ahora)
– right now (ahora mismo)
– at the/this moment (en este momento)
It's raining now Está lloviendo

• Para hablar de acciones que ocurren en un periodo de tiempo más amplio, usamos:

– this morning / afternoon / evening (esta mañana, esta tarde)
– today (hoy)
– this month (este mes)
– this year (este año)

This year I am learning Chinese Este año estoy aprendiendo chino.



VOCABULARY

De la misma forma que en el apartado de gramática, esta primera unidad es básicamente de repaso de
vocabulario aprendido en el Bloque I.

Audio

Audio
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PLACE PREPOSITIONS PREPOSICIONES DE LUGAR

On Sobre

In Dentro de

Under Debajo de

In front of Delante de

Next to Al lado de

Behind Detrás de

Between Entre

Near Cerca de

Opposite Enfrente de

At En                                                     

VERBS VERBOS

Ask Preguntar

Answer Contestar

Buy Comprar

Clean Limpiar

Close Cerrar

Come Venir

Cook Cocinar

Dance Bailar

Do Hacer

Drink Beber

Drive Conducir

Eat Comer

Give Dar

Go Ir

Hate Odiar

Like Gustar

Listen Escuchar

Look Mirar
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Audio

Audio

Love Amar, gustar mucho

Make Hacer

Open Abrir

Play Jugar

Read Leer

Run Correr

See Ver

Sell Vender

Sleep Dormir

Smoke Fumar

Speak Hablar

Swim Nadar

Talk Hablar

Want Querer

Wash Lavar

Watch Ver, observar

Work Trabajar

Write Escribir

CLOTHES LA ROPA

blouse blusa

boots botas

cardigan chaqueta de punto

coat abrigo

dress vestido

hat sombrero

jacket cazadora

jeans vaqueros

raincoat chubasquero

shirt camisa

shoes zapatos

skirt falda

socks calcetines

suit traje

sweater jersey

tights medias

tracksuit chándal

trainers zapatillas deportivas

trousers pantalones

T-shirt camiseta



Audio

Audio

FOOD - COMIDA

Audio

Audio
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ACCESSORIES COMPLEMENTOS

belt cinturón

cap gorra

glasses gafas

scarf pañuelo

tie corbata

DRINKS BEBIDAS

Water agua

orange juice zumo de naranja

wine vino

milk leche

beer cerveza

MEAT & FISH CARNE Y PESCADO

Chicken pollo

Steak filete

Sausage salchicha

Pork cerdo

Fish pescado

PATTERNS ESTAMPADOS

checked de cuadros

flowery de flores

patterned estampado

plain liso

spotted de lunares

striped de rayas
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Audio

GREENGROCER’S - FRUTAS Y VERDURAS (TIENDA DE)

Audio

Audio

GROCERIES COMIDA EN GENERAL (DE TODO TIPO)

Ice cream helado

Cake pastel

Butter mantequilla

Cheese queso

Cereals cereales

Flour harina

Biscuit galleta

Bread (a loaf of) pan (una barra de)

Eggs huevos

FRUIT FRUTA

Grapes uvas

Strawberry fresa

Cherries cerezas (cherry sg.)

Apricot albaricoque

Pear pera

Pine-apple piña

Water-melon sandía

Peach melocotón

VEGETABLES VERDURAS

Corn maíz

Carrot zanahoria

Peas guisantes

Peppers pimientos

Onion cebolla

(Green) beans judías (verdes)

Lettuce lechuga

Asparagus espárrago

Cabbage col de hoja



Audio

Audio

Audio
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DAYS OF THE WEEK DIAS DE LA SEMANA

Monday lunes

Tuesday martes

Wednesday miércoles

Thursday jueves

Friday viernes

Saturday sábado

Sunday domingo

ADJECTIVES USED TO DESCRIBE FOOD ADJETIVOS PARA DESCRIBIR LA COMIDA

bitter amargo

creamy cremoso

fatty graso (calórico)

fresh fresco

greasy grasiento

hot picante

oily aceitoso

raw crudo

ripe maduro

rotten podrido

salty salado

sour agrio

spicy especiado

sweet dulce

undercooked poco hecho

well-done muy hecho

THE HOUSE LA CASA

Upstairs Piso de arriba

Downstairs Piso de abajo

Staircase Escalera

Dining-room Comedor

Study Despacho, estudio
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Audio

Audio

Audio

LIVING ROOM OR SITTING-ROOM SALÓN-CUARTO DE ESTAR

Armchair Sillón

Bookcase Librería

Carpet Alfombra

Coffee table Mesita

Curtains Cortinas

Lamp Lámpara

Picture Cuadro

Shelf (pl:shelves) Estantería

KITCHEN COCINA

Cooker Cocina

Cupboard Armario

Dishwasher Lavavajillas

Fridge Frigorífico

Oven Horno

Sink Fregadera

Washing machine Lavadora

BEDROOM DORMITORIO

Bed Cama

Bedside table Mesilla

Blanket Manta

Chest of drawers Cómoda

Mattress Colchón

Pillow Almohada

Rug Alfombra

Sheet Sábana

Wardrobe Armario ropero



Audio

Audio
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BATHROOM CUARTO DE BAÑO

Bath Bañera

Bathroom cabinet Armario de baño

Mirror Espejo

Towel Toalla

Wash basin Lavabo

COUNTRIES AND NATIONALITIES PAÍSES Y NACIONALIDADES

Australia Australian

Brazil Brazilian

Canada Canadian

China Chinese

Denmark Danish

England English

France French

Germany German

Holland Dutch

India Indian

Ireland Irish

Italy Italian

Mexico Mexican

Norway Norwegian

Portugal Portuguese

Russia Russian

Scotland Scottish

Spain Spanish

Sweden Swedish

Switzerland Swiss

The United States of America American
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Audio

FREE TIME ACTIVITIES ACTIVIDADES TIEMPO LIBRE

Computer games juegos de ordenador

Cycling ir en bici

Fishing pescar

Jogging hacer footing

Music la música

Photography la fotografía

Playing cards jugar a las cartas

Playing chess jugar al ajedrez

Reading leer

Shopping ir de compras

Skating patinar

Skiing esquíar

Swimming nadar

Watching TV ver la tele

Walking andar



SENDING TASKS

Have a look at a college in Oxford: Merton College

• Make a description of the map. Use place prepositions.
• Visit the web of Merton College and find the missing information about it:

Unit 1: Welcome back
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APELLIDOS:

NOMBRE:

AULA :

BLOQUE: II
INGLÉS

TASK UNIT 1

OBSERVACIONES: Recuerda que las tareas se deben realizar después de haber trabajado la unidad en su
totalidad. 
Recuerda también que la tarea es individual.

Location

Date of foundation

Founded by ...

Number of students

Visiting hours

Entry fee

List three facilities for students

List three subjects on offer
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Now, find out about the Library at Merton College and answer these questions:

1. When was the library built?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. How many volumes has it got?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How many manuscripts are there?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Is the library still active?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Is it open to the public?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



HINTS TO THE UNIT

En esta segunda unidad “Life events”, por un lado, repasarás el PASADO SIMPLE de los verbos
regulares, que ya viste en el curso anterior, y, por otro aprenderás los verbos irregulares usados para este
mismo tiempo verbal.

Para saber decir las fechas, deberás repasar los número ordinales, los meses y los años.

En cuanto al vocabulario echaremos un vistazo a las expresiones referidas a los desastres, tanto naturales
como causados por el hombre.

Otro aspecto importante de la unidad, es el repaso de los llamados conectores de tiempo: first, then, etc.
usados para unir frases or párrafos.

En pronunciación vamos a aprender a pronunciar bien dos sonidos que en español también existen /d/
y /t/ pero que suenan en inglés de muy diferente forma.

Tanto las estructuras propuestas como el vocabulario de la unidad te ayudarán a conseguir el objetivo
principal de la misma: ser capaz de realizar la tarea propuesta que encontrarás en el paso de la agenda:
tasks.

INTRODUCTION

Life events

In Unit 2, you are going to revise The Past Simple Tense of the regular verbs, and also, you are going to
learn The Past Simple Tense of the irregular verbs. This way, you can talk about what happened some
time ago, last month or yesterday ...

FROM PRESENT ...
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LIFE EVENTS 2
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... TO PAST

The vocabulary of the unit is about natural and man-made disasters. Also, you will revise how to express
the dates.

When you have finished, you will be able to do the tasks of the unit.

A: FROM PRESENT TO PAST

Past Disasters

Read about some disasters that happened years ago

The Titanic (1912) Hindenburg disaster (1937)

Some of the most famous natural or human disasters happened not long ago. Perhaps one of the most
famous was the disaster of the Titanic. On 14th April 1912 it was sailing across the Atlantic when it hit
an iceberg. It was sailing too fast and there was a lot of fog. Another disaster that happened in the last
century was the Hindenburg, one of the biggest airships ever built. On 6th May 1937 just when it arrived
in the USA, it caught fire. People think it happened because lightning hit it during a storm.

Hurricanes are very dangerous specially for areas with poor buildings. The worst hurricane in history was
the Great Hurricane in 1780, from 10-16 October.

By reading the text you have revised:
the past simple tense of the regualr verbs: happened, sailed, arrived.
the past tense of the verb TO BE: was, there was
the dates: 14th April 1912, 6th May 1937

Audio



True or false

Writing

Learn

Learn the form and use of the PAST SIMPLE TENSE of regular verbs.

Unit 2: Life events
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Now correct the false statements

FalsoVerdadero

Some disasters occurred a long time ago

The accident of the Titanic was caused by the fog

The disaster of the Hindenburg happened in Germany

The Hindenburg disaster happened during a storm

Hurricanes are more dangerous in poor areas of a town

The Great Hurricane happened last century

Mark the sentences True or False. Correct the false sentences

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE

I worked I didn't work Did I work?

You worked You didn't work Did you work?

He/She/It worked He/She/It didn't work Did he/she/it work?

We worked We didn't work Did we work?

You worked You didn't work Did you work?

They worked They didn't work Did they work?
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IMPORTANT ⇒

The Past Simple is used:

• to describe completed actions
• to describe situations in the past

● Complete the table with the past simple of these verbs:

● We form the past simple of regular verbs by adding the suffix -ed to the infinitive. The form is the
same for all the persons:

I watched TV last night
He watched a film last Saturday

● Negative forms use DID + NOT (DIDN'T) + the infinitive of the verb:

I didn't close the door (NOT I didn't closed the door)
She didn't watch TV last night (NOT She didn't watched TV)

● Interrogative forms use DID + Subject + the infinitive of the verb:

Did they open the book? (NOT Did they opened the book?)
Did you finish the exam? (NOT Did you finished the exam?)

– In short answers, we only repeat the auxiliary verb did:
Did you walk to school yesterday?
Yes, I did / No, I didn't

talk ↑ talked like ↑ liked try ↑ tried stop ↑ stopped

TALK - LIKE - TRY - STOP - DELAY - ARRIVE - CRY - WORRY - SHOP - MOVE - CLIMB -
JUMP - HURRY - ROB - PHONE - CARRY - GRAB - SLIP - RECEIVE - STAY



Practise the past simple

Fill in the gaps

Choose the right option
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invited loved didn’t use did the film start? cleaned

received didn’t play visited died travelled

Complete the sentences with these past simple verbs 

1. They to Japan in 2008. 

2. My father in a car accident last year. 

3. I ice cream when I was a child. 

4. We tennis yesterday because it was raining. 

5. He 3000 Euros when his uncle died. 

6. What time ? 

7. Yesterday I the kitchen because it was very dirty. 

8. Last year we our grandchildren. 

9. We our family for dinner last night. 

10. You the computer last night.

Choose the right past simple form in each sentence

1. Mr Bolland the lesson very clearly.

2. We the windows because it was hot.

3. Shakespeare in France. He died in England.

4. Why so far yesterday?

5. Where when you were in Paris?

6. We the party very much.

7. Where before now?

8. They there for only a few months.

9. Last week it but it was very cold and windy.

10. What on TV last night?
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Writing

Writing

Write sentences in the past as in the example
Sam walks to work every day (yesterday) » » Sam walked to work yesterday

1. The teacher helps us with the exercises (last Monday)
2. She often watches TV (last night)
3. They listen to the radio in the mornings (yesterday morning)
4. We often travel by plane (last summer)
5. A plane lands here every two minutes (two minutes ago)
6. The shop opens early (an hour ago)
7. Mr Baxter usually carries an umbrella (yesterday)

Make the correct questions
Example: She arrived at 6:30 » » What time did she arrive?

1. They called you yesterday » you?

2. You cleaned the kitchen yesterday morning » yesterday morning?

3. The concert started at 10:30 » ?

4. It rained a lot last weekend » last weekend?

5. They changed trains at Victoria Station » trains?

6. He didn't play tennis yesterday because it was raining » tennis yesterday?



Vocabulary

In section A. you read about some of the most famous disasters in the last century. Here you have some
more vocabulary about both natural and man-made disasters. First, look at the pictures and then try to
join the images with the right words and expressions you have below

Unit 2: Life events
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1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11. 12.
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Understand

Reading

OLD DAYS

Jim Hadfield is a retired railway worker. He's 84 and loves
telling his grandchildren about "the old days" as he calls it.

"In those days life was much more difficult, we didn't have
all the technology you have today, school was much more
strict than it is now. I went to Mowden Boarding School, and
we had to wear a uniform and sleep in a big dormitory with
50 other students. The teachers punished us physically and
we didn't have central heating, and the food, oh, imagine the
food!. It was rubbish. When the big war started school was
suspended, of course, and we had to run to the underground
shelters when the Germans started bombing the country.
Then, I was 17 and I enrolled in a railway military unit ; from

then on I worked for more than 50 years for British Railways until I retired"

Audio

Writing

Match the lists

Read the text and find all the regular verbs in the past tense

Match the expressions on the right with the verbs on the left

started telling old stories

worked central heating

enrolled much more difficult

was the big war

punished a railway military unit

loves for more than 50 years

didn't have physically



Listening

1. Listen and write the following past tenses under the correct picture

WANTED - LOVED - PAINTED - RECEIVED - CLIMBED - DIRECTED - MARRIED - HELPED
- PLAYED - DANCED - STARTED - WAS - DISCOVERED - SAILED - DREAMED - COMPOSED
- ACTED - KISSED - KILLED - STARRED

Audio
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Here you have the script for the activitiy

1 Starred 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 
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Listening

2. Who are the people in the pictures? Listen to the second audio exercise and match the names with
the right picture.

Audio

Marie Curie Henry VIII Edmund Hillary Rose Parks Mozart

Iker Casillas Gandhi Louis Armstrong Bogart & Bergman James Dean

Neil Armstrong Emmeline Pankhurst ET John Lennon Van Gogh

Magallanes Martin Luther KIng Michael Jackson Steven Spielberg Romeo & Juliet

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

11. 12. 13. 14. 15.

16. 17. 18. 19. 20

E.T.



Listening

Script nº 2

1. Bogart & Bergman starred in the film
"Casablanca"
2. Gandhi never received the Nobel Peace
Prize, but he was nominated five times
3. James Dean acted in only three films
because he died very young
4. Magallanes sailed around the world for the
first time
5. Emmeline Pankhurst was an English
political activist who helped women win the
right to vote
6. John Lennon was killed by a fan outside his
flat in New York
7. Martin Luther King dreamed about a
different world
8. Rose Parks started the fight for civil rights in
America. She refused to leave her seat on a bus
9. Marie Curie discovered polonium and
radium
10. Mozart composed "The Magic Flute" in 1791
11. Louis Armstrong played the trumpet
beautifully
12. Michael Jackson danced in a very peculiar
way

13. Neil Armstrong was the first man on the moon
14. Van Gogh painted "The Sunflowers"
15 Steven Spielberg directed "Schindler's List"
16. ET wanted two things: a telephone and to go home
17. Edmund Hillary climbed Mount Everest in 1953
18. Iker Casillas kissed his girlfriend Sara in front of a camera
19. Romeo & Juliet loved each other but their families hated each other
20. Henry VIII married six times

Audio

Unit 2: Life events
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Do

Have a look at the script of the listening in the previous page: what other people did similar things?

Use the past simple verbs in the listening activity and write sentences:

Example: "Clark Gable and Vivian Leigh starred "Gone With The Wind"

(You don't have to use these pictures. They are only examples of other people who did similar things)



B: PAST LIVES

Read what these people did in the past

The verbs in the past tense are irregular verbs. Learn the form of these irregular verbs ⇒

Audio

Unit 2: Life events
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Martin Luther King was born on January 15th,
1929. He grew up in Atlanta, Georgia, and went to
T. Washington High School. He fought for human
rights all his life.

Amelia Earhart bought a yellow Kinner Airster
biplane which she named "Canary", and on 22
October 1922 she flew it to an altitude of 14,000
feet, setting a women's world record.

Queen Victoria came to the throne when she was
only eighteen years old on June 20th 1837. Britain
became the most powerful country in the world
during her reign.

Santiago Ramón y Cajal (1852-1934) made major
contributions to modern nueroscience. He wrote
over 100 scientific works in French, Spanish and
German. In 1906 he got the Nobel Prize.
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Learn

The past simple tense. Irregular verbs

Read this grammar table

These are some of the most important irregular verbs. Here you can find a list with all the irregular verbs

Fill in the gaps

Past Simple - Irregular verbs

Infinitive Past Simple Infinitive Past Simple

break broke lose lost

buy bought make made

come came meet met

do did sell sold

drink drank sleep slept

eat ate speak spoke

go went swim swam

have had think thought

hear heard understand understood

know knew win won

leave left write wrote

flew went wrote had gave

ate made began left

came broke swam saw

ran

Choose the right irregular past simple verb 

1. The children all the pizza yesterday 

2. They in the sea for twenty minutes 

3. Marge her arm last week 

4. We to the cinema yesterday 

5. I dinner in a restaurant last Saturday 

6. Last night Jason back home late 

7. Cameron an email yesterday morning 

8. Jack his girlfriend a book for her birthday 

9. He three miles last Sunday 

10. Sonia that new Japanese film last Saturday



We form the negative and interrogative forms of irregular verbs in the same way as for regular verbs:

● Negative forms use DID + NOT (DIDN'T) + the infinitive of the verb:

I didn't buy the book (NOT I didn't bought the book)
She didn't sleep last night (NOT She didn't slept last night)

● Interrogative forms use DID + Subject + the infinitive of the verb:

Did they find the key? (NOT Did they found the key?)
Did you win? (NOT Did you won?)

● In short answers, we only repeat the auxiliary verb did:

Did you go to school yesterday?
Yes, I did / No, I didn't

• ACTIVITY: Make sentences as in the example, using the given information:

Example: He / get up at 6:00 yesterday / at 7:00
→ He didn't get up at 6:00 yesterday. He got up at 7:00

Match the lists

Unit 2: Life events
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1. He / leave the house at 7:00 / at 8:00

2. He / take the car / the bus 

3. He / begin work at 9:00 / at 10:00 

4. He / write emails / account reports 

5. He / eat lunch at the canteen / at the pub 

6. He / go home after work / to the gym 

Choose the right question for these answers

Did you lose your bag? No, she didn't. She bought lemons

Did she wear jeans? No, I didn't. I lost my keys

Did you speak 
to the receptionist?

No, he didn't. He slept on the sofa

Did she buy grapes? No, she didn't. She wore a dress

Did they fly to Paris? No, we didn't. We spoke to the manager

Did he sleep in his bed? No, they didn't. They flew to New York
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Choose the right option

• Revise how to say the dates. First, you need to revise the ordinal numbers:
We usually add -th to the cardinal number: ten - tenth
But as you can see in the chart, there are exceptions:

• In English we use ordinal numbers for dates and also in names of kings and queens, ordinal numbers
are written in Roman numbers but in spoken English we use the before the ordinal number:

Henry VIII = Henry the Eighth
Charles II = Charles the Second

• Revise the months of the year:

Fill in the blanks with the right time expression

1. We saw a boring film in the cinema __________________________ 

2. He passed all his exams __________________________ 

3. I go shopping __________________________ 

4. George Harrison died __________________________ 

5. They went to Paris __________________________ 

6. __________________________ Mr Evans got up at six o'clock

7. My son was born __________________________ 

Cardinal number Ordinal number

One First (1st)

Two Second (2nd)

Three Third (3rd)

Four Fourth (4th)

Five Fifth (5th)

Six Sixth

Seven Seventh

Eight Eighth

Nine Ninth

Ten Tenth

Eleven Eleventh

Twelve Twelfth

Twenty Twentieth

Twenty-one Twenty-first (21st)

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER



● DATES ⇒ Learn this rule:

• We write 23rd December or December 23rd

• We say the twenty-third of December or December the twenty-third

● ACTIVITY. Write these dates:

Understand

Reading

HENRY VIII

Henry VIII is one of the most famous kings of England. He was born on June
28,1491. He was the second king of the House of Tudor . Henry was very
intelligent. He spoke many languages and he liked sports. He wrote books and
music too.

Henry VIII became king at the age of eighteen. King Henry VIII won many wars.
The Pope gave him the title Defender of the Faith", but later he split from the
Catholic Church and established the Church of England because the Pope didn't
let him divorce his wife, Catherine of Aragon (Mary I's mother). He annexed
Wales into Britain, creating a unified nation.

Henry is probably more famous because he had six wives. When Catherine of
Aragon did not give him a living son, he sought to divorce her. After Henry split

with the Church and divorced her, he married Anne Boleyn. Anne was the mother of Elizabeth I, queen
of England for many years. Anne Boleyn was beheaded. Henry next married Jane Seymour. Jane died
while giving birth to Henry's only son, Edward VI. His son took the throne at the age of nine and ruled
England until he died at the age of sixteen. Henry's next wife was Anne of Cleves. He married her as a
political alliance but divorced her immediately : he thought she was very ugly... His next wife, Catherine
Howard, was beheaded when Henry found she was interested in another man. His last wife, Catherine
Parr, outlived King Henry.

King Henry VIII died on January 28, 1547 at the age of 56. He was buried at Windsor Castle next to his
third wife, Jane Seymour.

Audio

Choose the right option
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In the text, regular verbs are in __________________________ and irregular verbs are in __________________________ 

12/1

1/12

23/3/1953 

20/4/2007

31/5/1839 
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Match the lists

Listening

Listen to the dialogue between Jamie and his grandfather. Then do the activities below

Audio

True or false

Choose the right option

Mothers and children

Jane Seymour Mary I

Catherine of Aragon Elizabeth I

Anne Boleyn Edward VI

FalsoVerdadero

Jamie was 12 in the picture

The house was in Vermont city centre

They both enjoyed fishing

Jamie's family moved to Kansas

Jamie doesn't have any chidren

Jamie is a ______________________ –year-old boy. He is looking at a picture with his _______________________ .

They lived in a __________________________ wood house, very close to a __________________________ .They were

__________________________ there. The water was very __________________________ . Soon after, the family had

to move to __________________________ .They lived there for __________________________ 



Listening

SCRIPT

GRANDFATHER: Look at this old picture Jamie, that
was a long time ago you were ten years old, and I was a
young grandfather.
JAMIE: Let me see. Oh, it's a black and white picture we
were living in Vermont at the time, in the old wood house.
GRANDFATHER: Yes I loved that house. It was in the
middle of nowhere and very close to the river. Do you
remember when we went fishing after you came from
school?
JAMIE: Of course I remember that. I was only a little kid
but I loved the river and going fishing with you. I was so
scared when a big fish bit my hook that I fell into the
river. The water was very cold.

GRANDFATHER: Yes I took you home. You were all wet and shaking. Your mum got really angry with
me. I always remember that.
JAMIE: Who took that picture? Do you know?
GRANDFATHER: Oh yes. It was your dad. Not long after that, all of you had to move to California.
JAMIE: It's funny I don't remember much of our life in California.
GRANDFATHER: Yes my son. You only lived there for a year and then you had to move again to South
Korea. I am sure you remember that. Because that's where you lived a big part of your life and married
and had children.
JAMIE: Yes grandfather, you are right.

Audio

Do

Look at this questionnarie: first, write questions in the past using the prompts given, and then answer
these questions about yourself, using full sentences.

Example: What time did you get up this morning? I got up at 6:30

Unit 2: Life events
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PHONETICS

English consonants: /t/ and /d/

In unit 1 you heard all the English consonants. In this unit we are going to begin with the consonant
sounds which are more problematic for Spanish students.

Consonants /t/ and /d/

There is a remarkable difference between English /t/ - /d/ and the Spanish consonants t and d. They
do not have the same pronunciation. So, it is very important that you learn to pronounce these two English
sounds correctly. Listen now to the pronunciation of the sounds and to the example words that
accompany them

Note the difference between /t/ (tea) and /d/ (day)

Listen:

Listen and repeat

Audio

CONSOLIDATION

Megan is on holiday in New York. She writes an email to her parents. Read the email, number the photos
in order, 1 to 6, and then complete the text.

/t/ /d/ /t/ /d/

tell dell bit bid

tame dame but bud

tie die latter ladder

tier deer putting pudding



Choose the right option

Elige la correcta

Choose the correct expression

A) She phoned him ...

B) I visited Portugal ...

C) She was late ...

D) We watched a film ...

E) The wedding was ...

Unit 2: Life events
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Dear Mum and Dad,

I am having a great holiday. We do something different every day. Yesterday we __________________________ an

incredible day. We _________________________ in Manhattan the whole day. First, we _________________________

in the Empire State Building.

Then we __________________________ the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA). It __________________________

fantastic!

At midday we __________________________ lunch in Central Park, near the famous "Bow Bridge". In the

afternoon, we __________________________ on a boat tour down the Hudson River, and we saw the famous

"Brooklyn Bridge", and, of course, the "Statue of Liberty". After that, we __________________________ along the

"Fifth Avenue", but the shops __________________________ really expensive!

We finished our visit in "Little Italy", where __________________________ many cheap restaurants!

See you soon! And lots of love from Megan

last week

the last week

two months ago

ago two months

yesterday night

last night

in last July

last July

last morning

yesterday morning
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Write the sentences in the past. Use the time expressions

Fill in the gaps

Choose the right option

1. He has a shower in the mornings. (yesterday morning)

2. She waits for him every day. (yesterday)

3. They study at weekends. (last weekend)

4. Jim practises the guitar on Fridays. (last Friday)

5. We don't have lunch at home. (last Saturday)

6. Does she get to work late? (last Monday)

7. Jane doesn't clean the house every day. (yesterday)

8. They watch TV at night. (last night)

Where did your Where did they Did he play How much did Where did the live

When was he How many examns What time did you What did you buy Did you have

Complete the past simple questions for these answers 

1. go last weekend? They went to London 

2. basketball on Saturday? No, he didn't 

3. father work? In a factory 

4. did you take last year? Four 

5. him for his birthday? A tie and a book 

6. get up last Sunday? At 10:30 

7. those jeans cost? They weren't very expensive: 12 Euros 

8. a good time on holiday? Yes, it was great 

Choose the right past simple verb to complete the sentences

1. They __________________________ the office at 5:30 yesterday afternoon

2. I __________________________ ill yesterday

3. John __________________________ to the manager last week

4. Miriam __________________________ to work last Monday because she was in hospital

5. She __________________________ a lovely dress to the party

6. My husband __________________________ his wallet some days ago

7. I __________________________ some food on my way home yesterday

8. We __________________________ pizza on Sunday. We __________________________ paella

9. Beatriz __________________________ to this country two years ago



These past tenses are scrambled. Unscramble the past form of the verb, and then write the infinitive next
to the irregular past.

Elige la correcta

Click on the right sentence

A)

B)

C)
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Example solt lost lose

Scrambled word Past form Infinitive form

dame

rwoet

losd

ghuobt

koto

nar

tae

randk

wasm

mace

tenw

was

flet

kwen

wfle

now

ghuotht

grofto

Where were you born?

Where you were born?

When does the train arrived?

When did the train arrive?

Were the jeans expensive?

Did the jeans be expensive?
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D)

E)

F)

G)

H)

I)

J)

You didn't went out last night

You didn't go out last night

What did you bought yesterday?

What did you buy yesterday?

Yesterday Kate took the train

Yesterday Kate takes the train

They left the party very early

They leaved the party early

Tom drived very fast

Tom drove very fast

She didn't knew the answers

She didn't know the answers

I heared a noise last night

I heard a noise last night



Rewrite the sentences in the negative (-), affirmative (+) or interrogative (?) form.

Example: He had an accident last week (-) ↑ He didn't have an accident last week

Match the lists

Unit 2: Life events
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1. She didn't speak English when she was six(+)

2. Peter knew her name (?)

3. Did they see a film last night? (+)

4. She didn't write to her grandmother (+)

5. Rose slept twelve hours last Sunday (?)

6. They didn't meet yesterday (+)

7. Did you drink any beer last night? (-)

8. He gave his mother a watch for Christmas (-)

9. Did you wear your red dress? (+)

10. They came home at midnight (-)

Match the correct dates

6/8/1945
The twelfth of October, 

fourteen ninety-two

2/3/2001
The twenty-first of January, 

eighteen seventy-three

30/4/2008
The thirtieth of April, 

two thousand and eight

23/6/1988
The second of March, 
two thousand and one

12/10/1492
The twenty-third of June, 

nineteen eighty-eight

21/1/1873
The six of August, 
nineteen forty-five
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Elige la correcta

Revise the vocabulary about disasters (Learn A, p3) and then do this exercise

A) A violent and heavy snowstorm is called a

B) When there is no water because there is no rain for a long time, there is a

C) When the land violently moves or shakes, destroying buildings, streets, bridges, etc,

D) A violent wind that twist round and round and causes massive destruction is called a

E) A big wave that can destroy towns near the sea is a

F) A disaster in which snow and ice move quickly down a mountain is

G) A severe tropical cyclone usually with heavy rains and strong winds

hurricane

blizzard

tornado

famine

drought

flood

hurricane

flood

earthquake

eruption

tornado

fire

tornado

earthquake

tsunami

an avalanche

a tornado

a tsunami

a fire

a hurricane

a tornado



H) A lot of water caused by heavy rains or severe storms

Choose the right option

Match the lists

Unit 2: Life events
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fire

drought

flood

Complete the text with the right expression or preposition

1. Mary was born __________________________ July

2. We came to this country six months __________________________ 

3. They usually go out __________________________ weekends

4. I have an English lesson __________________________ Monday

5. My husband was away __________________________ morning

6. We watched a film on TV __________________________ night

7. I finished the exercise five minutes __________________________ 

8. Lisa was very tired __________________________ week

When did these disasters happen?

The Great Fire of London December 26th, 2004

The Indonesian Tsunami September 11th, 2001

World Trade Center
terrorist attacks

December 30th, 1940

The Katrina Hurricane 
(New Orleans)

November 19th, 2002

The Earthquake of San Francisco August 29th, 2005

The Waco Tornado (Texas) April 18th, 1906

The Presige oil spill 
on the Galician coast

April 3rd, 1953
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Amy Bolan died last Saturday. She was a great actress and also a beautiful and fascinating woman. She
had an interesting long life: she made a lot of films, married several times, had some children and even
recorded a few CDs ...

Here you have some information about her; complete the questions and then write the answers.

● USE: Where When What How many How much

Example: Where was she born? She was born in Little Rock, Arkansas

1. When / be born? ? .

2. happy childhood / have? ? .

3. times / get married? ? .

4. children / have? ? .

5. film / first appear? ? .

6. Oscars / win? ? .

7. cars / drive? ? .

8. houses / buy? ? .

9. autobiography / write? ? .

10. money / make? ? .



Listening

Listen to Paul Basel talking about how he met his wife when they were at university.

As you listen, try to fill in the gaps with verbs in the past
tense, regular and irregular.

You can choose from this list:

THE DAY I MET MY WIFE

My name is Paul Basel, and I am going to tell you about the day I my wife. It 

at University. We were both law students. And that day we were taking one of the final exams. I

her coming into the exam room with her lovely long dark hair and blue eyes. I couldn't keep

my eyes off her. She in front of me and looked very nervous. Ten minutes after the exam

I could see that she was not writing: she was having problems with question 3. It was a

multiple choice exam. I the answer so I in her ear: "the right answer is C".

When the exam and we our papers to the examiner she 

around, into my eyes, and "thank you". I her that she didn't

have to thank me, but having a cup of tea could be a good idea.

That's how it all started. Twenty-five years later we are married and have three children. (We both

the exam)

Audio

GRAMMAR

TO BE: THE PAST SIMPLE – EL PASADO SIMPLE DEL VERBO TO BE

FORMA

AFIRMATIVA & NEGATIVA

I was / was not yo era / estaba
You were / were not eras / estabas
He - she - it was / was not él era / estaba
We were / were not éramos / estábamos
You were / were not eráis / estábais
They were / were not eran / estaban

(La forma negativa se traduce igual poniendo “no” delante del verbo)

Unit 2: Life events
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WAS SAT WHISPERED STARTED PASSED KNEW TURNED

MET SAID FINISHED LOOKED TOLD SAW GAVE
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Contracciones

was + not : wasn't
were + not : weren't

INTERROGATIVE

Was I? *
Were you?
Was he - she - it?
Were we?
Were you?
Were they?

(la forma interrogativa se traduce igual que la afirmativa con ingerrogación al final)

• En respuesta corta, solo usamos el sujeto y el verbo TO BE.

Were you in the cinema on Saturday night?
Yes, I was / No, I wasn't

THERE WAS / THERE WERE - HABÍA

SINGULAR PLURAL

There was (había) There were (había)
There was not no habia There were not
Was there? ¿había? Were there?

SHORT FORM

There wasn't There weren't

"There was a computer on the desk" Había un ordenador en la mesa
"There wasn't a glass on the table" No había un vaso en la mesa
"Was there a ball?" ¿Habia una pelota?

"There were some people in the park" Había gente en el parque
"There weren't many pupils in the classroom" No había muchos alumnos en la clase
"Were there any cars in the garage?" ¿Habia coches en el garaje?

• Cómo ya vimos en el presente de este verbo there is / there are , en inglés hay que diferenciar si el
objeto directo es singular (there was) o plural (there were), mientras que en español sólo tenemos
una forma: había

THE PAST SIMPLE TENSE (REGULAR VERBS) – EL PASADO SIMPLE

AFIRMATIVA NEGATIVA INTERROGATIVA

I worked yo trabajé I didn't work No trabajé Did I work? *
You worked tú trabajaste You didn't work No trabajaste Did you work?
He/She/It worked él trabajó He/She/It didn't work No trabajó Did he/she/it work?
We worked nosotros trabajamos We didn't work No trabajamos Did we work?
You worked vosotros trabajastéis You didn't work No trabajastéis Did you work?
They worked ellos trabajaron They didn't work No trabajaron Did they work?

*(la forma interrogativa se traduce igual que la afirmativa con ingerrogación al final)

• Formamos el pasado simple de los verbos irregulares añadiendo el sufijo –ed al infinitivo. La forma
es la misma para todas las personas:

I watched TV last night Ví la tele anoche
He watched a film last Saturday Vió una pelicula el sábado pasado



• En las formas negativas usamos: use DID + NOT (DIDN'T) + el infinitivo del verbo:

I didn't close the door (NOT I didn't closed the door) No cerré la puerta
She didn't watch TV last night (NOT She didn't watched TV) No vió la tele anoche

• En las formas interrogativas usamos: DID + Sujeto + el infinitivo del verbo:

Did they open the book? (NOT Did they opened the book?) ¿Abrieron el libro?
Did you finish the exam? (NOT Did you finished the exam?) ¿Acabaste el examen?

•• En las respuestas cortas, repetimos sólo el auxiliar did o didn’t detrás del sujeto.

Did you walk to school yesterday? ¿Fuiste al colegio andando ayer?
Yes, I did / No, I didn't No, no fuí

ORTOGRAFÍA: pasado simple + -ed

La mayoría de Los verbos Los verbos que acaban Los verbos monosílabos 
los verbos añaden que acaban en –e en consonante + -y: que acaban en una vocal + 

-ed solo añaden -d cambian a -ied una consonante, doblan 
la consonante y añaden

-ed

walk-walked love-loved worry - worried stop - stopped
wait-waited like-liked study - studied rob - robbed

USO

Usamos el pasado simple para hablar de acciones y situaciones pasadas que ya han concluido:

We played football last Sunday Jugamos al football el domingo pasado
I lived in Madrid for two years Viví en Madrid dos años

THE PAST SIMPLE TENSE (IRREGULAR VERBS) – EL PASADO SIMPLE

El pasado simple de los verbos irregulares en su forma afirmativa no se forma añadiendo la
terminación –ed. Y deberás aprenderlos de memoria. Aquí tienes una tabla con los verbos irregulares más
importantes:

La segunda columna es la forma del pasado simple, que sólo se usa en este tiempo verbal.

Infinitive Simple Past Past Participle Spanish
be was / were been ser
become became become convertirse
begin began begun comenzar
break broke broken romper
bring brought brought traer
build built built construir
buy bought bought comprar
catch caught caught atrapar
choose chose chosen elegir
come came come venir
cost cost cost costar
cut cut cut cortar
do did done hacer
draw drew drawn dibujar
dream dreamt/dreamed dreamt/dreamed soñar
drink drank drunk beber
drive drove driven conducir
eat ate eaten comer
fall fell fallen caer
feel felt felt sentir
fight fought fought pelear
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find found found encontrar
fly flew flown volar
forget forgot forgotten olvidar
get got got tener, obtener
give gave given dar
go went gone ir
grow grew grown crecer
have had had tener
hear heard heard oír
hide hid hidden esconderse
hit hit hit golpear
hold held held tener, mantener
hurt hurt hurt herir, doler
know knew known saber
learn learnt/learned learnt/learned aprender
leave left left dejar
lend lent lent prestar
lose lost lost perder
make made made hacer
mean meant meant significar
meet met met conocer, encontrar
pay paid paid pagar
put put put poner
read read read leer
ride rode ridden montar, ir
ring rang rung llamar por teléfono
run ran run correr
say said said decir
see saw seen ver
sell sold sold vender
send sent sent enviar
set set set fijar
shoot shot shot disparar
show showed shown/showed mostrar
shut shut shut cerrar
sing sang sung cantar
sink sank sunk hundir
sit sat sat sentarse
sleep slept slept dormir
speak spoke spoken hablar
spell spelt/spelled spelt/spelled deletrear
spend spent spent gastar
stand stood stood estar de pie
strike struck struck golpear
swim swam swum nadar
take took taken tomar
teach taught taught enseñar
tell told told decir
think thought thought pensar
throw threw thrown lanzar
understand understood understood entender
wake woke woken despertarse
wear wore worn llevar puesto
win won won ganar
write wrote written escribir



Formamos la negativa e interrogativa de los verbos irregulares en pasado de la misma forma que en los
verbos regulares.

• Negativa: DID + NOT (DIDN'T) + infinitivo del verbo:

I didn't buy the book (NOT I didn't bought the book) No compré el libro
She didn't sleep last night NOT She didn't slept last night) No durmió anoche

• Interrogativa: DID + Sujeto + infinitivo del verbo:

Did they find the key? (NOT Did they found the key?) ¿Encontraron la llave?
Did you win? (NOT Did you won?) ¿Ganastéis?

Past simple time expressions: Expresiones usadas con el pasado simple

Estos adverbios y preposiciones se usan para indicar cuándo ocurrió algo en el pasado:

yesterday: ayer

RECUERDA ↑ No se dice: Yesterday night sino: last night: ayer por la noche
Pero: yesterday morning: ayer por la mañana; y no last morning
last week: la semana pasada
last month: el mes pasado
last year: el año pasado

RECUERDA ↑ No se dice The last year o The last month No colocamos THE delante de LAST.
two days ago: hace dos días
a month ago: hace un mes
a year ago: hace un año

VOCABULARY

Audio
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NATURAL AND MAN-MADE DISASTERS DESASTRES NATURALES Y CAUSADOS POR EL HOMBRE

Avalanche alud

Blizzard ventisca, tormenta de nieve

Drought sequía

Earthquake terremoto

Nuclear explosion explosión nuclear

Fire incendio

Flood inundación

Hurricane huracán

Oil spill vertido de petróleo

Tornado tornado

Tsunami tsunami

Volcanic eruption erupción volcánica
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Cuando hablamos o escribimos sobre el pasado, solemos usar conectores temporales: son adverbios o
conjunciones que se usan para unir frases o conectar un párrafo con el anterior.

Estos son algunos de los más importantes:

Audio

We had dinner, and after that, we watched TV (It is not possible to say: ... and after, we watched TV)
Cenamos, y después vimos la tele. (No es posbile decir: and after, pues es una preposición y no puede ir
sin nada detrás)

I had lunch, and then, I went for a walk Comí y después fuí a dar un paseo

First, we visited the city, and later we went to the museum Primero, visitamos la ciudad y más tarde
fuimos al museo.

We went shopping, and finally we went back to the hotel Fuimos de compras y, por último, volvimos al hotel

Audio

14th July 2008 = the fourteenth of July, two thousand and eight
23rd April 1988 = the twenty-third of April, nineteen eighty-eight

Audio

TIME CONNECTORS CONECTORES TEMPORALES

first primero

then después

after that después

later después

finally por último, finalmente

ORDINAL NUMBERS AND DATES NÚMEROS ORDINALES Y FECHAS

First primero

Second segundo

Third tercero

Fourth cuarto

Fifth quinto

Sixth sexto

Seventh séptimo

Eighth octavo

Ninth noveno

Tenth décimo

Eleventh undécimo

Twelfth duodécimo

Twentieth vigésimo

Twenty-first vigésimo primero



RECUERDA: los años se dicen de dos en dos: 1988 : nineteen eighty-eight
Pero desde el año 2000 en adelante, se dice: two thousand
Por ejemplo: 2014: two thousand and fourteen

Audio

PREPOSITIONS OF TIME – PREPOSICIONES DE TIEMPO

• IN para años y meses: in 1987, in July
• ON para fechas: on 3rd March, 2009
• AT para las horas: at half past three

Audio
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MONTHS OF THE YEAR MESES DEL AÑO

January enero

February febrero

March marzo

April abril

May mayo

June junio

July julio

August agosto

September septiembre

October octubre

November noviembre

December diciembre
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SENDING TASKS

After doing the listening activity (Understand: pages 2 and 3), have a look at the script on page 4 and write
about other people who did similar things. Use the past simple and write sentences:

Example: Clark Gable and Vivian Leigh starred “Gone With the Wind”

(You don’t have to use the pictures above. They are only examples)

APELLIDOS:

NOMBRE:

AULA :

BLOQUE: II
INGLÉS

TASK UNIT 2

OBSERVACIONES: Recuerda que las tareas se deben realizar después de haber trabajado la unidad en su
totalidad. 
Recuerda también que la tarea es individual.



Use the table on the next page to write the sentences
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1.-

2.-

3.-

4.-

5.-

6.-

7.-

8.-

9.-

10.-

11.-

12.-

13.-

14.-

15.-





HINTS TO THE UNIT

En la unidad tres The Earth, vas a aprender el grado comparativo (de superioridad: más ... que, y de
igualdad: tan ... como) y el grado superlativo (el más ...) de los adjetivos. De esta forma podrás comparar
dos personas, dos cosas o dos lugares, y también como establecer una comparación entre alguien, algo
o algún lugar y el resto.

En el apartado de vocabulario aprenderás muchos adjetivos nuevos para poder usarlos en la comparación.
Así como palabras y expresiones importantes referidas a la geografía y lo que en inglés denominamos
“landmarks” o puntos de referencia significativos.

En cuanto a los sonidos consonánticos que vamos a aprender a pronunciar bien en esta unidad son /θ/
y /´́/, que corresponden siempre a la th en inglés.

Tanto las estructuras propuestas como el vocabulario de la unidad te ayudarán a conseguir el objetivo
principal de la misma: ser capaz de realizar la tarea propuesta que encontrarás en el paso de la agenda:
tasks.

INTRODUCTION

The Earth

In Unit 3, by using comparatives and superlatives you are going to learn how to compare two people,
two places, two items... Also, you will learn how to establish a difference between somebody, somewhere
or something and all the rest (superlatives).

You will learn a lot of vocabulary: adjectives and adverbs to compare and describe and nouns related to
Geography and landmarks.

When you finish the unit, you will be able to do the tasks
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THE EARTH 3
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A: THE WORLD AROUND US

We use comparative adjectives (bigger, warmer, more expensive ...) to compare two people, two cities,
two things.

Learn the use and form of the comparative adjectives →

Audio

True or false

LOS ANGELES

Los Angeles is a city of drivers.

• LA is bigger than San Francisco
• The weather is warmer and sunnier
• The crime rate is higher
• The traffic is worse
• Better entertainment options
• LA is cheaper than San Francisco
• Architecture is not a "must"
• They say people in LA are ruder
• There are not as many homeless people

SAN FRANCISCO

San Francisco is a city of walkers.

• San Francisco is a smaller city
• The weather is cooler and foggier than in LA
• The crime rate is lower
• The traffic is not as bad as in LA
• Not as many entertainment options
• San Francisco is more expensive
• More beautiful architecture
• They say people in SF are nicer
• There are more homeless people

FalsoVerdadero

San Francisco is not as big as LA

There is less traffic in LA

There are more beautiful buildings in LA

In San Francisco people are quite friendly

In LA there are not so many homeless people

In San Francisco it is often foggy

Are these statements about San Francisco and Los Angeles correct (T) or incorrect (F)



Learn

Learn these adjectives

Do you know these words? They are adjectives.

1.– Write opposites with the adjectives above.Use this online dictionary to check the words you don't
understand

2.– Now, find a suitable adjective for each picture:

Unit 3: The Earth
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1. happy / sad 2. / 3. / 4. / 

5. / 6. / 7. / 8. / 

9. / 10. / 11. / 12. / 

1. rich 2. 3. 4. 

5. 6. 7. 8. 

9. 10. 11. 12. 
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Comparative form of adjectives

• We use the comparative of adjectives to compare two people, places or things (más ... que ...)

● IMPORTANT ↑ We use than to introduce the second part of the comparison.

Los Angeles is bigger than San Francisco
San Francisco is more expensive than Los Angeles

● AS + ADJECTIVE + AS
To compare people, places, events or things, when there is no difference, use as + adjective + as (tan
como):

Susan is 13 years old. Alyson is 13 years old. Susan is as old as Alyson.
↑ Difference can also be shown by using not so/as ...as:

Mont Blanc is not so/as high as Mount Everest
Sweden is not so/as sunny as Spain

● Activity: Give the comparative form for each of the adjectives listed.

● One-syllable adjectives form the comparative by adding the suffix -er to
the adjective.
– If the adjective ends in -e: omit the vowel and add -er

– One-syllable adjectives ending in one vowel + one consonant: double
the final consonant and add -er

● Two-syllable adjectives ending in -y: change the -y to -i and add -er

● Other adjectives of two or more syllables form the comparative with
more

● Irregular adjectives

long - longer

large - larger

big - bigger
fat - fatter

easy - easier
lazy - lazier

famous - more famous
useful - more useful
difficult - more difficult

good - better
bad - worse
far - further / farther

Adjective Comparative form

interesting

strong

funny

important

thin

hot

small

famous

boring

angry



Choose the right option

Learn this vocabulary

Geography and landmarks

Unit 3: The Earth
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Complete the sentences with the right comparative form of the adjective

1. Casablanca is __________________________ than Paris

2. Education is __________________________ than politics

3. Playing tennis is __________________________ than swimming

4. This hotel is __________________________ than the last one

5. Athens is __________________________ than Rome

6. The Earth is __________________________ from the Sun than Venus

7. German grammar is __________________________ than English grammar

8. Flying by plane is __________________________ than travelling by train

9. Singapore is __________________________ than Shanghai

10. The Brazilian football team is __________________________ than the Italian team
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Choose the right option

Match the lists

Choose the right geographical term to complete the sentence

1. London is the __________________________ of my __________________________ 

2 I would like to live in a desert ______________________ in the middle of the Caribbean____________________ 

3. __________________________ cover more the two-thirds of the Earth's surface

4. The __________________________ Nile is longer than the Amazon

5. My father lives in a beautiful __________________________ between mountains

6. __________________________ Michigan is enterely located in the United States

7. The Sahara is the world's largest hot __________________________ 

8. The Stromboli __________________________ off the coast of Sicily is constantly active

Match these words with their definitions

river low land between mountains

desert
a portion of land surrounded 

on three sides by water

valley study of the earth, oceans and countries

mountain a land mass that is higher than a hill

island land surrounded on all sides by water

peninsula
dry land that gets very little rain 

and has little vegetation

Geography
a natural stream of water that flows 

to the ocean



Understand

Reading

Read this text about the famous mountaineer Edurne Pasabán

On May 17th, 2010, the Basque mountaineer Edurne Pasabán reached
the peak of Shisha Pangma the last of the 14 peaks of more than 8000 mt.
She is the second woman in the world to achieve it, after a Korean
woman last month. Edurne climbed the highest mountain in the world
in 2001. It was Mount Everest, with 8848 mt. She said that the
Annapurna was more difficult to climb than Mt Everest, but this
mountain is more attractive than any of the others. She used oxygen to
climb it., but she said that in the future when she is stronger and more
experienced she would do it again without the aid of oxygen. Perhaps the
Manaslu was more dangerous to climb than the others, because the
weather is worse and the danger of avalanches is higher. One in three
mountaineers who attempt it die. And that's terrible.

Audio

Writing

True or false

Unit 3: The Earth
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Find the comparatives in the text:

FalsoVerdadero

Everest was easier to climb than Annapurna

The weather in Manaslu is worse than in Everest

In the Manaslu the danger of avalanches is lower than in the Annapurna

She wants to climb Everest a second time

Say if the following statements are true or false
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Writing

Listening

Look at the picture on the right. Do you recognise this famous bridge?
It is in California, and some years ago it was the longest suspension
bridge in the world. Today there are other bridges that are longer, but this
one is, perhaps, more famous than any of the other ones.

Listen to the text about San Francisco and its famous suspension bridge
and find the missing information:

THE GOLDEN GATE

The golden gate bridge is a suspension bridge. It is located in

and connects San Francisco with Marin County. When

the Bridge was completed in , it was the longest

suspension bridge in the world, but since then, there are 

other longer bridges all over the world, but it is still the second longest

in the . Before the bridge, the only way to go north from

San Francisco to Marin County was by . The construction of the bridge started in

, and it cost million dollars. It was difficult to get the funds because it was

the time of the great Depression. Today people can cross the bridge by car or any time.

During daylight hours, they can cross by bicycle or . They can't cross the bridge on roller

skates, or mopeds. Drivers had to pay cents to cross the bridge in the past.

Now drivers who go north don't have to pay anything but those who drive south into San

Francisco have to pay . It has a 75 meter fall ... don't try a dive!!! .

Audio

1. When did Edurne reach the peak of Shisha Pangma?
2. How tall in Mount Everest?
3. Did she use oxygen to climb it?
4. Which mountain became the most difficult to climb for Ms.Pasabán?
5. Why?
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Listening

SCRIPT

SAN FRANCISCO AND THE GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE

The golden gate bridge is a suspension bridge. It is located in
California and connects San Francisco with Marin County. When
the Bridge was completed in 1937, it was the longest suspension
bridge in the world, but since then, there are 8 other longer bridges
all over the world, but it is still the second longest in the USA.
Before the bridge, the only way to go north from San Francisco to
Marin County was by ferry. The construction of the bridge started
in 1933, and it cost 30 million dollars. It was difficult to get the
funds because it was the time of the great Depression. Today
people can cross the bridge by car or motorcycle any time. During
daylight hours, they can cross by bicycle or on foot. They can't
cross the bridge on rollerskates, skateboards or mopeds. Drivers
had to pay 50 cents to cross the bridge in the past. Now drivers
who go north don't have to pay anything but those who drive south
into San Francisco have to pay $6. It has a 75 m. fall ... don't try
a dive !!!

Audio

Do

We use the comparative form of the adjectives to compare:

Now, it is your turn →
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Write

Write sentences using the comparative form of the adjectives and expressing your own ideas. The pictures
below can help you.

You can write about other people, things or places ...



B: LET'S GO ALONG

The superlative form of adjectives

Learn

The superlative form of adjectives

• We use a superlative adjective to describe one thing in a group of three or more things.
Example: Canada, China and Russia are big countries. But Russia is the biggest.

Examples: The biggest city in France is Paris
The most complicated language in the world is Chinese
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● One-syllable adjectives form the superlative by adding the suffix
-est to the adjective and placing the before the adjecive
– If the adjective ends in -e: omit the vowel and add -est

– One-syllable adjectives ending in one vowel + one consonant:
double the final consonant and add -est

● Two-syllable adjectives ending in -y: change the -y to -i and add
-est

● Other adjectives of two or more syllables form the superlative
with the most + adjective

● Irregular adjectives

long - the longest

large - the largest

big - the biggest
fat - the fattest

easy - the easiest
lazy - the laziest

famous - the most famous
useful - the most useful
difficult - the most difficult

good - the best
bad - the worst
far - the furthest / the farthest
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● Activity: Give the superlative form for each of the adjectives listed.

Choose the right option

Practise the comparatives and superlatives

Write the correct form of the ajective in brackets (comparative or superlative).

1. This house is (big) than my house.

2. This building is very old. It is (old) building in the town.

3. He is (popular) singer in the world.

4. Larry's car is (expensive) as his friend's car.

5. These trousers are (comfortable) than those jeans.

6. He is (happy) now than he was last year.

7. What is (loud) animal in the world? The parrot

8. Jason is (good) as his brother at Maths.

9. The blue shirt is (nice) shirt in the shop.

Adjective Superlative

interesting

strong

funny

important

thin

hot

small

famous

boring

angry

Choose the right option to complete these sentences

1. Hanna is __________________________ person in the office

2. Is gold __________________________ metal in the world? Yes, it is

3. What is __________________________ mountain in Spain? It is Teide

4. The Picasso Tower is __________________________ building in Madrid

5. Who is __________________________ person in your family?

6. Who is __________________________ footballer in the world?

7. My boyfriend is __________________________ boyfriend in the world!

8. What is __________________________ island in the world? Greenland

9. Broadway is __________________________ street in New York

10 __________________________ person in the world weighed 725 Kg!



10. Who is (rich) : Bill Gates or Warren Buffett?

11. Andy is (good-looking) than Fred.

12. It was a very bad day. In fact, it was (bad) day of my life.

Elige la correcta

Choose the correct alternative to complete these sentences

A) Jeremy is ... in the class

B) The Picasso Tower is not ... The Empire State Building

C) What subject is ... for you: Maths or English?

D) Paris is beautiful, but Rome is ... city in Europe

E) Andorra is a small country, but Monaco is ...

F) What is ... food in your opinion?
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the thinner

the thinest

the thinnest

taller

as tall as

as taller as

easier

easyier

as easy

the more beautiful

the most beautiful

most beautiful

more small

more smaller

smaller

better

best

the best
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G) The Indian cobra is a very dangerous animal, but the mosquito is ...

E) This exercise is very easy. Can you give me something ... ?

Prepositions of movement

Look at the pictures below and learn the prepositions of movement

As you can see in the pictures, these prepositions are used to show or express movement; for this reason
they usually go with movement verbs:

She swam across the river
They ran along the street
He drove through the tunnel
The plane flew over the city

more dangerous

most dangerous

so dangerous

the most difficult

more difficult

as difficult



Find the right preposition for each picture and then, complete the sentences below

1. The Beatles are going Abbey Road

2. The boy is running school

3. The fire engine is going the fire station

4. The man beside the red double-decker buses is walking the street

5. The man is running the stairs

6. The helicopter is flying the city

7. They are driving the tunnel

8. The man is going the stairs

9. The satellite is flying the earth

10. The earth revolves the sun

11. The woman is getting the airplane

12. The girl is getting the bus
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Understand

Reading

Read the quiz and choose the best answer

1. The highest mountain in the world is.. 8. The hottest city in the world is ...

a. Mount Mackinley a. Lima, Peru

b. Mount Everest b. Esawa, Eritrea

c. Mount Ras Dashen c. Mexico city, Mexico,

2. The highest building in the USA is... 9. Which planet is farthest from the sun?

a. The Sears Tower (Chicago) a. Earth

b. The Empire State Building (NY) b. Saturn

c. The Commerce Plaza (Houston) c. Pluto

3. The most populated country is... 10. Who pay the most income tax ?

a. Russia a. The Swedish

b. India b. The Swiss

c. China d. The American

4. The lowest place in the world is... 11. The coldest place on Earth is ...

a. Death Valley (USA) a. Antarctica

b. Munkhafed el Qattara (Egypt) b. Siberia

c. The Dead Sea (Israel-Jordan) c. Greenland

5. The largest planet in our solar system is 12. The deepest ocean is ...

a. Saturn a. Pacific Ocean

b. Jupiter b. Atlantic Ocean

c. Venus c. Arctic Ocean

6. The longest river in the world is... 13. The biggest island in the world is ...

a. The Amazon a. Australia

b. The Mississipi-Missouri b. United Kingdom

c. The Nile c. Greenland

7. The fastest animal is.. 14. Which is the smallest animal?

a. The rhino a. The fairyfly

b. The ostrich b. The flea

c. The cheetah c. The hobbit mosquito



Listening

The Grand Canyon is a steep-sided canyon carved by the
Colorado River in the United States in the state of
Arizona. It is largely contained within the Grand
Canyon National Park, one of the first national parks in
the United States

Listen to the text and do the activities below

Audio

Match the lists

Writing
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Match

The grand Canyon is the widest 400

The Grand Canyon is the longest from 6 to 59

The Grand Canyon is the deepest 1800

1. How many people a year visit the Canyon? ________________________________________ 

2. Can you camp there? ________________________________________ 

3. Who were the first to live in the Canyon? ________________________________________ 

4. When did the Spanish explore it for the first time? ________________________________________ 
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Listening

SCRIPT

THE GRAND CANYON

One of the most remarkable natural wonders of the world
is The Grand Canyon in Arizona. The Grand Canyon is
really impressive, probably the longest in the world at
more than 400 km; it's also the widest, from 6 to 59 km
at the widest part, and of course the deepest, at more than
1800 meters deep. It attracts visitors from all over the
world and every year is visited by more than 5 million
people.

Apart from casual sightseeing from the South Rim, rafting,
hiking, running and helicopter tours are especially
popular.

You need special permission if you want to camp there because it is a National Park. In some parts of the
park you need to apply 4 months before the date you want to camp. Before the Europeans discovered the
Canyon, it was inhabited by numerous tribes of native Americans. The Spanish were the first to explore
the Canyon in September 1540

Audio

Do

AUGIE

The world record for the most tennis balls held
in the mouth by a dog at one time is five.

The world record for the highest jump done by
a dog is 172.7 cm, achieved by Cinderella May, a
Holly Grey, on 7 October 2006.

CINDERELLA MAY

STRIKER

The fastest time a dog has rolled down a car
window is 11.34 seconds and was achieved by
Striker, a border collie.

The longest ears on a dog measured 34.9cm and
34.2 cm for the right and left ears, respectively, on
September 29, 2004.

TIGGER

GIANT GEORGE

The tallest dog living measured 1092 m. tall on
15 February, 2010. It is a Great Dane



Write

Now, it is your turn. Complete the sentences according to your opinion and experiences. Pay attention
to superlatives

For me...

• The best film is ...
• The prettiest woman is ...
• The oldest person in my family is ...
• The most boring place is ...
• The most dangerous activity is ...
• The worst song is ...
• The funniest TV programme is ...
• The most tiring sport is ...
• The coldest place is ...
• The most interesting hobby is ...
• The most beautiful city is ...
• The most frightening animal is ...
• The happiest moment in my life is ...
• The most important invention is ...
• The most expensive thing I have is...
• The most delicious food is ...
• The tallest in my family is ...-
• The cheapest entertainment is ...
• The most brilliant song is ...
• The person I love the most is ...

PHONETICS

English consonants: /θ/ - /´́/

Consonant sounds /θ/ and /´́/

These sounds are regularly spelt: th. You can hear these sounds, for example, in the words: three /θ/ and
they /´/. But there is no certain way to distinguish from the spelling, when th represents /θ/ or /´/. Here
you have some tips, but there are many exceptions:

• In most pronouns, adverbs and the article th represents /´/ : they, the, them, these, this, that, their,
those, there, etc.

• At the end of a word, th usually represents /θ/: breath, bath, etc

Note the difference between /θ/ (thin) and /´/ (then)

Listen and repeat
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/θ/ /´́/

thick this

thank that

nothing brother

Martha mother

author other

tooth smooth

myth with
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Practise now these lists of words

Audio

CONSOLIDATION

Adjectives

• Look at the pictures and, first, find an adjective for each picture, and then, match each adjective with
its opposite.

You can choose from this table:

/d/ /´́/ /t/ /θ/

day they tin thin

wordy worthy taught thought

dad that toot tooth

wide with tree three

YOUNG BAD FAST CLEAN COLD HAPPY DIRTY SHORT

DIFFICULT SAD SMALL OLD OLD GOOD SLOW UGLY

BEAUTIFUL BIG EASY HOT CHEAP LONG EXPENSIVE NEW

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18.

19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24.



• Clasify these adjectives according to their meaning

Choose the right option

Comparison

• Complete the table with the right form of the comparative and superlative adjective
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SINCERE YOUNG CURLY HIGH GERMAN BROWN BORING

STRAIGHT LONG OLD CANADIAN PINK HONEST INTERESTING

Describe feelings Nationality Age Size Colour Shape Value

Check your answers for activity 1 (match adjectives and pictures) and 2 (clasify these adjectives)

Choose the best adjective to complete the sentence

1. The dog had a __________________________ nose and __________________________ ears

2. We ate the __________________________ pizza

3. German cars are the most __________________________ cars in this country

4. The __________________________ boy ran along the street

5. My mother made __________________________ cookies

6. Did you see any __________________________ birds?

7. The Earth is a __________________________ planet

8. She drank a glass of __________________________ milk

9. I can't read in this room, it is very __________________________ 

Adjective Comparative Superlative

quiet

thin

nice

ugly

modern

exciting

beautiful

bad

good
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• Write six true sentences. Use comparatives and superlatives.

Example: Stacey is younger than Kimberley. Mary Jo is the oldest

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Open activity. Send it to your teacher if you want it checked

True or false

AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT

STACEY 17 1,66 56

KIMBERLEY 18 1,68 59

MARY JO 20 1,71 60

FalsoVerdadero

Russia is bigger than Spain

English is more difficult than Chinese

London is more expensive than Toledo

A Porsche is as fast as a Fiat Punto

Water is cheaper than milk

The Queen is as rich as I am

Coffee is stronger than water

Greece is colder than Alaska

Chile is further than Portugal

Pau Gasol is not as tall as Iker Casillas

Are these statements TRUE or FALSE?



Write sentences. Use comparative adjectives.

1. New York / big / London

2. My father / old / me

3. Whisky / expensive / Coke

4. Monica / lazy / her sister

5. Tania / slim / Carla

6. This box / heavy / that one

7. Cats / clean / dogs

8. Linda / intelligent / Carol

Fill in the gaps

Choose the right option
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The most popular the best the prettiest the longest the fastest

the highest the closest tje most complicated the biggest the most expensive

Choose the best superlative to complete the sentences 

1. The Alps are mountains in Europe 

2. Fernando Alonso was pilot in the race 

3. Rafael Nadal is tennis player in the world 

4. German grammar is of all languages 

5. tourist attraction in the USA is Disneyworld 

6. Scarlett Johansson is one of actresses in Hollywood 

7. The Grand Canyon is canyon in the world 

8. The blue whale is animal of all 

9. Mercury is planet to the Sun 

10. Hotel Ritz is one of hotels in Madrid

Choose the best option to complete the sentences

1. Biology isn't __________________________ as History

2. A skyscraper is __________________________ than a house

3. New York hotels are __________________________ in the world

4. Oranges are __________________________ than lemons

5. Superman is as __________________________ Batman

6. Bill Gates is one of __________________________ men

7. This is __________________________ restaurant in the city

8. I am a __________________________ cook than my husband

9. Big cities are not __________________________ as small towns

10. She is __________________________ person I know. She won the lottery last week!
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Reading

MICHAEL JORDAN

Michael Jordan was the best-known basketball player of his time.
His career started in the early 1980's, when he played basketball
with the University of North Carolina. He was not the strongest or
the tallest player, but his coach knew he was an excellent player.

Jordan left college to join a professional basketball team: the
Chicago Bulls. He led the Bulls to the best record in professional
basketball history. People voted him MVP (most valuable player)
five times. He also has several records: the highest scoring average
and the most points in a playoff game. He was the most spectacular
basketball player of all time. There is a statue of him in Chicago
that reads "The best there ever was. The best there ever will be".

People say he is also the highest paid athlete in the world. Forbes
magazine said that Jordan earned more than 77 million dollars... in
1997 alone! He retired in 1999, at the age of 35.

Audio

Writing

Match the lists

Find the comparatives and superlatives in the text.Write the three forms of each adjective

Match the figures

5 million dollars he won in a year

77 years old when he retired

35 times he was voted MVP

1999 year in which he retired



Writing

Revise this vocabulary

Match the lists

Elige la correcta

Choose the word that does not belong to the group

A)
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Let's revise verbs in the past. Find the Simple Past verbs. Write their base form.

Match these words related to our physical world

Oceans Everest, Teide, The Alps

Mountains The Nile, The Amazon, The Thames

Rivers Moon, Mars, Sun, Earth

Seas Africa, Asia, Europe

Countries Atlantic, Pacific, Indian

Solar System Hurricane, Tsunami, Tornado

Disasters Germany, Russia, India

Continents Mediterranean, Caribbean, Red

happy

romantic

nice

short
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B)

C)

D)

E)

F)

G)

difficult

tall

thin

pretty

easier

longer

lazier

uglier

fatter

thinner

larger

slimmer

city

continent

country

bay

hill

ocean

sea

lake

island

valley

gulf

bay



H)

I)

J)

Listening

MUIR WOODS

Do you know where the oldest trees in the world are?

And do you know how tall some of these trees are?

Listen to the text and find out

Then, do the exercises below

Audio
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forest

jungle

river

desert

peak

mercury

moon

sun

over

down

with

through
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Choose the right option

Elige la correcta

Listen again and choose the correct answer

A) The forest is ... from San Francisco

B) It is usally ... in this area

C) There are a lot of ... in this forest

D) These trees are also ... in the world

Listen to the text about Muir Woods and complete the text with the right option

The oldest trees in the world are only a __________________________ north from San Francisco, California. They

are in some of the most beautiful forests in the United States: Muir Woods. It is part of the Golden Gate National

Recreation Area and it protects ________________________ . It is always __________________________ with average

daytime temperatures between _______________________ . Rainfall is heavy during the _______________________

are almost completely dry. Muir Woods is a forest of giant redwood trees. Many of the trees are over

__________________________ tall and the thickest tree is __________________________ in diameter. Some of these

redwoods are more than __________________________ years old. They are the oldest living things in the world,

and they are certainly the tallest.

not far

very far

in the centre

very hot

not very hot

not very wet

red trees

wet trees

tall trees

the more beautiful

the most old

the oldest



Listening - Script

MUIR WOODS

The oldest trees in the world are only a 40-minute drive
(19 km north) from San Francisco, California. They are in
one of the most beautiful forests in the United States Muir
Woods. It is part of the Golden Gate National Recreation
Area and it protects 559 acres.

It is always cool and wet with average daytime
temperatures between 4 to 21° Celsius. Rainfall is heavy
during the winter and summers are almost completely dry.

Muir Woods is a forest of giant redwood trees. Many of
the trees are over 70 metres tall and the thickest tree is 4,3
metres in diameter.

Some of these redwoods are more than a thousand years old. They are the oldest living things in the world,
and they are certainly the tallest.

Audio

GRAMMAR

THE COMPARATIVE FORM OF ADJECTIVES – LA FORMA COMPARATIVA DE LOS ADJETIVOS

Se usa la forma comparativa de superioridad de los adjetivos para comparar dos personas, dos lugares
o dos cosas. Corresponde en español a: más ... que.

● Los adjetivos de una sílaba forman el comparativo añadiendo el sufijo -
er al adjetivo
– Si el adjetivo acaba en -e: se omite la vocal y se añade -er

– Los adjetivos monosílabos que acaban en una vocal + una consonante:
doblan la consonante final y añaden -er

● Los adjetivos de dos sílabas que acaban en -y: cambian la -y a -i y aña-
den -er

● Los demás adjetivos de dos o más sílabas forman el comparativo con
more

● Adjectivos irregulares

• IMPORTANTE ↑ Se usa than para introducir la segunda parte de la comparación

Los Angeles is bigger than San Francisco Los Angeles es más grande que SF
San Francisco is more expensive than Los Angeles San Francisco es más caro que LA
El comparativo de igualdad (tan ... como) se forma con la siguiente estructura:
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long - longer

large - larger

big - bigger
fat - fatter

easy - easier
lazy - lazier

famous - more famous
useful - more useful
difficult - more difficult

good - better
bad - worse
far - further / farther
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AS + ADJECTIVO + AS

Susan is as tall as Alyson. Susan es tan alta como Alyson

↑ En forma negativa también se puede usar: not so/as ...as:

Mont Blanc is not so/as high as Mount Everest El Mont Blanc no es tan alto como el Everest
Sweden is not so/as sunny as Spain Suiza no es tan soleada como España

THE SUPERLATIVE FORM OF ADJECTIVES – LA FORMA SUPERLATIVA DE LOS ADJETIVOS

Se usan los superlativos para comparar una persona o cosa con respecto a un grupo de tres o más personas
o cosas. (El más ... de ...)

Canada, China and Russia are big countries. But Russia is the biggest.
Canadá, China y Rusia son países grandes pero Rusia es el más grande.

● Los adjetivos de una sílaba forman el superlativo añadiendo el sufijo
–est al adjetivo y colocando the antes delante de dicho adjetivo.
– Si el adjetivo acaba en -e: se omite la vocal y se añade -est

– Los adjetivos monosílabos que acaban en una vocal + una
consonante: doblan la consonante final y añaden-est

● Los adjetivos de dos sílabas que acaban en -y: cambian la -y a -i y
añaden -est

● Los demás adjetivos de dos o más sílabas forman el superlativo con
the most + adjetivo

● Adjetivos irregulares

The biggest city in France is Paris
La ciudad más grande de Francia es Paris

The most complicated language in the world is Chinese
El idioma más complicado del mundo es el chino

long - the longest

large - the largest

big - the biggest
fat - the fattest

easy - the easiest
lazy - the laziest

famous - the most famous
useful - the most useful
difficult - the most difficult

good - the best
bad - the worst
far - the furthest / the farthest



VOCABULARY

Audio
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ADJECTIVES ADJETIVOS

angry enfadado

bad malo

beautiful guapa, bello

big grande

boring aburrido

cheap barato

clean limpio

cold frío

crazy loco

deep profundo

difficult difícil

dirty sucio

dry seco

early temprano

easy temprano

expensive caro

fast rápido

fat gordo

friendly simpático

funny divertido, raro
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Audio

Audio

good bueno

handsome atractivo

happy feliz

heavy pesado

high alto

intelligent inteligente

kind amable

large grande

late tarde

lazy vago

light ligero

little pequeño

long largo

loud alto (sonido)

lucky afortunado

new nuevo

nice agradable, simpático

noisy ruidoso

old viejo

poor pobre

pretty guapa

quiet tranquilo, callado

rich rico

sad triste

short corto, bajo

slim esbelta

slow lento

small pequeño

sporty deportivo

strong fuerte

thin delgado

tired cansado

ugly feo

young joven

warm cálido

wet humedo



Audio

Audio
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THE SOLAR SYSTEM EL SISTEMA SOLAR

The Earth la tierra

The Moon la luna

The Sun el sol

Planet planeta

Satellite satélite

GEOGRAFHY AND LANDMARKS GEOGRAFÍA Y PUNTOS DE REFERENCIA (GEOGRÁFICOS)

Bay bahía

City gran ciudad

Cliff acantilado

Coast costa

Continent continente

Country país

Desert desierto

Forest bosque

Glacier glaciar

Gulf golfo

Hill colina

Island isla

Lake lago

Jungle selva

Mountain montaña

Ocean océano

Peak pico

Pond estanque

River río

Sea mar

Town ciudad o pueblo grande

Valley valle

Village pueblo pequeño
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Audio

PREPOSITION OF MOVEMENT PREPOSICIONES DE MOVIMIENTO

Up no tiene traducción de forma aislada. Indica siempre en dirección hacia
arriba: to go up the stairs: subir la escalera

Down no tiene traducción de forma aislada. Indica siempre en dirección hacia
abajo: to go down the hill: bajar la colina

Over por encima, sobre: jump over the fence: saltar por encima de la valla

To hacia

Away from indica alejarse de algún lugar: get away from: alejarse de ...

Past pasar por delante sin parar. Go past the library: pasar por delante de la
biblioteca

Into indicando movimiento o dirección: entrar en. Walk into a building:
entrar en un edificio

Out of lo contrario de into. Salir de: walk out of the building: salir fuera del
edificio

Around alrededor

Onto sobre (indicando movimiento)

Off de. Lo contrario de onto.

Across a través: go across the street: curzar la calle

Along a lo largo

Through a traves, por (atravesando por dentro).



SENDING TASKS

Choose different items and write comparative sentences:

Example. Fruit: Apples are sweeter than lemons.
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APELLIDOS:

NOMBRE:

AULA :

BLOQUE: II
INGLÉS

TASK UNIT 3

OBSERVACIONES: Recuerda que las tareas se deben realizar después de haber trabajado la unidad en su
totalidad. 
Recuerda también que la tarea es individual.

Countries

Cities

Languages

Drinks

Vehicles

Colours

Hobbies

Animals

TV programmes

Sports

Actors

Months

Professions

Subjects

Sportspeople





HINTS TO THE UNIT

En la unidad 4, “New technologies”, vamos a estudiar la forma y el uso de los siguientes verbos modales
en inglés: CAN – COULD – MUST – SHOULD – HAVE TO (aunque éste último no se considera un
verbo modal propiamente dicho, lo vamos a incluir en este capítulo), en sus respectivas formas afirmativas,
negativas e interrogativas. De esta forma aprenderás a expresar: la posibilidad, la capacidad, la obligación,
la prohibición o la ausencia de obligación. Y también, cómo pedir permiso, o dar consejo.

No nos olvidemos del vocabulario, pues en esta unidad resulta muy interesante y útil: el mundo de los
ordenadores e internet: ¿Qué diferencias hay en la forma de comnicarnos ahora y en el pasado? Imagina.
Tampoco nos olvidaremos de repasar los electrodomésticos.

En cuanto a pronunciación, es importante que escuches atentamente dos sonidos que a nosotros nos
parecen “casi” iguales: /s/ y /z/

Tanto las estructuras propuestas como el vocabulario de la unidad te ayudarán a conseguir el objetivo principal
de la misma: ser capaz de realizar la tarea propuesta que encontrarás en el paso de la agenda: tasks.

INTRODUCTION

New Technologies

In Unit 4, you are going to learn how to use some of the most important modal verbs: CAN - CAN'T -
MUST - MUSTN'T - SHOULD - SHOULDN'T - HAVE TO - DON'T HAVE TO.

By using these verbs you can express: ability, possibility, permission, obligation, prohibition, advice, and
absence of obligation.

The vocabulary of the unit is related to new technologies, different gadgets and other appliances used
in the modern world.

When you finish, you will be able to complete the tasks of the unit
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A: EXPRESSING POSSIBILITY, ABILITY AND ADVICE

What can you use a computer for?

Last week the local council started a new computer course for the elderly. The course lasted 24 hours and
the objective was to teach those people who had no idea of computers the basics: like the operating system
(this is the most difficult part for them to understand), how to use internet explorer and email. Some of
them got easily demotivated and went home. But others, on the contrary, loved it and they just entered
the name of their villages in Google to be absolutely delighted when they saw the results, even pictures
of their villages. They also loved it when they learned how to send an email and attach a file.

Audio

Writing

Can you identify the expressions related to computers?



Learn

Learn this vocabulary

The computer is one of the most important developments in the field of telecommunication. Learn the
words and expressions related to computers

Match the objects with the words in the box. Then check your answers

CAN - COULD

As you learned in "Bloque I", CAN is used to show:

• ability: I can drive
• possibility: He can start his lesson today
• permission: Can I go to the concert? No, you can't

Look at the table on the right to learn the verb CAN and COULD

Unit 4: New technologies
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HEADPHONES SCREEN DESKTOP PC CD READER CONTROL PAD
SCANNER CDs SPEAKERS KEYBOARD WEBCAM MICROPHONE

MOUSE LAPTOP SOFTWARE PRINTER

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
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COULD, is sometimes the past tense of CAN, but it also has other uses:

• It is used to express possibility: James could go to prison for stealing the money
• It is used to express past ability: I could ski quite well when I was 8
• It is used to ask for permission (more formal than CAN): Could I use your mobile to phone my husband?

IMPORTANT ⇒

• CAN and COULD are both modal verbs.
They only have one form (CAN / COULD). They don't change from first, to second to third person
like other verbs.
They are always followed by an infintive without TO

Julia could run ten miles when she was younger
They can't use the mobile at school
Can I go to the toilet?
Could I have something to drink?

Choose the right option

SHOULD

We use SHOULD:

• to give advice:

John goes to bed very late ↑ He should go to bed earlier
Smoking is bad for you ↑ You shouldn’t smoke so much

• to make recommendations:

The film is really good ↑ You should go and see it

IMPORTANT ⇒

• SHOULD is a modal verb
It only has one form (SHOULD). It doesn'tchange from first, to second, to third person like other
verbs.
It is always followed by an infinitve without TO

Complete the sentences with the right form of CAN or COULD

1. Last week we __________________________ go skiing, but this week we __________________________ 

2. Alex __________________________ do his homework when the television is on

3. Good morning Mr Hill, __________________________ I use your computer to print this document?

4. Mum, __________________________ I go to the concert on Saturday?

5. Simon passed his driving test last month, but he __________________________ drive a car

6. Her mobile was broken and she __________________________ send me an SMS

7. I __________________________ swim when I was five

8. My son __________________________ play tennis now

9. __________________________ he understand what you told him?



Look at the pictures and think about each situation.

Now, match the problems below with the pictures, and then write a piece of advice for each problem using
SHOULD or SHOULDN'T

Example: 3. h

Unit 4: New technologies
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a. His room is untidy b. It is raining c. You don't do exercise

d. You eat fat food e. His back hurts f. She drives fast

g. You smoke a lot h. She watches too much TV i. You don't eat fruit

j. You don't wash you teeth k. They are lost l. She works a lot

a. ↑ b. ↑

c. ↑ d. ↑

e. ↑ f. ↑

g. ↑ h. 3 ↑ She shouldn’t watch so much TV

i. ↑ j. ↑

k. ↑ l. ↑

Check your answers
Suggested answers
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Understand

Reading

THE HISTORY OF THE COMPUTER

The first computer was designed by Babbage, an English mathematician in 1822. It was enormous and it
weighed three tons! For each calculation, you had to turn a handle hundreds of times! As a result, it was
very slow. However, it was more precise than a modern calculator.

A new system of keeping and transmitting information appeared in 1857: information was stored on long
pieces of paper with holes in them. Then, Hollerith computers could "read" these pieces of paper. This
system was very successful and lasted until the 1960s.

The invention of transistors and microchips in the 1950s and 60s changed computer design: they became
much smaller and cheaper. The first "modern" computer, with a screen and keyboard, appeared in 1975.

We know computers have changed the world. In a short time, everybody will "wear" a small computer to
talk to friends, to listen to music, to watch TV , to ... who knows?

Which is which? Label the images

Answer these questions:

1. Why was Babbage's computer very slow? 

2. What colud Hollerith machine do? 

3. What changed computer design in the 1950s and 60s? 

4. When did the first modern computer appear? 

5. What can people use computers for? 

Audio

Babbage computer Holleritch machine 1950s computer “modern” computer



Listening

Listen. Which of the following items are mentioned?. Write YES or NO

Listen again. What three items are essential for a teenager?

1.

2.

3.

Now, answer the last question.

Audio
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SCRIPT

Take a look at your house. You've got a microwave oven,
a fridge, one or two TV sets, a computer, a dish washer,
a hairdryer, a modern cooker, and many other things that
our grandparents never dreamt of. Now think about it
and ask yourself: Do I need all that? How many of those
things could I live without?. Some of you might come to
the conclusion that all of them are unnecessary. Do
this:tell your friends and relatives that they can only keep
three items and that they must live without the rest.
Which three items do they choose?. Probably if you ask
a teenager he can say that the mobile phone, the
computer and the TV are essential, and probably the

fridge. He may forget about the washing machine or the cooker. And now think about you. What are for
you the three most important appliances in your house?

Audio

Do

THE PROBLEM PAGE

ALISON Jones

"With the help of my team of counsellors, psychologists and therapists I answer
individually about 300 people a month. Problems are varied and a lot: romance,
work, family, money... It is essential to make people think they are important and
they are not alone."

Match each letter to its answer:

Dear Alison,
My problem has to do with
bathroom scales: I am too fat.
I am always on a diet, but as
soon as I am slimmer, I begin
to eat more again.
Could you give me some
advice on how to lose weight
FOREVER? What should I
do?

-1-

Dear Alison,
I have a boyfriend, Jim, and I
love him a lot; he says he
loves me too, but when there
are other people around he
treats me really badly and I
feel miserable.
He says this is not true, but it
is. Tell me, what should I do ?
Thank you

-2-

Dear Alison,
I have a really big problem: I
am afraid of everything.
Everything scares me: insects,
storms, illnesses, darkness.
Also, I am afraid my husband
dies. Perhaps I'm just
paranoid. Can you help me,
please?
What should I do?

-3-



Your answer

Write

Imagine you are Alison. Read the letters, choose three of them and give an answer .
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Dear friend,
You shouldn't worry so much:
life is scary, but exciting too.
You are not paranoid but I'm
not the person you need. You
should contact a psychologist:
I'm sure he can find a solution
for your problem.
Love, Alison.

-a-

Dear friend,
You should change your
eating habits: eat several times
a day, but have smaller
portions, and add more fruit,
vegetables and water. This is
more important than a diet,
and more effective. Anyway,
you should love yourself as
you are. Alison xxx
-b-

Dear reader,
You should respect yourself
but people should respect you
too. Especially the boy you
like! Look around: there are a
lot of nice boys -and probably
more handsome: find a new
boyfriend.
Love, Alison

-c-

Dear Alison. I'm very worried
about my exams. I'm nervous
and I can't sleep at night. I
study hard and I can do the
exercises, but exams are
something horrible for me.
Can you help me? What
should I do?
Emma

Dear Alison. I am going crazy.
I'm married, but I'm having an
affair with a girl. It was
nothing serious at first, but
now I think I'm in love with
her. Should I leave my wife?
Mark.

Dear Alison. I started a
bussiness two years ago. I
work really hard, but I get
very little money. I have
debts. Nobody knows,
because they advised me
other jobs and now I'm
ashamed. I'm very depressed.
Can you help me, please?
Joe

Dear Alison. I have an
adopted daughter. She is now
14, but she thinks she is our
biological child. Should I tell
her the truth? I'm afraid she
wants to find her real parents
and stops loving my husband
and me. Help me, please.
Vivian.

Dear Alison. My problem is...
me!. I'm very very shy and
this conditions my life. I just
can't make friends, speak to
the boy I like or simply say
my opnion about different
things. What should I do?
Marianne.

Dear Alison. I think I'm
addicted to the Internet. I
spend hours in front of my
computer. I don't meet my
friends, I don't go to places. I
prefer surfing the net. When
I'm at work I only want to go
home to have my PC. Can
you tell what I should do?
Steven.
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B: EXPRESSING OBLIGATION AND PROHIBITION

It is Delia's first day at work. She has an interview with her boss. Read the dialogue and pay attention to
what Delia must and mustn't do.

Daniel Wells Good morning Ms Jones, and welcome to our company "White Microchip".
Delia Jones Thank you, Mr Wells.
Daniel I must tell you about your duties in the company.
Delia Oh yes, of course. I want to start as soon as possible.
Daniel Well, in the first place you must answer the phone, but you mustn't use your mobile phone

here.
Delia OK, I understand.
Daniel You must be friendly to everybody but you mustn't chat with the other employees in the

office. You must work very hard Ms Jones.
Delia Of course, Mr Wells.
Daniel And obviously, you must type all the reports but you mustn't surf the Internet at work.
Delia All right, Mr Wells. Everything is perfectly clear.

Audio

Learn

MUST - HAVE TO / HAS TO

● MUST

Must is a modal auxiliary verb. We use the verb must:

• To express obligation:
You must stop now

• To say than something is essential or necessary:
She must work harder

● MUSTN'T

Mustn't expresses prohibition - something that is not permitted:

Visitors mustn't leave bicycles here
We mustn't use the mobile at school

IMPORTANT ⇒



• MUST is a modal verb.
It only has one form (MUST). It doesn't change from first, to second, to third person like other verbs.
It is always followed by an infinitve without TO

You mustn't smoke
You must fasten your seat belt

● HAVE TO / HAS TO

Have to / Has to is also used to express obligation:

Jane has to work on Saturdays
I have to finish typing these reports for my boss

● DON'T / DOESN'T HAVE TO

The negative form of have to means that it is not obligatory or necessary to do something:

I don't have to get up early tomorrow. It is Sunday
You don't have to do the shopping. We have a lot of food

COMPARE: You mustn't use the phone in the office (It is prohibited)
You don't have to finish this report now. (It is not necessary)

Choose the right option

Writing
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Complete the sentences with: Must or Mustn't

1. You __________________________ be late for work

2. You __________________________ be nice to other people

3. You __________________________ eat fruit and vegetables

4. We __________________________ make noise in the library

5. We __________________________ hurry to catch the bus

6. You __________________________ light fires in the forest

7. You __________________________ listen to your teacher

8. You __________________________ smoke in hospitals

Put the words in the correct order to make positives, negatives and questions with have to / has to

1. have / I / leave / to / now
2. has / answer / she / to / calls / phone
3. have / do / when / home / you / go / to / ?
4. has / here / John / to / be / six / at
5. have / at / weekends / I / don't / work / to
6. Have / doesn't / she / uniform / wear / a / to
7. Have / clean / her / she / to / room / does / ?
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Choose the right option

Match the lists

What does or doesn't a secretary have to do? Complete the sentences

1. The secretary __________________________ be a woman. The secretary can be a man

2. The secretary __________________________ use a computer

3. __________________________ the secretary __________________________ work at weekends?

4. No, he/she __________________________ work at weekends

5. The secretary __________________________ answer phone calls

6. __________________________ he/she __________________________ type reports every day?

7. No, he/she __________________________ type reports every day

Match the two halves of these sentences

You don't have to change trains My plane leaves at 12.30

You mustn't speak 
to the bus driver

This train is direct

He doesn't have to work 
but he does

It is forbidden

I have to work this weekend I can't go to the beach with you

You don't have to ask 
my permission

It is dangerous

You don't have to read 
it if you don't want to

He is a millionaire

You mustn't do that
You can go to the concert 

with your friends

I have to go now It is optional



Learn this vocabulary

Activity 1. You read an English email in a previous section of the unit. Let's see if you can find the right
Spanish word for each of the icons and words of the email

Activity 2. Now, have a look at the icons below. You have seen them on your computer many times. Can
you match them with their terms in English?
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Copy File Home At

Restart Delete Internet Print

Desktop Warning Cut Window

Mail Click Paste Save

Search Help Close Spam

Network places User account My computer Recycle bin

Open folder Scroll up/down Shut down
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Understand

Reading

THE INTERNET

Nowadays you can do many things on the Internet. With a credit card and a
computer you can buy anything anywhere in the world without leaving your
house. Yesterday I bought a pair of shoes in Hong Kong for a very good price.
Then, my mother came in and asked me to buy tickets for a show in Broadway.
In less than 10 minutes we had the tickets. We could even choose the location of
our seats. Mum thought it was wonderful, but she didn't like the idea of using her
credit card, to pay for the tickets: " Mum you must pay with your credit car, that's
the only way" I told her. You just mustn't forget this: you have to take a few

precautions, for example: you should use a debit card that you can recharge with a limited amount of
money. Use only secure websites and never send your card number ".

Audio

Match the lists

Match the sentences in the text with the modal meaning:

You MUTN'T forget this Possibilty

You HAVE TO take only 
a few precautions

Obligation

You CAN do many things 
on the Internet

Prohibition

We COULD choose our seats Obligation

You SHOULD use a debit card Advice

You MUST pay with your credit card Possibility



Elige las correctas

Listening

SPAM

Listen to the text. Decide if the statements are true of fase. Then, correct the false
ones.

Audio

True or false
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Things you can do on the Internet according to the text: choose the correct sentences

Send your card number

Use your credit card

Choose the seats in the theatre

Use insecure websites

Buy theatre tickets

Pay by cheque

Take some precautions

FalsoVerdadero

Office workers in Europe and The USA spend 12 minutes a day deleting spam

Spam is illegal

Spam is easy to fight

You can buy university degrees on the Internet

There is always a virus in spam

Open an email only when you are sure who sends it

Filters are not always effective

Listen and say if these sentences are true or false.
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Writing

Listening - Script

SPAM

Spam is a new word that is used to define unsolicited email. Office workers in Europe
and the USA spend 20 minutes a day deleting spam when they open their email
programmmes every morning. It is not legal to send spam, but it is very common and
it is not easy to fight. Spam tries to sell all kinds of products, like online medicines,
pills, all kinds of fake certificates... some spammers even sell university degrees!!!
Spam can also be dangerous because it can contain a virus than can infect your
computer, so, as a rule, you mustn't open an email if you don't know who sends it.
There are some filters nowadays that stop some spam, but they are not 100%
effective. So next time you open your computer never click on a suspicious mail, just
delete it.

Audio

Do

Here you have some people talking about their jobs. They are using modals:

Now, correct the false sentences.



Now, it is your turn ⇒

Write

Write sentences about the following jobs.

Choose five jobs and write about what they must, mustn't, should, shouldn't, can, can't, have to or don't
have to do
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architect baker cleaner cook

hairdresser mechanic painter photographer

policeman soldier postman secretary
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PHONETICS

English consonants: /s/ - /z/

Consonant sounds /s/ and /z/

The sound /s/ is usually spelt s, but there are other spellings, for example: cent, pass, or scent.
The sound /z/ is spelt: z in zone, zinc or dozen, s in plays or knees.

Note the difference between /s/ (said) and /z/ (zed)

Listen and repeat

Practise now these lists of words

Audio

CONSOLIDATION

Revise modal verbs

Choose the right option

/s/ /z/

sip zip

sink zinc

Sue zoo

lacy lazy

fussy fuzzy

place plays

price prize

/z/ /´́/ /s/ /θ/

zoo though sin thin

breeze breathe sort thought

reason heathen pass path

Complete the sentences with CAN - CAN'T - COULD - COULDN'T

1. I __________________________ remember her name, but she lives in my building

2. Teresa __________________________ play the piano when she was five years old

3. She __________________________ go to the beach because the weather was very bad

4. ________________________ you lend me 50 Euros? Sorry, I . I ________________________ haven't got any money

5. __________________________ you open the window, please? It is very hot here

6. I __________________________ understand this problem. It is very complicated

7. ___________________________ you take me to the station? Sorry, but I drive, I __________________________ 

haven't got a driving licence

8. I __________________________ walk when I was only 11 months old



Writing

Fill in the gaps
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Finish these sentences giving advice for each situation. Remember to use SHOULD / SHOULDN'T
Example: She looks very tired » She should go to bed

1. They have a History test

2. She smokes a lot

3. My children watch too much television

4. He only eats hamburgers and pizzas

5. She never does any exercise

6. He is very rude with his mother

7. It is raining a lot

8. They never say "Hello" to other people

have to get up have to do have to wear has to read

has to work has to answer has to be has to wear

Choose the correct expression with HAVE / HAS TO to complete the sentences 

1. She can't see very well. She glasses. 

2. Every term students a test. 

3. My friend Luc is studying literature at university. He a lot of books. 

4. Mr Bollan is not often at home. He a lot in his job. 

5. We are very strict with our daughter. She home by 10. 

6. I very early because I start work at 7. 

7. Policemen a uniform. 

8. The secretary a lot of phone calls. 
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Modal verbs: obligation and prohibition

Write sentences about the pictures using MUST - MUSTN'T:

True or false

1 2 3

4 5 6

4 5 6

FalsoVerdadero

You mustn't listen to your teacher

You must eat fruit and vegetables

You must wash your hands before meals

You mustn't be nice to your colleagues

You must brush your teeth once a week

You must do your online exercises

You must send the activities to your teacher before the final date

Say if these sentences are TRUE or FALSE



Choose the right option

Vocabulary revision

What can you do with a computer? Match the pictures with the verb
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Complete the sentences choosing MUSTN'T (prohibition) or DON'T/DOESN'T HAVE TO (no obligation)

1. You __________________________ finish the exercise now. You can do it at home

2. You __________________________ drive so fast. It is extremely dangerous

3. It is OK. You __________________________ pay me now. You can pay me when you have some money

4. You __________________________ drink and drive

5. She __________________________ come if she doesn't want to

6. Children __________________________ play with matches

7. He __________________________ see this film if he doesn't like horror films

8. A: I don't like carrots.

B: Ok, you __________________________ eat them

BUY CLOSE SHUT DOWN COPY SEND

SAVE PRINT OPEN SPEAK DELETE

SEARCH WRITE LISTEN CUT PASTE

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15
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Match the lists

Match the words with their definitions

KEYBOARD
You use it to type words 

onto the computer

PRINTER
The most popular internet 

search engine

SCANNER
You use it to click things 

on the screen

MOUSE Any programme on the computer

HARDWARE
A machine used to put documents 

on paper

EMAIL Internet mail

GOOGLE Any physical part of a computer

SOFTWARE
It is used to copy documents 
or images into the computer

SPEAKERS
You can hear music or any other

sound from your computer

LAPTOP A portable computer



Tense revision

Elige las correctas

Writing
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Choose the correct sentences.

They don't watch TV everyday

The Earth is going round the sun.

What do you wear at this moment?

The Earth goes round the sun

They aren't watching TV everyday.

Do you read this exercise now?

Are you reading this exercise now?

What are you wearing at this moment?

Turn into the past:

1 Peter and Molly are in London

2. I don't like living in a small city

3. They go to the beach every summer

4. I can't travel to India

5. She writes a letter to her boyfriend every day

6. The students are doing an exam.

7. Do you meet your friends at the weekend?

8. Lisa works as a nurse at Central Hospital

9. There is a new teacher at school

10. I buy a pair of new shoes every winter
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Reading

A TOWN'S WEBSITE

Hello, my name is Nathal Wood, I am a computer expert and I work as an administrator and designer of
the website in my home town, Baltimore (Maryland), in the USA. I love my job because I have to do
something new every day. I have to update the website of my town every week and I must include new
services for the citizen. I am proud of my work because I think it saves a lot of time. For example, you
can check the transport timetable for buses and trains. Also, the opening times of museums and sports
facilities, the new courses offered to the citizens and events like concerts and exhibitions. We can offer
access to all the local institutions and basic services, like checking their gas or electricity bills online.We
get in touch with people via e-mail: they suggest new ideas, send complaints, etc. I think this website is
making Baltimore a better place to live .You should come for a visit!!

Audio

Elige las correctas

Which of the following can you do by using Baltimore's website?

Buy the ticket for a concert

Pay your electricity bill

Send suggestions

Enroll in a new course

Get information about different courses

Check the timetable of public transport

Rent an apartment

Complain

Check your gas bill



Writing

Internet survey

Now, we want to know about you: how digital are you?

How often do you use Internet? Are you a "digital
person"?

Can you live without the Internet?

Do you use Ebay, Skype or Spotify?

Do you buy online products?

Are you an "Internet freak"?

Answer these questions below and find out
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What are Nathal Wood's duties? What does he have to do as administrator and designer of Baltimore's website?

1. Do you have ... at home: computer digital camera games console web-cam

cable TV PDA MP3 player laptop

2. Do you have Internet access at home: YES NO

3. Type of access to the Internet: telephone line WiFi mobile phone cable TV

4. Where do you use Internet: at school public library at work at home

5. What do you use Internet for: travel plans get information about local events

read the news find information about health look for sports information

look for jobs

6. Communication online: check your email send attachments with email

social networking participate in chats make or receive phone calls

write or read a blog

7. Entertainment online: download music play games download videos

bet or gamble look at "adult" sites
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First, read the questions carefully and then, tick the boxes that are relevant for you.
In general terms, we could say that if the answer to question 2 is YES, and you have ticked many boxes
in questions: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11, ... YOU ARE QUITE AN INTERNET FREAK

GRAMMAR

CAN / COULD – PODER

Can: puedo
Could: podría (permiso), podía, sabía (capacidad)

Affirvative form Negative form
I/you can / could I/you can't / couldn't
He/she/it can / could He/she/it can't / couldn't
We/you/they can / could We/you/they can't / couldn't

• Cannot = Can't
Could not = Couldn't

• En forma interrogativa, invertimos el verbo y el sujeto:

Could you swim when you were five? Sabías nadar cuando tenías cinco años?
Can she speak French? Habla francés?

CAN se usa para:

• capacidad: I can drive Sé conducir
• posibilidad: He can start his lesson today Puede empezar la clase hoy
• permiso: Can I go to the concert? No, you can't ¿Puedo ir al concierto? No, no puedes

COULD, a veces es el pasado de CAN, pero también se usa para:

• expresar posibilidad: James could go to prison for stealing the money
James podria ir a la cárcel por robar el dinero

• expresar capacidad en pasado: I could ski quite well when I was 8
Esquíaba bastante bien cuando tenia 8 años

• pedir, dar permiso (más formal que CAN): Could I use your mobile to phone my husband?
¿Podría usar su móvil para llamar a mi marido?

8. Buying and using services online: buy products online make travel reservations

use your bank's online service pay bills order food, groceries online sell things 

9. Learning online: check a fact investigate topics of personal interest

look up a dictionary get information for school projects

distance learning for an academic degree

10. Internet friends: none one or two three to five six to nine ten or more

11. Reasons to start using Internet: school or a course keep in touch with friends and family

work personal use: I thought it could be interesting buy products online

12. Negative experiences on the Internet: receiving Spam viruses when using email

ending up on a pornographic website accidently



IMPORTANTE

– CAN y COULD son verbos modales, lo cual quiere decir que:
Sólo tienen una forma (CAN / COULD). No cambian con ninguna persona (no tienen –s en la 3ª
persona del singular, por ejemplo)

Van siempre seguidos de un infinitivo sin TO

Julia could run ten miles when she was younger Julia podía correr diez millas cuando era más joven

They can't use the mobile at school No pueden usar el móvil en el colegio
Can I go to the toilet? ¿Puedo ir al baño?
Could I have something to drink? ¿Podría beber algo?

SHOULD - DEBERÍA

Affirvative form Negative form
I/you should I/you shouldn't
He/she/it should He/she/it shouldn't
We/you/they should We/you/they shouldn't

• Should not = Shouldn't

• En forma interrogativa, invertimos el verbo y el sujeto:
Should I tell the manager? ¿Debería decírselo al gerente?

SHOULD se usa:

• dar consejo:

John goes to bed very late ↑ He should go to bed earlier Debería irse a la cama antes
Smoking is bad for you↑ You shouldn't smoke so much No deberías fumar tanto

• hacer recomendaciones:

The film is really good ↑ You should go and see it Deberías ir a verlo

IMPORTANTE

SHOULD es un verbo modal:
Sólo tiene una forma para todas las personas. No tiene otro tiempo verbal tampoco (SHOULD).
Siempre va seguido de un infinitivo sin TO

MUST / HAVE/HAS TO – DEBER, TENER QUE

● MUST

Must: deber, tener que
Mustn't: estar prohibido, no deber

Affirvative form Negative form
I/you must debo / debes I/you mustn't no debo / no debes
He/she/it must debe He/she/it mustn't no debe
We/you/they must debemos/debéis/deben We/you/they mustn't no debemos ...

• Must not = Mustn't

• En forma interrogativa, invertimos el verbo y el sujeto:
Must you work so much? ¿Debes/tienes que trabajar tanto?

Must es un verbo auxiliar modal. Se usa para:

• Expresar obligación:
You must stop now Debes parar ahora

• Expresar que algo es esencial o necesario:
She must work harder Debes/tienes que trabajar más

Unit 4: New technologies
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● MUSTN'T

Mustn't expresa prohibición – algo que no está permitido:

Clients mustn't leave bicycles here Los clientes no deben dejar las bicicletas aquí
We mustn't use the mobile at school No debemos usar los móbiles en el colegio

IMPORTANT

– MUST es un verbo auxiliar modal, por lo tanto:
Sólo tiene una forma para todas las personas. No tiene otro tiempo verbal tampoco (MUST).

Siempre va seguido de un infinitivo sin TO

You mustn't smoke No debes fumar
You must fasten your seat belt Tienes que atarte el cinturón

● HAVE TO / HAS TO – TENER QUE

Have to / Has to: tener que
Don't / Doesn't have to: no es obligatorio o necesario

AFIRMATIVA NEGATIVA
I/you have to tengo/tienes que I/you don't have to no tengo/tienes que
He/she/it has to tiene que He/she/it doesn't have to no tiene que
We/you/they have to tenemos/tenéis/tienen que We/you/they don't have to no tenemos ...que

INTERROGATIVE
Do I/you have to ¿Tengo/tienes que ...?
Does s/he/it have to ¿Tiene que ...?
Do we/you/they have to ¿Tenemos ... que?

IMPORTANT

• La forma afirmativa expresa obligación: tener que hacer algo:
I have to get up early tengo que levantarme temprano
• La forma negativa expresa ausencia de obligación: no ser necesario hacer algo:
I don't have to get up early No hace falta/no es necesario que me levante pronto

Have to / Has to (3ª persona del singular): también se usa como MUST para expresar obligacion:

Jane has to work on Saturdays Jane tiene que trabajar los sábados
I have to finish typing these reports for my boss
Tengo que acabar de pasar al ordenador estos informes para mi jefe

● DON'T / DOESN'T HAVE TO

La forma negativa de have to significa que no es obligatorio o necesario hacer algo.
I don't have to get up early tomorrow. It is Sunday
No tengo que levantarme pronto mañana. Es domingo

You don't have to do the shopping. We have a lot of food
No hace falta que hagas la compra. Tenemos mucha comida

COMPARE: You mustn't use the phone in the office (It is prohibited) -
No debes usar el teléfono en la oficina (está prohibido)

You don't have to finish this report now. (It is not necessary)
No hace falta que acabes este informe ahora. (No es necesario)



VOCABULARY

Audio

Audio

Unit 4: New technologies
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COMPUTERS ORDENADORES

CD reader lector de CD

Control pad mando para vídeo consola

Desktop pc ordenador de mesa

Headphones cascos, auriculares

Keyboard teclado

Laptop portátil

Microphone micrófono

Mouse ratón

Printer impresora

Screen pantalla

Speakers altavoces

Web cam cámara web

APPLIANCES ELECTRODOMÉSTICOS

Cooker cocina

Dishwasher lavavajillas

Freezer congelador

Fridge frigorífico

Hairdryer secador de pelo

Microwave microondas

Oven horno

Washing machine lavadora
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Audio

Audio

COMPUTERS ICONS ICONOS DE ORDENADOR

At arroba

Close cerrar

Copy copiar

Cut cortar

Delete borrar

Desktop escritorio

Home página de inicio

Mail correo

Network places sitios en red

Open folder abrir carpeta

Paste pegar

Print imprimir

Recycle bin papelera de reciclaje

Restart reiniciar

Scroll up/down desplazarse hacia arriba/abajo

Search buscar

Shut down apagar

Spam correo basura

User account cuentas de usuario

Warning señal de alerta

Window ventana

EMAIL CORREO ELECTRÓNICO

Attach adjuntar

File archivo

From de

Help ayuda

Save guardar

Send envíar

Subject asunto

To a

Tools herramientas

View ver



SENDING TASKS

Imagine you are Alison (Section A-Do page 1). Read the following letters, choose three of them and write
back.

Unit 4: New technologies
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APELLIDOS:

NOMBRE:

AULA :

BLOQUE: II
INGLÉS

TASK UNIT 4

OBSERVACIONES: Recuerda que las tareas se deben realizar después de haber trabajado la unidad en su
totalidad. 
Recuerda también que la tarea es individual.

A

Dear Alison. I’m very worried
about my exams. I’m nervous
and I can’t sleep at night. I
study hard and I can do the
exercises, but exams are
something horrible for me. Can
you help me? What should I
do?
Emma

B

Dear Alison. I am going crazy.
I’m married, but I’m having an
affair with a girl. It was nothing
serious at first, but now I think
I’m in love with her. Should I
leave my wife?
Mark

C

Dear Alison. I started a
bussiness two years ago. I work
really hard, but I get very little
money. I have debts. Nobody
knows, because they advised me
other jobs and now I’m
ashamed. I’m very depressed.
Can you help me, please?
Joe

D

Dear Alison. I have an adopted
daughter. She is now 14, but she
thinks she is our biological
child. Should I tell her the
truth? I’m afraid she wants to
find her real parents and stops
loving my husband and me.
Help me, please.
Vivian

E

Dear Alison. My problem is...
me! I’m very very shy and this
conditions my life. I just can’t
make friends, speak to the boy I
like or simply say my opnion
about different things. What
should I do?
Marianne

F

Dear Alison. I think I’m
addicted to the Internet. I spend
hours in front of my computer. I
don’t meet my friends, I don’t
go to places. I prefer surfing the
net. When I’m at work I only
want to go home to have my
PC. Can you tell what I should
do?
Steven





HINTS TO THE UNIT

La unidad 5, “Entertainment”, está totalmente dedicada al mundo del “espectáculo”; vamos a aprender
todo lo relacionado con este apasionante tema: el cine, la música y la televisión. ¿Qué tipos de películas
te gustan? ¿Qué programas de telvision son tus preferidos? ¿Qué sabes sobre la historia del rock and
roll?... Todo esto lo vas a encontrar en esta unidad. Incluso puede que vayas a un concierto de rock ...

Por supuesto, también tendremos nuestro apartado de gramática: estudiaremos otro tiempo en pasado:
el PASADO CONTINUO. Y para terminar ampliaremos la lista de pronombres, estudiando los
pronombres indefinidos y los pronombre posesivos.

En cuanto a la pronunciación, nos encontramos con sonidos que no existen en español: /∫/ - /E/ - /dE/
y además otro sonido que es parecido pero no exactamente igual: /t∫/

Tanto las estructuras propuestas como el vocabulario de la unidad te ayudarán a conseguir el objetivo
principal de la misma: ser capaz de realizar la tarea propuesta que encontrarás en el paso de la agenda:
tasks.

INTRODUCTION

Unit 5 is about the world of entertainment: films, music and television are going to be present in the
different sections of the unit.

You will learn how to talk and write about this interesting and enjoyable topic:

What types of films do you know? How many genres of music can you name?
Do you watch TV? Surely, you do. But can you tell us what TV programmes do you prefer?

All these things and many more will be part of the vocabulary of the unit.
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As for grammar, we will also learn how to use another verb tense: the past continuous. We use this tense
to describe actions in the past or to express a past activity in progress.

Finally we will study the Indefinite Pronouns and the Possessive Pronouns

When you finish the unit, you will be able to do the tasks

A: FILMS & TELEVISION

THE SEVENTH ART

Read these quotations of some famous films:

"If I have to lie, steal, cheat, or kill! As God is my witness, I'll never be hungry again."
Gone With the Wind (1939)

"Play it once, Sam, for old times' sake...Play it, Sam. Play "
Casablanca (1942)

"...Bond. James Bond."
Dr. No (1962)

"ET phone home"
ET (1982)

"Hello. My name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die."
The Princess Bride (1987)

"Well, Clarice, have the lambs stopped screaming?"
The Silence of the Lambs (1991)

"Houston, we have a problem"
Apollo XIII (1995)

"I sometimes see dead people"
The sixth sense (1999)



Learn

THE PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE

Learn the form and use of this verb tense

● Past Continuous: FORM

We form the Past Continuous tense with the past tense of the verb TO BE + V-ing

Example: To work

● IMPORTANT ⇒ the contracted form for the negative form is: was not ↑ wasn't
were not ↑ weren't

Examples: It was raining the whole day
I was playing tennis with my friend
What were you doing yesterday at 7 o'clock?
I was watching television

Fill in the gaps

Unit 5: Entertainment
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AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE

I was working I was not working Was I working?

You were working You were not working Were you working?

He/She/It was working He/She/It was not working Was he/she/it working?

We were working We were not working Were we working?

You were working You were not working Were you working?

They were working They were not working Were they working?

was doing were they winning were having was washing Were you using

was dancing weren't reading were going wasn't writing wasn't working

Choose the right alternative to complete the sentences

1. She the car

2. They home

3. You the newspaper

4. the computer late at night?

5. They dinner at 7:30

6. Sandra a computer course at school

7. I in the shop yesterday

8. the match?

9. She in the disco last night

10. The child on the board
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Writing

THE PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE

● Past Continuous: USE

The Past Continuous Tense is used:

• to talk about an action in progress in the past

We were watching TV yesterday at 10:30
Where was your sister yesterday morning? She was doing an exam at school

• to give a description of events in the past

Last Saturday it was raining and the wind was blowing. It was very cold

• to talk about two actions happening at the same time in the past

I was reading a book while my sister was watching TV

● TIME EXPRESSIONS.
We can use some linking words with the past continuous, they are usually called connectors or linkers,
because connect or link two sentences of the same kind.

While. It is used to join two simultaneous actions:

Some students were doing a test while others were writing a composition
Carol was listening to the radio while she was making dinner

Because. It is often used with the past continuous to explain the cause of a particular action.

We didn't go out because it was raining
She couldn't work because they were repairing her computer

Answer the questions using the short answers: (+) affirmative and (-) negative

1. Were you reading a magazine? (+)
2. Was she sleeping? (-)
3. Were they playing tennis? (-)
4. Was your son doing his homework? (+)
5. Was Lola having lunch? (-) 6. Were you shopping? (+)



● Activity 1. Look at these pictures and write what these people were doing at that time that particular
day

Choose from these verbs: CLEAN - BOX - FLY - HAVE A WALK - SKATE - CELEBRATE

1. What were they doing at 9.30 last Saturday night?

2. What was Leo doing at 7 o'clock this morning?

3. What were they doing at 10.30 last Sunday morning?

4. What were they doing at 4.30 yesterday afternoon?

5. What was Diana doing an hour ago?

6. What was Sheila doing at 6.30 last Monday evening?

Writing

Unit 5: Entertainment
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1 2 3

4 5 6

Write the questions and then answer using the given informations. Use the past continuous

Example: She / read / a book (What) » » What was she reading? » She was reading a book

1. The young boys / swim / in the lake (Where)
2. The old man / shop / in the afternoon (When)
3. The children / do / their homework (What)
4. Mr Robinson / have breakfast (Who)
5. The sun / not shine / because it was foggy (Why)
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Learn this vocabulary

Can you identify these movie genres with these pictures? Some of them are similar to the word in Spanish.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

11. 12. 13.



Match the list

Unit 5: Entertainment
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Match the film and the genre

Crime & Thriller Mamma Mia

Historical Gladiator

Action Pirates of the Caribbean

Horror Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde

Drama Batman

Science Fiction American Pie

Musical Schindler’s List

Comedy Pretty Woman

Romance
The Triumph

of Sherlock Holmes
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The world of television

Look at the pictures on the right. They are famous television programmes. Can you recognize any of them?

Now, try to match the picture, the type of programme and the name of the programme.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

11.



Choose the right option

Understand

Reading

TELEVISION

I remember the day my dad bought the first television set. I was a 12 year-old-boy and that was the year
1954. All the family came to the living room for that extraordinary event. It came in a big cardboard box
and was really heavy. It consisted of a table with legs, a small screen and a cable. Of course, it didn't have
a remote control or any of the modern things that television sets have now. The great moment came. My
dad plugged it in but nothing happened. Of course there weren't any instructions for use. Then, dad
pressed a button and we could see white lines and dots going up and down the screen. My big brother,
Tom, started playing with the dial and the miracle happened. There was a man riding a horse and shooting
a gun in that mysterious box. My little brother was scared and started to cry. He said that the little man
could come out of the box and kill us all. We sat on the floor open-mouthed watching that incredible
spectacle. There was only one channel and they only broadcast for 2 hours a day. We watched the news.
And that weekend we watched our first baseball match.

Audio

Unit 5: Entertainment
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Choose the right type of programme to complete the sentences

1. You can watch singers and musical groups playing or singing:

2. gives you information about what is happening in the world

3. A is a competition in which people have to answer questions to win

4. is a short animation film usually for children

5. In this programme people answer questions about their lives or work:

6. is a programme where real people (not actors) are filmed at all times for weeks or

months

7. This is a funny programme in which the same characters act in different situations each episode:
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Writing

Writing

1. When does the anecdote take place?

2. What was the TV set like?

3. What's the first image the family coluld see?

4. What does "the miracle happened" mean?

5. What type of programme is on?

6. How does the boy's little brother react?

7. And the rest of the family?

8. What did they watch later on?

Find the base form of the past tenses in bold



Listening

Look at today's programmes and listen to the dialogue between Laura and Louis.

Audio

Choose the right option

Unit 5: Entertainment
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"The Weakest Link" is on . At is the News and Weather on

."Home and Away" is a ."The Premier League" is on

."CSI" is on BBC 2 at .Finally they decide to watch

.It is on 
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Writing

Listening

Script

Laura: What's on television today?
Louis: Er... let's see. ... Well, there's this quiz show "The Weakest Link"
on BBC 1 just now. Well, it started half an hour ago. And at 6 o'clock
there is the News and Weather on ITV.
Laura: At what time is the news on BBC 1?
Louis: At ten past six. Oh, and you have that soap opera you like "Home
and Away" at six o'clock on TVFive.
Laura: I don't like that soap opera. It is horrible. And "Lost", is it today?
Louis: Er... Yes. But much later. At half past eight. At seven on ITV we
have "The premier league" sports programme.
Laura: Oh yes, of course. Always FOOTBALL!! ....
Louis: It is only for half an hour. Don't worry. You can watch "Two Men
and a Half" later. I know that you like it.
Laura: Oh yes. I think it is really funny. And what about CSI? Is it
today?
Louis: Yes, I think so. It is on BBC 2 at twenty past nine. But perhaps

you want to watch "Big Brother" on ITV ...
Laura: Oh no! Not again! What is it? Big Brother Six or Seven?
Louis: Oh I don't know. Wait a minute... Good news. At eleven on BBC 1 we have "Avatar"
Laura: Really? But it is very late.
Louis: Just for one day. It is an incredible film.

Audio

Now, answer these questions:

1. What type of programmes do they mention?
2. What time is the news on BBC1?
3. Does Laura like "Big Brother"?
4. What programme does Louis want to watch on ITV at 7?



Do

What´s on TV today? Have a look at the programmes.

My favorite programmes are quiz shows: they are usually funny and very entertaining. You can learn a
lot of things too. These shows are not very long, and the time they are on is good for me. Also, they are
family programmes: I love watching TV with my children around. I like films too, especially romantic
comedies. I like fims with happy endings and easy plots: I am tired at the end of the evening and I don't
want complicated or sad stories. I have a lot of problems at work so I want to relax at home. And, in a
romatic comedy I know they are going to get married at the end!!!!.

Unit 5: Entertainment
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7:30 "Good Morning
citizens"
The News

7:45 "Breakfast on
Sundays"
The News

7:00 "Sun and
Clouds"
Weather Forecast

7:00 "The Day of the
Lord"
Sunday Mass

8:00 "Vivaldi: Opus
nº 65"
Classical music

8:45 "Super Mouse
and The Umbrella"
Cartoons

9:00 "Disney Magic
Princess"
Cartoons

7:55 "The Red Lion
and The Dragon"
Film

14:00 "Biography
Quiz"
Quiz Show

14:00 "The More The
Better"
Contest

13:45 "Bet On The
Horses"
Sports

14:00 "The Silver
Sword"
Adventure film

18:30 "Liverpool Vs
Arsenal"
Premier League

18:45 "You Lips On
Me Forever"
Romantic comedy

18:00 "Londoners All
Over The World"
Documentary

19:00 "The Creature"
Sci-Fi film

20:30 "Agenda: The
Crisis"
Current Affairs

21:00 "Liza Averton's
Show"
Chat show

21:00 "The Hill of
Celebrities"
Reality Show

21:00 "Musical
videos"
Music

23:00 "Guns &
Bullets"
Western film

23:00 "Crime
Investigation"
Series Drama

23:30 "Enemies"
Sitcom

24:00 "Review of the
Week"
The News
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Write

TELEVISION PROGRAMMES

It is your turn now. Write "today's programmes". Of course, you can use your
imagination. Fill in the chart (write these data: channel, time, name and type of
programme, you should consult the previous page).Then, choose your favourite
programmes and write about them

Now, write a paragraph about your favourite television programmes ↑

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL

TIME

NAME

TYPE

CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL

TIME

NAME

TYPE



B: MUSIC

Music is an artistic form of sound communication via musical instruments that produce sounds and tones.
Music is as old as mankind.

All cultures past and present have music. The "oldest known song" dates back 4,000 years ago and was
written in ancient cuneiform. It is not certain how or when the first musical instrument was invented. But
most historians point to early flutes made from animal bones that are at least 37,000 years old. Below you
can read about the stories of some popular musical instruments. (Adapted from Wikipedia)

Recent excavations at the Neolithic site in Henan, China, discovered six bone
flutes between 7,000 and 9,000 years old. They may be the earliest complete
musical instrument.

Charles Wheatstone invented the accordion in 1829. The accordion is played by
pressing and expanding the air bellows

Invented around 1690, the clarinet is a single-reed woodwind instrument with a
cylindrical tube. The clarinet evolved from an earlier instrument called the
chalumeau, the first true single reed instrument.

The saxophone was invented by a Belgian manufacturer, Adolphe Sax (1814 -
1894) and exhibited to the world for the first time at the 1841 Brussels exhibition.

The trumpet has a long and rich history. It was used in Ancient Egypt and Greece
but it was later when the trumpet began to be considered a musical instrument.
During the 14th - 15th century the trumpet acquired its present form and
produced "harmonic" tones.

The piano first known as the pianoforte developed from the harpsichord around
1720, by Bartolomeo Cristofori of Padua, Italy, who was employed by Ferdinando
de' Medici, as the Keeper of the Instruments.

Audio

Unit 5: Entertainment
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Learn

Indefinite Pronouns

Learn the form and use of the indefinite pronouns

Indefinite pronouns refer to things, people or places without mentioning what, who or where they are.

• -ONE is also possible instead of -BODY: SOMEONE - ANYONE - EVERYONE

SOMETHING, SOMEBODY and SOMEWHERE are used in affirmative sentences:
There is something in my pocket
I saw somebody in the corridor
I have found somewhere to live

ANYTHING, ANYBODY and ANYWHERE are used in questions and negative sentences:
I don't know anybody
I can't remember anything
She hasn't anywhere to live

EVERYTHING and EVERYBODY are usually used in affirmative sentences:
Everybody came to the party
I bought everything I needed for the party
** EVERYWHERE is not a pronoun, it is an adverb:
I never use my car. I go everywhere on foot

NOTHING, NOBODY and NOWHERE are used in affirmative sentences but the meaning is negative:
I want nothing from you
I saw nobody in the street
I have nowhere to go

• ACTIVITY. Look at the pictures and do the activity below:

On the beach

At the café

Outside the bar

On a picnic

Skating down the street

At the zoo

THING BODY* WHERE

SOME SOMETHING SOMEBODY SOMEWHERE

ANY ANYTHING ANYBODY ANYWHERE

EVERY EVERYTHING EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE**

NO NOTHING NOBODY NOWHERE



True or false

Choose the right option
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FalsoVerdadero

There is nobody on the beach

There is someone at the café

There isn't anything in the picnic basket

At the zoo everybody is looking at the panthers

Nobody is having a coke at the bar

The girls skating have something on their heads

At the café there is nothing in the cup

There is something in the sky on the beach

Look at the pictures and say if these statements are true or false

Choose the correct pronoun to complete the sentences

1. knew the answers of the exam

2. There was in the box

3. Did you meet nice at the party?

4. broke a window in the classroom

5. I bought at the supermarket. It was closed

6. Did you see your sister yesterday?

7. James knows about computers

8. She was sure that saw her

9. We want to go nice for our holidays

10. Is there in the tin?
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Revise the personal pronouns and learn the possessive pronouns.

Possessive Pronouns

Personal pronouns are used to substitute the noun, subject or object. Possessive adjectives are used to
express possession, and possessive pronouns express possession as well but they are used without the
noun. Study these examples:

This is my guitar ↑ This guitar is mine
These are my maracas ↑ These maracas are mine

Study the table below: personal pronouns and possessive adjectives and pronouns.

• Remember: we use WHOSE (De quién?), to find out which person something belongs to:
Whose camera is this? It is mine or It is my camera
Whose are these CDs? They are ours or They are our CDs

Fill in the gaps

Personal pronouns Personal pronouns Possessive adjectives Possessive pronouns
(subject) (object) (+ noun) (without a noun)

I me my mine

you you your yours

he him his his

she her her hers

it it its its

we us our ours

you you your yours

they them their theirs

Singular Plural

mine ours

yours yours

his
hers theirs
its

hers yours his theirs yours mine

Choose the correct prossessive pronoun or adjetive

1. It's my mobile. It's 

2. They are his glasses. They are 

3. They are her shoes. They are 

4. It's your car. It's 

5. It's their house. It's 

6. They are your books. They are 



Choose the right option

Learn this vocabulary

Do you know these types of music?
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Choose the correct possessive (pronoun or adjective)

1. Are these glasses? Yes, that's right.

2. Whose is this t-shirt? It is 

3. Is this mobile ? Yes, it is

4. They came to wedding but we didn't go to

5. room is nicer than , but a bit smaller

6. I didn't find my key, so my father gave me 

7. They have got two dogs, but I don't know names

8. That is their problem, not 
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Now try to match the type of music and its description

music is original
from the southern part of the
United States. It is often
associated with cowboys and
is usually played with guitars
and violins. The Dixie Chicks
are one of the most popular
groups in the USA

music was born
in the 50's. But it continued to
evolve until now, and is still
one of the most popular styles
of music. It is often loud
music with electric guitars,
electric bass guitars and
drums. Elvis Presley was "The
King"

a genre of music
that developed between the
60's and 80's in GB and the
USA. Its bands play thick
massive music, with very
amplified loud sound. The
most famous band of that time
was Led Zeppelin

music was very
popular in the 60's. It was
based on traditional American
music. Its singers and groups
sang protest songs. One of the
most famous singers
songwriters was Bob Dylan

originated at the
beginning of the 20th century
in African American
communities in the Southern
United States. Some of the
best and most famous artists
were Louis Amstrong and
Miles Davis

originated in
Jamaica. These musicians wear
their hair in dreadlocks. They
also wear colourful clothes.
The most popular singer of all
times was Bob Marley

was an anti-
establishment music
movement that started in
England in the 70's. Many
performers had mohawks and
wore torn clothing. The
performers often shouted their
songs. The Sex Pistols was the
most representative group

originated in
Britain in the 60's. It was the
new music style for young
people, more commercial and
accessible than pure rock.
British artists such as The
Beatles or, more modern,
Oasis, are the most
charismatic examples for this
music

music became
popular in the 80's. The lyrics
are sung over heavy beats.
Some of the messages are
political. Public Enemy is a
pioneer band but, perhaps its
most famous singer is Eminem



A rock concert

The famous rock group "The Firefighters" are giving a concert. Look carefully at the picture and try to
find the missing vocabulary.

You have the necessary vocabulary on the right column. Find the right words for each number:
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1. 2. 3. 4. 

5. 6. 7. 8. 

9. 10. 11. 12. 
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Understand

Reading

The birth of Rock and Roll

Rock and roll wasn't born one exact day in the middle '50's; it was the result of a
cultural evolution. Some music critics make the year 1954 responsible for the birth
of rock, but it happened very slowly. First, some of the most open-minded white
musicians used various tunes from black music and transformed them for white
audiences. One of these first artists was Bill Haley: his song Rock Around the Clock
(1955) sold a million copies in a few months.

But a different type of character, with charm and charisma, was necessary to be the
father of rock; his name was Elvis Aaron Presley, the King of Rock and Roll. In
March of 1956, Heartbreak Hotel was the first of fourteen consecutive million-record
sellers. People imitated his attitude, his hairdo and his gestures. Between 1955 and
1958, Presley more or less represented the American music scene.

Also, in those years, black musicians and groups were writing and playing a heavier
rock and roll: Fats Domino (Blueberry Hill, 1956); Little Richard (Tutti Fruti, 1955;
Lucille, 1957; ...)

In 1958, rock and roll went through a serious crisis, based on different factors. It did not emerge until 1962
in... Liverpool!

Rock music goes to Liverpool

It was 1963, and for the first time since the birth of rock and roll, the new ideas
came from Europe: from Liverpool, England; four young boys were responsible:
The Beatles.

But not only The Beatles were famous at that time; there were hundreds of bands:
The Rolling Stones, The Doors, The Who, The Hollies, The Byrds, The Animals,
The Kinks, etc...

In the '70's, The Beatles separated and new bands appeared. Rock in this decade became sadder and a litle
bitter: Pink Floyd, Genesis, King Crimson, etc. It was called "Progressive Rock".,

In the middle of this decade a new genre of music called "Heavy Metal" appeared and we could listen to
something really hard, loud and more violent. People like Alice Cooper represented the triumph of the
most savage kind of rock, of electric music and sweat.

Audio

The Rolling Stones The Doors

The Animals

Pink Floyd Genesis



Ordena

Reading activities

Read the text again and do these activities.

Elige la correcta

When was Rock & Roll born?

...is considered the King of Rock.
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Order these artists and groups as they appear in the text

Bill Haley

The Beatles

Elvis Presley

The Rolling Stones

1

2

3

4

Little Richard5

The Animals6

Alice Cooper7

Genesis8

In 1954

Some time in the mid 50's

In 1955, with Billy Halley

Elvis Presley

Little Richard

Bill Halley
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Until the Beatles,the music scene was..

Rock in the 70's...

Heavy Metal is a ... type of music

Match the lists

American

European

American and European

was optimistic and charismatic

was agressive and loud

became sadder

sad and bitter

hard and loud

sweet and light

Match the type of music and the group

Pure Rock’nRoll Pink Floyd

Heavy Metal Alice Cooper

New Rockn’Roll Little Richard

Progressive Rock The Beatles



Listening

Listen to the second part of the History of Rock & Roll

In 1976, bands such as the Ramones, in New York City,
and the Sex Pistols and The Clash, in London, were
recognized as the vanguard of a new musical movement:
PUNK ROCK

Audio

Writing

Writing
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Answer these questions:

1. When did the punk movement appear?

2. Write three adjectives to describe it?

3. Which two instruments are named in the text?

4. Which two punk bands are named?

Listen again and fill in the gaps with the missing word:

Punk was an shock and not only because of the violence of the 

. Also because of their , the safety pins in their skin, their haircuts dyed all

and burns on their arms. From the very beginning the Sex Pistols

(Anarchy in the U.K., 1976) were the of London punk. They made history as the only

millionaire musicians without selling any . American punks were easier to deal with than

the version. The Ramones are the most representative American 

of this music movement.
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Listening - Script

Script

And at the end of the 70's the punks appeared. Punk rock came from
the streets. The punks were angry because they were unemployed,
hated school, found the world of their parents absurd... It was a
completely new way to look at the world, violent and rebel against
everything and everyone. They were not musicians in the strict sense.
But they knew how to communicate with their own generation, their
songs were violent, and had frenetic beats accompanied by guitar and
drum noise. In concerts, the punk ritual included throwing bottles and
glasses, spitting...

Punk was an enormous shock and not only because of the violence of the music. Also because of their
clothes, the safety pins in their skin, their haircuts dyed all colours and cigarette burns on their arms. From
the very beginning the Sex Pistols (Anarchy in the U.K., 1976) were the kings of London punk. They made
history as the only millionaire musicians without selling any records.

American punks were easier to deal with than the English version. The Ramones are the most
representative American band of this music movement.

Audio

Do

Now, you know a lot of things about the history of rock and roll. When, how and where it was born. You
also know in what way rock and roll has evolved until now. Until now? Not exactly. Only until the 80's.
From this decade until now, rock has continued to develop. New genres have appeared, but they have
some sort of connection with the "original" form of rock and roll.

Look at this time-line of rock and roll. Study the different styles, when they were born, who their most
important artists were and how they are related to one another.

You can have a better look at the time-line if you click here: BIG PICTURE_HISTORY OF ROCK AND
ROLL

Now, with the help of this time-line, it is your turn →



Write

Have a look at the different genres of music that appeared in the 80's and 90's.

First, fill in the table below with the necessary information, and then, write a short paragraph about the
genre or genres you prefer.

You can use the following web pages to find information:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_rock_genres

http://www.scaruffi.com/history/long.html

http://80music.about.com/od/genresmovements/Genres_Movements.htm

http://www.pure80spop.co.uk/romantics.htm

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1990s_in_music
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GENRE

DECADE

WHITE OR BLACK ROOTS

ORIGINAL LOCATION

MAIN ARTIST

PHOTO (optional)

INFLUENCES FROM OTHER GNERES?

OFTEN USED INSTRUMENTS

CHARACTERISTICS (sound, clothes, lyrics...)

STILL POPULAR TODAY?
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PHONETICS

English consonants: /∫/ - /á/

Consonant sounds /∫/ and /á/

The sound /∫/ is usually spelt sh: short, shape or bush. But in the middle of a word we have: passion,
station, pension, social, ocean or machine.

The sound /á/ is spelt: s in measure or decision. And it is spelt g in: garage or beige. It never occurs at
the beginning of a word.

Note the difference between /∫/ (nation) and /á/ (evasion)

There are no cases in which /∫/ and /á/ distinguish words. Practise first, one sound and the examples
words and then, the other.

Practise now these lists of words

Audio

/∫/ /EE/

shirt treasure

sure invasion

should prestige

ffinish explosion

discussion garage

condition occasion

relation usual

/z/ /EE/ /s/ /∫/

risen vision sock shock

raisin revision sort short

razor pleasure missing wishing

Listen and repeat Listen and repeat



English consonants: /t∫/ - /dEE/

Consonant sounds /t∫/ and /dEE/

The sound /t∫/ is usually spelt ch: cheap, rich or much. But we also find other spellings: tch: watch or
church; t: nature or picture; st: question.

The sound /dE/ is spelt: g or j at the beginning of a word: join, gin, or jam. And it is spelt dge in the middle
or at the end of a word: ridge, edge.

Note the difference between /t∫/ (rich) and /dE/ (ridge)

Listen and repeat

Practise now these lists of words

Audio
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/∫/ /t∫/ /EE/ /dEE/

wash watch leasure ledger

shoe chew measure major

shop chop massage message

cash catch beige barge

/t∫/ /dEE/

cheap jeep

chest jest

choice Joyce

March Marge

chain Jane

rich ridge
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CONSOLIDATION

Fill in the gaps

Choose the right option

was she wearing were you living was watching was repairing Were they

wasn't snowing Was he smoking were you doing was raining were sitting

Fill in the gaps with the right verb form

1. What at 9:30 yesterday?

2. At 10:45, Ann was at home. She an interesting film on TV

3. Where in 1990? In Manchester

4. Yesterday Jack his bike in the afternoon

5. What when you saw her? A green dress

6. It on Sunday. They couldn't play the match

7. Maths this morning? Yes, they have an exam

8. It yesterday. But it was very cold

9. We on the sofa in the living room

10. a pipe or a cigar?

Choose the right form of the verb to complete the sentences

1. What when you saw him?

2. It when you went out

3. I for her at the bus stop

4. Yesterday we at home

5. In 1989 they in Montreal

6. He yesterday morning

7. Last summer she in the lake

8. The children in the afternoon



Do you remember the concert of "The Firefighters"?
This time you have to concentrate on what was happening during the concert.

Remember to use the past continuous. You can use these verbs (you can click on some of them to know
what they mean)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9. The fireworks were shocking everyone

10.
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APPEAR FAINT PLAY A SOLO JUMP TAKE A PICTURE

SET FIRE SHOCK SPILL BLUR RECORD
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Possessives and Pronouns

Look at the pictures and complete the sentences as in the example:

1. These are Sally's trainers

2. They are her trainers

3. These trainers are hers

1. This is

2. It's

3. This

1. These are

2. They are

3. These

1. This is

2. It's

1. These are

2. They are

3. These

1. This is

2. It's

Choose the right option

SALLY TRAINERS

IAN T-SHIRT

MY FRIEND GLOVES

THE ROOF HOUSE

JOHN & MIKE PENCILS

LIZARD TAIL

Choose the correct pronoun to complete the sentences

1. knew where to find a supermarket

2. There wasn't in the fridge

3. Is there at home?

4. bought some bread for lunch

5. I couldn't find my keys 

6. knows how to use a computer

7. My grandfather knows about mobile phones

8. She wanted to go nice on holiday



Film & TV vocabulary revision

Read the film synopses below and try to guess the title of the movie.

This is a horror film. The story is about an obsessed
scientist who experimentally creates an artificial life: a Monster that escapes the
laboratory of its creator and terrorizes the people of the village. There is a famous scene
in which the monster meets a little girl at a lake's edge and by mistake throws her into
the water.

This is a comedy. It takes place in London. It is about a
group of friends who try to find their true love. The title has to do with the funeral and
the weddings they attend. The main character, Charlie, thinks that his true love is Carrie,
an American girls he meets a one of the weddings. But, is she? ...

This is a romance. The story begins when a lot of people
start a transatlantic voyage on April 10th, 1912. During the voyage a rich woman, Rose,
falls in love with a poor artist. The ship sinks because it is struck by an iceberg. A lot
of people die because there are not enough lifeboats for everybody. In the end Rose
survives but the poor artist dies.

This is a fantasy-adventure film. It takes place in a world
of dwarfs, orcs, hobbits and elves. The story begins when Gandalf discovers that a very
powerful ring, and lost until that moment, is in fact the One Ring of the Dark Lord Sauron,
and they must make an epic journey to the Cracks of Doom in order to destroy it!.

This is a science fiction film. It takes place in New York,
where super-special secret agents, who always wear black suits, have to capture
prohibited aliens that are hiding in the city, including an insect-like alien that is trying
to control the world. Apart from being a science fiction film, it is also a comedy.

This is a thriller. It is about a psychologist who helps
children with problems. He accepts to treat a boy who says that he sometimes sees "dead
people". He spends a lot of time with the boy and, in the end he helps the child to be
happier but also he discovers that he is a ghost; himself.
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Choose the right option

Fill in the gaps

Complete the sentences with the right word

1. The people who act in a film are 

2. What happens in a film is the 

3. A film that makes you scream is a 

4. An film has cartoon characters

5. The film is projected onto a big 

6. A film with lots of guns and explosions is an film

7. A film is divided into many 

8. Films about the future of space are 

9. A is a part that an actor plays

10. The most important actors in a film are called 

sit coms series documentary quiz show

soap opera reality show the news sports

Complete the sentences with the right type of TV programme

1. CSI is one of my favourite  

2. A programme which shows the lives of a group of people in a house or on an island is a

3. If you want to learn about the life of animals or about nature, you should watch 

4. To get information about what is happening in the world, watch 

5. In this programme you can watch people who compete to win a prize: 

6. Steve is always watching programmes. He loves basket, tennis, handball, etc.

7. This is a Colombian , with very melodramatic and sentimental stories 

8. I love . They are very enjoyable and funny. One of my favourite is "Two and a Half

Men"



Music vocabulary revision

Revise the vocabulary of musical instruments and then, unscramble the words below to match them with
the right instrument.
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UFTLE HPRA RMAASCA OCARIONDC APINO

DMRU JOBAN PRTUEMT UREAOBTINM UIGTAR

TENCLARI DSMUR OSEOXAHPN OMBTRONE SDKYERAOB

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
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Match the lists

Reading

Listening to music is a very pleasant activity. Everybody
likes music. And, today, everybody can listen to the type
of music they prefer. But, was it always so easy? Not so
long ago nobody knew about MP3, MP4, download music
from the Internet, or Spotify, for example. And, how is it
possible that today children or teenagers don't know what
an LP is?
Let's have a quick look at the history of sound recording.
Columbia produced the first records in the USA in 1948,
they were the famous LPs (Long Playing records). Their

material was a special plastic called vinyl. The pop industry was born thanks to the introduction of these
records. They were cheap and everybody could buy them
But some years later Philips introduced Compact Cassettes in 1963. They were very successful because
you could make copies of records on cassettes. Music quality was not so good as that of LPs. But they were
cheaper.
In 1982 Philips and Sony first produced Compact Discs (CDs). They were made of plastic and aluminium.
Sound quality was excellent. And they had a very long life.
Nowadays, MP3, MP4 and above all, mobile phones, have revolutionized the world of music. Everybody
uses their MP4 or mobiles to listen to music, because they can store lots of music.
What will the sound recording industry bring us in the future?

Audio

Match the word related to music and its correct definition

Performer liked by many people

star
singer, dancer,

musician...

melody a great success

hit admirer, supporter

popular
a very famous singer

or actor

influence words of a song

lyrics have an effect

fan listeners at a concert



Ordena

True or false
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Order the different sound recording systems according to the text

MP3

Mobile Phones

CDs

MP4

1

2

3

4

Cassettes5

LPs6

FalsoVerdadero

LPs were made of plastic and aluminium

Cassettes were successful because they were cheaper than LPs

CDs had a good sound and a long life

CDs have more capacity to store music than MP4

Today it is easy to download music from the Internet

Mobile phones are not used to listen to music

Say if these sentences are True or False according to the text
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GRAMMAR

THE PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE – EL PASADO CONTINUO

● Past Continuous: FORMA

Formamos el Pasado Continuo con el pasado del verbo TO BE + V-ing

To work

AFIRMATIVA NEGATIVA INTERROGATIVA

I was working I was not working Was I working?
yo estaba trabajando no estaba trabajando ¿estaba trabajando?

You were working You were not working Were you working?
tú estabas trabajando no estabas trabajando ¿estabas trabajando?

He/She/It was working He/She/It was not working Was he/she/it working?
él & estaba trabajando no estaba trabajando ¿estaba trabajando?

We were working We were not working Were we working?
estábamos trabajando no estábamos trabajando ¿estábamos trabajando?

You were working You were not working Were you working?
estabáis trabajando no estabáis trabajando ¿estabáis trabajando?

They were working They were not working Were they working?
estaban trabajando no estaban trabajando ¿estaban trabajando?

● IMPORTANTE la forma contracta en forma negativa es: was not ↑ wasn't
were not → weren't

It was raining the whole day Estuvo lloviendo todo el día
I was playing tennis with my friend
What were you doing yesterday at 7 o'clock?

Past Continuous: USO
Usamos el pasado continuo para:

• Hablar sobre una actividad en progreso en un momento del pasado

We were watching TV yesterday at 10:30 Ayer a las 10:30 estábamos viendo la tele
Where was your sister yesterday morning? She was doing an exam at school
¿Dónde estaba tu hermana ayer por la mañana? Estaba haciendo un examen en el colegio

• Describir o narrar acontecimientos en pasado

Last Saturday it was raining and the wind was blowing.
El sábado pasado estaba lloviendo / llovía y el viento estaba soplando / soplaba.

• Hablar de dos actividades que están ocurriendo al mismo tiempo en el pasado

I was reading a book while my sister was watching TV
Yo estaba leyendo un libro mientras mi hermana estaba viendo la tele



● CONJUNCIONES TEMPORALES

While: Mientras. Se usa para unir dos acciones simultáneas:

Carol was listening to the radio while she was making dinner
Carol estaba escuchando música mientras hacía la cena

Because: Porque. A veces se usa con el pasado continuo para explicar la causa de una acción.

We didn't go out because it was raining No salimos porque estaba lloviendo
She couldn't work because they were repairing her computer
No pudo trabajar porque le estaban arreglando el ordenador

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS - PRONOMBRES INDEFINIDOS

THING BODY * WHERE

SOME SOMETHING SOMEBODY SOMEWHERE

ANY ANYTHING ANYBODY ANYWHERE

EVERY EVERYTHING EVERYBODY EVERYWHERE **

NO NOTHING NOBODY NOWHERE

Los pronombres indefinidos pueden referirse a personas, cosas o lugares sin mencionar quién o qué son,
o dónde están.
• -ONE se usa también en lugar de -BODY: SOMEONE - ANYONE - EVERYONE

SOMETHING (algo), SOMEBODY (alguien) y SOMEWHERE (algún lugar) se usan en frases
afirmativas:

There is something in my pocket Hay algo en mi bolsillo
I saw somebody in the corridor Ví a alguien en el pasillo

I found somewhere to live Encontré un sitio para vivir

ANYTHING: -algo (en interrogativas) "Is there anything in the fridge?": Hay algo en el frigorírico? -nada
(en negativas) "There isn't anything in the fridge": No hay nada en el frigo
ANYBODY: -alguien (en interrogativas) "Is there anybody here?" ¿Hay alguien aquí?
-nadie (en negativas) "There isn't anybody here" No hay nadie aquí
ANYWHERE: -alguna parte (en interrogativas) "Does she have anywhere to live?" ¿Tiene algún lugar
para vivir?
-ninguna parte (en negativas) "She hasn't anywhere to live" No tiene ningún lugar para vivir

EVERYTHING: todo/todas las cosas "Everything went well" Todo fué bien
EVERYBODY: todos / todo el mundo "Everybody came to the party" Todos vinieron a la fiesta
**EVERYWHERE: no es un pronombre. Es un adverbio: en/a todas partes "I go everywhere on foot" Voy
a todas partes a pié

NOTHING: nada (el verbo debe estar en forma afirmativa): "Nothing happened yesterday"
Ayer no ocurrió nada
NOBODY: nadie (el verbo debe estar en forma afirmativa): "I saw nobody at the disco"
No ví a nadie en la disco
NOWHERE: ninguna parte (el verbo debe estar en forma afirmativa): "Nowhere is open on Sunday" No
hay abierto nada los domingos
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POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS - PRONOMBRES POSESIVOS

Los pronombres se usan siempre para sustituir a un nombre. Por lo tanto hay que usarlos siempre sin el
sustantivo al que van referidos
Mine: mío/a, el/la mío/a (plural: los/las míos/as)
Yours: tuyo/a, el/la tuyo/a (plural también)
His: suyo/a, el/la suyo/a (plural también) (de él)
Her: suyo/a, el/la suyo/a (plural también) (de ella)
Its: suyo/a, el/la suyo/a (plural también) (de ello)
Ours: nuestro/a, el/la nuestro/a (plural también)
Yours: vuestro/a, el/la vuestro/a (plural también)
Theirs: suyo/a, el/la suyo/a (plural también) (de ellos/as)
This dictionary is mine - Este diccionario es mío / es el mío
This is not your wallet; it is his – ...sta no es tu cartera; es suya / es la suya
These are not our books; they are yours – ...stos no son nuestros libros; son vuestros / los vuestros

VOCABULARY

Los géneros de cine más populares son:

Audio

Singular Plural

mine ours

yours yours

his
hers theirs
its

MOVIE OR CINEMA GENRES GÉNEROS DE PELÍCULAS

Action película de acción

Comedy comedia

Crime & Thriller película de suspense (policiaca)

Drama película dramática (drama)

Historical basada en hechos históricos

Horror película de miedo (de terror)

Romance película romántica (de amor)

Science Fiction (Sci-Fi) ciencia ficción

War película de guerra

Western película del oeste



THE WORLD OF FILMS – EL MUNDO DEL CINE

Audio

Audio

Audio
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PEOPLE IN A FILM PERSONAS EN UNA PELÍCULA

Actor actor

Actress actriz

Cameraman cámara

Character personaje

Director director

Producer productor

Scriptwriter guionista

Star estrella de cine

PARTS ON A FILM PARTES DE UNA PELÍCULA

Dubbed doblada

Plot argumento

Role papel (en la película)

Scene escena

Script guión

Shooting rodaje

Soundtrack banda sonora

Subtitles subtítulos

PLACES LUGARES

Location en exteriores

Set plató

Screen pantalla

Studio estudio de grabación
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TELEVISION

Audio

Audio

MUSIC - MÚSICA

Audio

Broadcast retransmitir

Channel canal

Commercial anuncio

Live en directo

Recorded en diferido

Remote control mando a distancia

Switch on/off encender/apagar

Zap cambiar de canal

What's on TV? ¿Qué ponen en la tele?

Programmes programas

Cartoons dibujos animados

Current affairs programa de actualidad

Chat show programa de debate

Documentary documental

Quiz show concurso

Series/Serial serie

Situation comedy (sitcom) comedia de situación

Soap Opera telenovela, culebrón

The news las noticias

VERBS VERBOS

blow tocar soplando un instrumento

compose componer

improvise improvisar

play tocar

sing cantar



Audio

Audio

Audio
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INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTOS

accordion acordeón

clarinet clarinete

drum tambor

drums batería

flute flauta

guitar guitarra

harp harpa

keyboards teclados

organ órgano

saxophone saxofón

tambourine pandereta

trumpet trompeta

PEOPLE GENTE

composer compositor

dancer bailarín

drummer batería

fan admirador

guitarist guitarrista

musician músico

pianist pianista

singer cantante

AT A CONCERT EN UN CONCIERTO

candle vela

fireworks fuegos artificiales

loudspeaker altavoz

screen pantalla

spotlight foco

stage escenario
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SENDING TASKS

Write “Today’s Programmes”. Of course, you can use your imagination. Fill in the chart (write these data:
channel, time, name and type of programme, you should consult this page).Then, choose your favourite
programmes and write about them

Now, write a paragraph about your favourite television programme (or programmes)

APELLIDOS:

NOMBRE:

AULA :

BLOQUE: II
INGLÉS

TASK UNIT 5

OBSERVACIONES: Recuerda que las tareas se deben realizar después de haber trabajado la unidad en su
totalidad. 
Recuerda también que la tarea es individual.

Channel

Time

Name of programme

Type or programme



HINTS TO THE UNIT

Esta unidad 6, “The future is here”, es la última del Bloque II. Como en unidades anteriores, tendrás que
estudiar y poner en práctica después, una serie de estructuras gramaticales y de vocabulario que te
posibilitarán realizar la tarea propuesta en la agenda.

Como primer punto gramatical, vamos a estudiar el FUTURO SIMPLE, para expresar el futuro en casos
en que no exista intención premeditada,o estemos haciendo una predicción o una promesa. También
veremos la forma y el uso de la 1ª CONDICIONAL, dónde también se utiliza el futuro simple en una de
sus dos partes. En la segunda parte de la unidad, veremos otras formas de expresar el futuro: la forma
“GOING TO” para expresar el futuro de intención y el presente continuo con valor de futuro.

El vocabulario de la unidad versa sobre el tema de los viajes: visitaremos aeropuertos, estaciones, aviones
o agencias de viaje y además, refrescaremos la memoria con los medios de transporte.

Para terminar el repaso a los sonidos consonánticos en inglés veremos como suenan en inglés: /b/ y /v/.
Parece sencillo, pero a veces, también nos causan problemas.

INTRODUCTION

In our last unit, unit 6, we are travelling to THE FUTURE

We will learn vocabulary and expressions related to Travel. You already know the different means of
transport in English, but now you will complete this vocabulary with new words and phrases. We will visit
an airport, a station or a travel agency. And it will be very useful to learn how to buy a ticket or make a
reservation in a hotel.

In this unit, you will also learn how to talk about the future in different ways, using different tenses: Future
Simple, Going To Form and how to use the Present Continuous for the future.

When you finish, you will be able to do the tasks of the unit.
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A: FUTURE PREDICTIONS

Can you imagine the world in 2070? Will it be better or worse than our present world?

What will cities be like in the future?
How will people move around?
What means of transport will they use?
Will people fly instead of walking?
Will they have robots to do the housework?
Will there be "RoboCops" and "RoboDogs" as in the picture?

Read what futurologists predict for the future:

• TV channels will disappear. People will choose a programme from a menu on their computers.
• Water will become one of our most serious problems.
• Cars won't run on petrol. They will use new clean fuels.
• Planes will fly from Los Angeles to Tokyo in two hours.
• Scientists will produce clones of people and decide how they will look ...

We use the future simple tense ("will future") to predict future events

Audio



Learn

The Simple Future Tense

● Simple Future: FORM

Example: To work

• Contracted forms: I'll / you'll / (s)he'll / we'll / they'll
The contracted negative form of will + not (not normally used) is won't

I think it will rain tomorrow
Next weekend the weather will be sunny and warm.
People won’t use cars in the future. They will fly
I suppose Bill will pass his exam

• Time Expressions Used in the Future

soon - He will be back soon

next week, month, year - We'll work harder next year.

tomorrow - He'll be in town tomorrow.

in ... minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years ... - I think he will come back in two months

Fill in the gaps

Unit 6: The future is here
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AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE

I will work I won't work Will I work?

You will work You won't work Will you work?

He/She/It will work He/She/It won't work Will he/she/it work?

We will work We won't work Will we work?

You will work You won't work Will you work?

They will work They won't work Will they work?

Will you join will be Will you give will buy

Il get will pass will need will visit

Complete the sentences with the right alternative 

1. It is very cloudy, I an umbrella 

2. Don't eat all that cake. You sick 

3. I am very hungry. I' something to eat 

4. Don't worry if it is broken. We a new one 

5. I am sure Elliot his exam. He is very intelligent 

6. We have a party tomorrow. us? 

7. I don't feel well. me an aspirin? 

8. My grandmother is ill. I her tomorrow.
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The Simple Future Tense

● Simple Future: USE

• we use will to make predictions and promises about the future. We are saying what we think will
happen

It will be cloudy in the north next week (prediction)
I'll pay you next month (promise)

• we use will to make instant decisions (at the moment of speaking)

The phone is ringing. I'll answer it
It is very cold. I'll close the window

• We often use the future simple with these expressions:

I am sure, I think, I expect, I suppose, I hope, probably, perhaps, surely

I'll probably get there by car
I suppose Thomas will pass his exam
Perhaps people in the future will be happier
I am sure you will like this book, it is very interesting

– ACTIVITY
Look at the pictures and make predictions using the will-future and the given vocabulary



Writing

First Conditional

First conditional sentence: FORM

The first conditional sentence has two clauses, an "IF" clause and a "main clause"

If I see Bob, I will invite him
If you are late, we won't go to the cinema
If it is cold, will you stay at home?

If the "if" clause comes first, a comma is usually used. If the "if" clause comes second, there is no need
for a comma:

I will finish my composition if I have time
What will you do if you are late?
You won't arrive in time if you get up late

First conditional sentence: USE

The first conditional is used to talk about things which are possible in the present or the future ↑ things
which may happen.
The important thing about the first conditional is that there is a real possibility that the condition will
happen.

If it rains tomorrow, I will stay at home.
(I think there is a real possibility of rain tomorrow. So, I will stay at home)

If John's father doesn't buy him a bike for his birthday, he'll be very unhappy.
(I think there is a real possibility that his father won't buy him a bike. So, he will be unhappy)

Unit 6: The future is here
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1. (More pollution / air contaminated)

2. (People / fly)

3. (Students / no traditional books-digital)

4. (Cars / fly /no petrol)

5. (Architects / build /on other planets)

6. (We / eat no food/pills)

7. (Robots / do housework)

8. (Machines / replace people)

9. (Astronauts / discover / planets)

IF  CLAUSE MAIN CLAUSE

If + simple present Simple future
If it rains you will get wet

If you don't hurry we will miss the train
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Match the lists

Match the two halves of the conditional sentences

If I study drama, I'll pass my exams

If it snows, we'll go out

If it doesn't rain, if you speak slowly

We'll go to the beach I'll become a famous actor

I'll call you if you invite her

She'll come to the party you'll arrive at 9.00

They will understand you if it is sunny tomorrow

If you go to New York, you'll never forget it

If you leave at 8.30, if she comes

If I study hard, will you drive to the north?



Vocabulary

A.– Revise the vocabulary of transport and then, unscramble the words below to match them with the
right picture.

B.– Elliot is planning a trip to Denmark. He is a student and he is considering all possibilites, because,
obviously, he hasn't got much money. Try to help him: finish the if-sentences for him and, this way, he
can decide what to do.

Example: If he goes on foot, ... it will take a long time, and he will be very tired

1. If he goes by plane, it 

2. If he rides a motorbike, 

3. If he drives, 

4. If he goes by ship, 

5. If he rides a bicycle, 

6. If he goes by coach, 

7. If he takes the train, 

8. If he drives a van with more people, 

Unit 6: The future is here
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LYCBIEI RAC CTOOSRE LANPE TOBA
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Understand

Reading

A CITY OF THE FUTURE

Many researchers and scientists dream of a better world
and of more " human" cities in the future. In 50 years
traditional energy resources will be reduced or will
disappear forever. Oil will be one of them. Cars and other
means of transport will run on alternative energies, like
solar power or hydrogen; as a result, there will be no
pollution in towns and cities. Public transport will be
more efficient. And there will be more space in cities for
people to walk, ride bicycles, etc. Local governments and
town halls will encourage the use of solar panels in our
buildings so each building will be energetically self-
sufficient. Some people will grow their own vegetables on

the roof of their houses, which will save money and will refresh houses in the summer. In conclusion, cities
will be for people and not for cars or noise.

Audio

Elige las correctas

Which predictions are listed in the text?

Cars will disappear from towns and cities

Ther will be no supermarkets: we will grow our own vegetables

Life in cities will be less hostile

Cities will be free of pollution

Transport will run on other types of energy

Authorities will contribute to the use of new ways of energy

The energy we use today will be reduced, except oil



Elige la correcta

Which synonym or definition is correct for these words according to the text?

A) Forever

B) Efficient

C) Self-sufficient

D) Save

E) Noise

Listening

Listen to the text about the use of digital textbooks

Will print textbooks disappear from our schools and
universities?

Will we read and study on a screen?

What do students think about it?

Listen and find out

Audio
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perpetually

not for a long time

inoperative

productive

dependent

autonomous

preserve

sure

quiet rumour

loud sound
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Writing

True or false

Listening

Script

DIGITAL TEXTBOOKS

The normal university student in America spends about seven
hundred dollars on textbooks every year. Altogether, the National
Association of University admits more than five billion dollars in sales
of textbooks and course materials

Charles Schmidt, Amazon manager representative, says electronic
textbooks now represent just two to three percent of sales. But they
will be fifteen percent in 2012. Online versions are now possible for
many of the most popular university textbooks. E-textbooks can cost
half the price of a new print textbook. But, what do university students
think?

Most students think that in the future, universities will provide laptop computers to all students. They won't
need to buy their textbooks, because they will download them from the Internet. And, this way they will
get better information because these books will be constantly updated.

Many students also say that using online textbooks won't change their study habits. But the most important
thing is that digital books will include activities, videos and other ways to interact with the information

Audio

Listen and fill in the gaps. Write in the figure you hear:

The normal university student in America spends about ______________________________ dollars on textbooks

every year. Altogether, The National Association of University admits more than ______________________________

dollars in sales of textbooks and course materials Charles Schmidt, Amazon manager representative, says

electronic textbooks now represent just ______________________________ percent of sales. But they will be percent

in ______________________________ . Online versions are now possible for many of the most popular university

textbooks. E-textbooks can cost half the price of a new print textbook. But, what do university students think?

FalsoVerdadero

Students at university will use computers to study

...but they will use conventional textbooks too.

E-books will contain the latest information

This will be a revolution in the students' habits

Interactivity will be the best of this new books.

Listen. Are these sentences true or false?



Do

Read what the newspaper says about HOROSCOPES.

Today will be a great day for you: you will meet an old friend. Also, you will get a surprise
when you get home. An anonymous present will make you feel nervous, but ...don't worry:
it comes from somebody you love. Advice: don't be so impatient.

Another normal day. There will be nothing new. Your life seems to be in a dead point, but
if you don't change the situation, nobody will do it for you. You will have to face
problems some day. Advice: time goes by, so be brave!. You will not repent.

You will have to risk if you want to win. It's time you are your own boss. If not, you will
be trapped and you will feel terribly, terribly miserable. You will discover new things and
sensations and you will get to know there are lovely people around you. Advice: simply,
have a look outside.

Unit 6: The future is here
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Write

It is your turn now. Imagine you write horoscopes for a daily newspaper and write predictions. Choose
three signs and pretend you are a fortune teller. You can use the previous page as a guide.



B: FUTURE PLANS

WHAT ARE THESE PEOPLE GOING TO DO?

WHERE ARE THEY GOING?

Sally Shepherd is a secondary school teacher and is taking her students (you can see them in the picture
at the check-in desk) for the first time on an international flight. They are at the airport and she's explaining
all the things they have to do.

Sally: Ok, now we are going to check in our luggage, stay in a line and have your passports and boarding
cards ready. After that we are going through security and we all have to leave our personal possessions
on a tray to be scanned by the security officers. Then we are going through passport control. Make sure
you have your passport with you at all times. That can take a little time. So please be patient. Later, we
are going to our boarding gate, and wait until we board the plane. You are going to need your boarding
cards. Your seat number is indicated on your boarding card, so remember to have it ready with you when
we get to the boarding gate. I hope you'll behave well and, if you have any questions, ask me. I know that
for most of you this is the first time on a plane . Don't be afraid and remember I will be near you if you
need me.

(In red: translated vocabulary; in green: "going to" form in blue: future simple tense)

Learn how to make plans and travel vocabulary →

Audio
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Learn

The future with Going to

● Going to: FORM

We can express the future with the verb TO BE + GOING TO + INFINITIVE

Example: To work

● IMPORTANT ⇒ We use the full form of the verb TO BE in short answers:
Example: Is Tom going to work tomorrow? Yes, he is (NO Yes, he's)

Are they going to change the ticket? Yes, they are (NO Yes, they're)

• For negative short answers we can use the short form:

Example: Are they going to get the bus? No, they aren't

• Activity. What are they going to do? Read the sentences, look at the pictures and then, write a logical
sentence using GOING TO.

Example:

My hair looks terrible ↑ I am going to the hairdresser

It is very cold ↑ I 

The children are bored ↑ They 

It's our sister's birthday tomorrow ↑ We 

Claudia's boyfriend is ill in hospital ↑ She 

Jerry is very hungry ↑ He 

I am very thirsty ↑ I 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE

I am going to work I am not going to work Am I going to work ?

You are going to work You aren't going to work Are you going to work ?

He/She/It is going to work He/She/It isn't going to work Is he/she/it going to work ?

We are going to work We aren't going to work Are we going to work ?

You are going to work You aren't going to work Are you going to work ?

They are going to work They aren't going to work Are they going to work?



The future with Going to

● Going to: USE

We use "going to":

• to talk about plans and intentions for the future:

Example: He is going to buy his girlfriend an Ipod for her birthday
Are they going to get married in July?
I am not going to give him my email address

IMPORTANT ⇒ It is unusual to say "I'm going to go to ..."
Instead we use: "Going to + a place or event:

Examples: They are going to the beach tomorrow
Are you going to the party?

• to make predictions based on present evidence:

Example: It is very cloudy. It's going to rain
Don't drive so fast; you are going to have an accident

There are not time expressions especially used with the going to form. These expressions can be used with
will or other future forms as well: in the future, this evening, next year, tomorrow ...

Choose the right option

Unit 6: The future is here
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Complete the text with the right verb form

1. We __________________________ fish and chips tonight

2. I __________________________ a blue dress for the wedding

3. Susan __________________________ her car today

4. __________________________ lunch next Sunday?

5. Where __________________________ your holiday next summer?

6. They __________________________ the problem today

7. I __________________________ smoking next year

8. __________________________ the match this afternoon?
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Fill in the gaps

Future with present continuous

• We can sometimes use the present continuous to talk about events or plans in the future that are fixed
or arranged.

Example: We are having a meeting tomorrow at 5.30.
They are not leaving until the end of next year
She's travelling to Liverpool next weekend

It is very similar to the "going to form" and both forms can often be used:

Example: Jerry isn't meeting us next Saturday
OR Jerry isn't going to meet us next Saturday

• When the Present Continuous tense is used for the future, a future time expression is used to make clear
that the time is future and not present:

"I'm playing tennis" means = I am playing tennis at the moment
BUT "I'm playing tennis tomorrow afternoon" means = I am going to play tomorrow afternoon

• Have a look now at the table below which compares three different ways used to express the future:

to repair to spend to live to crash

to have to get to play to celebrate

Complete the sentences with the right verb 

1. Martha is going a year with her sister in Australia 

2. We are not going in a big city 

3. The mechanic is going my car 

4. They are going Paul's birthday tomorrow 

5. Be careful! The car is going

6. She's going tennis on Sunday afternoon 

7. They are going married at the local church 

8. Joan is going a baby in June

WILL GOING TO PRESENT CONTINUOUS

It is used to make predictions
and promises about the future.
Very common after these
expressions:
I think, I hope, I suppose,
perhaps, possibly, etc.

To make instant decisions
(at the moment of speaking)

It is also used to form the 1st
conditional

It is used to talk about plans
and intentions we have
decided to do

And to make predictions
based on present evidence

- It is unusual to say "I'm
going to go to ..."

Instead we use: "Going to + a
place or event:

It is used to talk about events
or plans in the future that are
fixed or arranged.

- It is very similar to the
"going to form" and both
forms can often be used

- A future time expression is
used to make clear that the
time is future and not present:
next, in ... , tomorrow, etc.



Fill in the gaps

True or false
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are going will play m going m going to meet are going to

m going to visit Il call m having will stay will you come

Complete the dialogue with the right verb form 

HANNA: Hello Sarah. I' a party on Saturday night. Can you come? 

SARAH: No, I can't. I' to the cinema. 

HANNA: And what about Sunday. I' Terry and John. 

SARAH: Oh! I can't. I' my grandmother, and we to have lunch with her. 

HANNA: Well, and in the afternoon? Are you free? 

SARAH: I don't know. Perhaps I tennis with my sister. 

HANNA: OK. If you are free, with us to the pub? 

SARAH: Yes, but I think I at home if we don't play tennis. 

HANNA: OK then. We Gino's Pub in case you want to come. 

SARAH: Sure. Thanks. I' you if I decide to go out.

FalsoVerdadero

Sarah is having a party on Saturday night

Sarah can't go because she's going to the cinema

On Sunday Hanna and Sarah are going to visit some friends

Sarah will probably play tennis with her sister on Sunday

Hanna is planning to go to Gino's Pub with her friends

If Sarah doesn't play tennis, she will go to the cinema

They are going to meet on Sunday

Read the dialogue between Hanna and Sarah again. Are these statements true or false?
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Travel and tourism

Look at the pictures and learn the vocabulary related to travel and tourism

Choose the right option

Complete the sentences with the right word

1. There is a train leaving in 20 minutes from __________________________ 5

2. He arrived at the __________________________ when the train was leaving

3. When she arrived at Gatwick Airport, she went to the Iberia __________________________ 

4. I'm going to London for the weekend and I only have a small __________________________ 

5. She asked the girl at the desk if she could have __________________________ seat

6. "May I see your __________________________ , please? The immigration officer said

7. Ryanair girl at the desk gave him his __________________________ and wished him a good flight

8. I have to check the London-Glasgow __________________________ to see what time my train leaves

9. People usually drive very fast on __________________________ 

10. "Will you call the __________________________ and ask her what time our flight for New York leaves?



Understand

Reading

PLANNING A HOLIDAY

Paul Zimmer and his wife are planning a holiday driving
along the coast of California. They have a caravan and
today Brenda is going to buy all the things they need to
live and eat in the caravan. They are not going to eat in
restaurants or sleep in hotels because they have all they
need in their caravan. Paul says that the caravan is like a
house on wheels. It's fully equipped, with a modern
kitchen, a bathroom a small living room and a bedroom
with a king-size bed. Paul is going to spend the morning
checking that everything in the caravan is OK for a long
journey: water supply, the engine, the gas to cook, the
chemicals for the toilet and many other things. Brenda

enjoys the freedom of travelling in a caravan and stopping at beautiful places with views to the ocean. They
are also taking the dog with them. Paul has a surprise for Brenda: he is going to take her for dinner in a
restaurant on the second day of their journey to celebrate their 20th wedding anniversary. Tonight they
are going to bed early because tomorrow morning they are driving three hundred miles south.

Audio

Writing
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Read and answer the questions:

1. Where are Paul and Brenda going on holiday?

2. How are they going to travel?

3. Who is going to check that everything is OK for the journey?

4. Why does Brenda like travelling in a caravan?

5. Are they travelling alone?

6. How are they going to celebrate their anniversary?
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Match the lists

Listening

MONICA LINCH

Monica Linch is pregnant; she is going to talk about her experiences during
pregnancy.

Listen to her and complete the sentences below.

1. Monica is months pregnant.

2. Tomorrow at 10.00 she is going to see her

3. Monica's husband is called

4. Monica hopes the baby is a

5. She wants to call her Alice, like her

Match these verbs with their right endings

go a caravan along the coast

stop the necessary things for the journey

drive the morning checking things

spend the freedom of the caravan

take at beautiful places

buy the dog with them

celebrate their 20th anniversary

enjoy to bed early



6. Monica is an . That's her job.

7. We know Harry's eyes are

8. Monica's nationality is and Harry's is

Audio

True or false

Listening - Script

My name is Monica Linch and I am five months pregnant now and I am
very excited because it is going to be my first baby. Tomorrow I am seeing
my gynecologist at 10:00 am. I am having an ultrasound examination to
know if it's going to be a boy or a girl. Harry, my husband, doesn't care
about the sex of the baby. But I hope it will be a girl to name her after my
mum: Alice. I'm going to be on maternity leave for 4 months and stop
working as an accountant. I will be a full time mum looking after my baby.
I think she will have blue eyes, like her father and she will be tall and slim
like me. Harry is also very excited and he wants to buy all the necessary
things for the baby. She will be a lucky girl because Harry is German and
I am American, so I hope one day she will be bilingual.

Audio
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FalsoVerdadero

It's going to be Monicas's second child

Monica's baby is going to be called "Harry"

She's going to stop working for 4 months after the baby's born

This baby will probably speak German and English

Listen to the text again and decide if these sentences are True or False
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Do

Do

I'm going to have a very busy week. On Monday at 10.00, I'm going to the supermarket to do the shopping
for the week. Then, at 14.00, I'm going to have lunch with Emily, my cousin. On Tuesday I have to phone
Mr. Allen, the managing director. At 18.00 there's a meeting at school. It's about next school trip. On
Wednesday I'm going to e-mail Mr Andrews explaining Mr. Allen's opinon. On Thursday I'm going to
attend a meeting in the office. The evening will be great: my husband and I are going to the theatre. On
Friday morning I'm organizing next week's agenda and I'm going to the hairdressers's in the afternoon:
I want to look pretty because I’m going to a party on Saturday night; it's Miranda's –my best friend–
birthday. In the morning I'm going shopping; I hope I will find something nice to wear at the party. Oh!
and all the family are having lunch at mum's; I'm sure she will cook something delicious!. On Sunday
I'm going to do NOTHING: just relax in front of the TV. I have to find time for little but important things:
buy Miranda a nice present (maybe some jewellery) and phone Auntie Gladis.



Do

What are your plans for next week? Any arrangements? Fill in the gaps in the diary. Then, write a
paragraph using the information in the diary. You can use the previous page as a guide.
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PHONETICS

English consonants: /b/ and /v/

Consonant sounds /b/ and /v/

The sound /b/ is always spelt b or bb: bad, rubber or cob.
The sound /v/ is spelt: v: vat, prove, divine or average.

The problem with these two sounds is that many Spanish speakers have trouble with the difference
between /b/ and /v/ because it doesn't exist in Spanish. They sound alike to many students.

Note the difference between /b/ (bat) and /v/ (vat)

Listen and repeat

Practise now the difference between /f/ and /v/ with these lists of words

Audio

/b/ /v/

bet vet

ban van

berry very

probe prove

boat vote

trouble travel

/f/ /v/ /f/ /v/

fast vast sofa over

ferry very life live

fat vat surf serve



CONSOLIDATION

Will future - Revision

Future predicitons.

Read the sentences below about Sally's dreams for her future, and then do the exercises.

First, write the verbs in brackets using the will future. And then, order the paragraphs accoding to the
pictures to complete the text.
The first one is correct: 1: Sally is worried about her future ...
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Sally is worried about her future. She dreams of being a famous dancer.

... but you (train) very hard every day, so you can be really really good.

But your private life (not be) so fortunate. It

(not be) easy to find a boyfriend because you (travel) a lot.

And one day she goes to a fortune teller to learn about her future. The fortune teller tells

her:

One day you (to be) a famous ballet dancer -a really good one. Now

you go to ballet lessons three times a week, ...

First, you (dance) in National Ballet. Then, you

(go) to London. And there, you (meet) professional dancers. They

(teach) you a lot.

And, you (not have) children until very late, if you have at all,

because dancing is not compatible with having children. Or

(you/sacrifice) your career for your future children?

After that you (move) to New York and there you

(make) your debut at the New York State Theater. Then you

(become) famous.
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Vocabulary revision

Elige las correctas

Elige las correctas

Which words are correct for land transport

motorcycle

boarding

sea

life jacket

motorway

petrol

tram

flight

rallway

traffic jam

Which are the right words for travelling by air?

life jacket

trip

arrival

voyage

cancelled

flight

aisle seat

carriage

cruise

take off



Elige la correcta

Choose the word that doesn't belong to the group

A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

F)
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cardkey

railway

platform

carriage

departures

boarding area

accommodation

gate

traffic jam

motorway

arrivals

road

port

journey

voyage

deck

Youth hostel

Bed & Breakfast

Campsite

Carriage

flight attendant

driver

passenger

pilot
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G)

H),

Revise the first conditional

Choose the right option

boarding gate

motorcycle

petrol

road

double room

reservation

cardkey

journey

Complete the sentences with the right tense

1. If Roy __________________________ hungry, he'll make a sandwich

2. I will take an umbrella if it __________________________ tomorrow

3. If you don't study, you __________________________ the exams

4. She will stay until late if she __________________________ to the party

5. If you __________________________ your umbrella, you'll get wet

6. I'll go to the party if I __________________________ busy

7. If the weather is bad, they __________________________ the match

8. She will finish her work if she __________________________ time

9. If you drive too fast, you __________________________ an accident

10. What __________________________ if you miss the plane?



Match the lists

Writing
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Match the first part of the sentence on the left with the correct ending on the right

If he buys a new computer, if it rains

If I feel better tomorrow, I'll go to work

We won't play tennis tomorrow he'll give me his old one

We'll go skiing this weekend, if you eat all your dinner

If you listen carefully. if you don't study harder

If the car doesn't work, if they follow the instructions

If you don't wear a coat, you will understand better

You won't pass your exam you will catch a cold

They won't have any difficulties I'll take the bus

I'll take you to the cinema if there is snow

Finish the sentences with your own ideas (Be careful with the verb tense)

1. If there isn't any snow,

2. If he doesn't drive more slowly,

3. It it's hot tomorrow,

4. If we are tired,

5. We'll stay at home if

6. If you save a lot of money,

7. You'll find cold drinks if

8. I'll lend you some money if

9. We'll go for a swim if

10. If I pass the exam,
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Going to revision

Look at the pictures and make questions and answers as in the example:

Ralph / tidy his room? ↑

Is Ralph going to tidy his room?
No, he isn't. He's going to read a book

Lydia / buy shoes? ↑

Adam and Rose / go to the cinema this evening? ↑

They / play tennis in the afternoon? ↑

Patty / work with the computer? ↑

Jeffrey / meet his girlfriend? ↑

George / play the piano? ↑



Fill in the gaps

Choose the right option
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are going to travel is the going to play are going to play am going to buy is coming back

are going to invite are going to miss Are you going to see am going to retire are going to self

Complete the sentences with the right alternative 

1. I a new mobile phone this afternoon 

2. My friend Lisa from Milan next Saturday 

3. We all our friends to our wedding anniversary 

4. I early, when I am sixty-four 

5. How long football? 

6. Joe and Mary to Mexico next month 

7. Come on! You the bus. It is very late 

8. Martin next week? 

9. They the house next year 

10. The children video games this afternoon

1. A. What are your plans for the weekend?

B. We __________________________ dinner with some friends on Saturday evening.

2. I think that people __________________________ much longer in a hundred years.

3. A. Why do you want to change your old computer?

B. Because __________________________ an advanced course on Internet.

4. If you smoke too much, you __________________________ lung cancer.

5. A. When __________________________ tomorrow?

B. We __________________________ at eight o'clock.
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Reading

AN APPOINTMENT WITH THE DENTIST

Jane Did you have a look at your diary?

Fred No, why?

Jane¡ Because you are seeing the dentist tomorrow at nine o'clock in the morning

Fred Oh no! You know how much I hate sitting on his torture chair. Are you taking the kids to school
then?

Jane Yes, I can do it, but I will have to use your car

Fred But, how am I going to get to the dentist, you know how far that is

Jane Get up early and get the bus to Springfield road. It's nº 24 I think

Fred OK. I will have to do that

Jane So I am taking the kids in the car and then I am doing the shopping for the week. The fridge is
almost empty

Fred Good; don't forget to buy some toothpaste and a new sponge for the bath

Jane Ok, I'll do that. Anything else?

Fred No, I am going to bed early tonight. And I am going to get up at six to be there on time.

Jane Good night then darling. I'll have a shower and will also go to bed early.

Audio

Elige las correctas

Select what Fred is going to do¡

He is going to bed very early

He is going to do the weekly shopping

He is going to the dentist's by bus

He is going to drive to the dentist's

He is going to take the children to school

He is going to the dentist tomorrow

But he is going to have a shower before.



Elige la correcta

Read the text again and choose the best alternative

A) "...you are seeing the dentist..." means:

B) "...how far that is" means:

C) "... get the bus" means:

D) "...on time" is:

E) "nº 24" is a ...

Listening

Listen to the dialogues between a taxi driver and three different people. Then, do the activities below

1.– Listen. Which passenger is talking? Write a, b or c:

1 is on holiday

2 is on a business trip

3 gives the taxi driver the change

4 needs to go to Terminal 5

5 walks the final part

6 is going to fly

7 likes the city

8 doesn't think it is so cold

9 doesn't say "goodbye" to the taxi driver
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you are seeing the dentist at this moment 

you are going to see the dentist 

a long way from here

to a limited distance

take the bus

arrive at the bus

before that time

punctually

road

bus
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2.– Listen again and complete the table.

Audio

Listening

SCRIPT

Audio

DIALOGUE DESTINATION THEY ARE FROM... FARE

A Euston Station

B Seven pounds fif ty (£ 750)

C Heathrow

A

Woman: Euston Station, please.
I need to be there in time to get
my train
Taxi driver: The traffic is very
bad this morning. What time's
your train?
Woman: Eleven thirty-five
TD: Where are you going?
W: Manchester
TD: Are you from Manchester?
W: Yes, I am, and my train
leaves in ten minutes. Is it very
far?
TD: No it isn't. The station is
over there.
W: OK, I will walk from here.
TD: OK, That's thirteen pounds,
then
W: Here you are and keep the
change
TD: Thank you very much.
Man: To The Park Hotel, please
TD: OK. It's very cold today

B

Man: Oh yes. But is was colder
in Turin
TD: So, are you Italian then?
Man: Yes, I am. I'm here on a
business trip. Just for a few days
TD: I hope you also have time
to visit the city
Man: Oh yes, Sure. It is a
beautiful city.
TD: Yes. It is. Here we are, The
Park Hotel. That's seven pounds
fifty, please
Man: Here you are.
TD: Thanks. Enjoy your stay.
And don't work too much.
Man: Yes. Thanks
TD: Bye
MAN: Goodbye

C

Man: To Heathrow airport,
please
TD: OK. Which terminal do
you want?
Man: I don't know. I will have a
look at the ticket.
TD: Where are you flying?
Man: To Berlin.
TD: Then to Continental
Departures. That's terminal 5. I
will take you there
MAN: Thank you
TD: So, are you from Berlin?
Man: No, I am from Vienna,
but I'm going to Berlin on
holiday
TD: Well, here we are. That's
twenty-two pounds, please
Man: Here you are.
TD: Thank you and have a nice
flight
Man: Thank you. Bye bye



GRAMMAR

THE SIMPLE FUTURE TENSE – FUTURO SIMPLE

AFIRMATIVA NEGATIVA INTERROGATIVA
I will work (trabajaré) I won't work (no trabajaré) Will I work?

You will work (trabajarás) You won't work (no trabajarás) Will you work?
He/She/It will work (trabajará) He/She/It won't work (no trabajará) Will he/she/it work?

We will work (trabajaremos) We won't work (no trabajaremos) Will we work?
You will work (trabajaréis) You won't work (no trabajaréis) Will you work?

They will work (trabajaremos) They won't work (no trabajaremos) Will they work?

La forma interrogativa se traduce igual que la forma afirmativa con interrogación

● Formas contractas: I'll / you'll / (s)he'll / we'll / they'll
La forma contracta de will + not is won't

I think it will rain tomorrow Creo que lloverá mañana
Next weekend the weather will be sunny and warm.
El fin de semana que viene el tiempo será soleado y templado
People won't use cars in the future. They will fly
La gente no usará el coche en el futuro. Volarán

• Expresiones temporales usadas en el futuro:

soon: pronto, enseguida - He will be back soon Volverá enseguida

next week, month, year: la semana/el mes/el año que viene, - We'll work harder next year.
Trabajaremos más el año que viene

tomorrow: mañána. He'll be in town tomorrow. Estará en la ciudad mañana

in ... minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years ...: dentro de ... -
I think he will come back in two months Creo que volverá dentro de dos meses

El futuro simple se usa:

• Para hacer predicciones y promesas sobre el futuro. Decimos lo que creemos que ocurrirá.

It will be cloudy in the north next week (predicción) Estará nublado en el norte toda la semana
I'll pay you next month (promise) Te pagaré el mes que viene

• Para expresar decisiones rápidas y hacer ofrecimientos

The phone is ringing. I'll answer it Suena el teléfono. Ya contesto (en español no usamos un futuro)

• A menudo se usa el future simple con estas expresiones:

I am sure (estoy seguro que), I think (creo que), I expect (espero que), I suppose (supongo que), I hope
(espero –tener esperanza- que), probably (probablemente), perhaps (quizás), surely (seguramente)

I'll probably get there by car Probablemente iré en coche
I suppose Thomas will pass his exam Supongo que Tomas aprobará el examen
Perhaps people in the future will be happier Quizá la gente será más feliz en el futuro
I am sure you will like this book, it is very interesting Estoy seguro que te gustará este libro.
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FIRST CONDITIONAL – PRIMERA CONDICIONAL

La primera condicional tiene dos oraciones: la oración de "IF" y la oración principal

If I see Bob, I will invite him Si veo a Bob, le invitaré
If you are late, we won't go to the cinema Si llegas tarde, no iremos al cine
If it is cold, will you stay at home? Si hace frío, ¿te quedarás en casa?

Si la oración de “if" va en segundo lugar, no hay que poner coma

I will finishmy composition if I have time Acabaré la redacción si tengo tiempo
What will you do if you are late? ¿Qué harás si llegas tarde?
You won't arrive in time if you get up late No llegarás a tiempo si te levantas tarde

La primera condicional se usa:

Par hablar de situaciones que pensamos que son posibles. Normalmente van referidas al presente o al
futuro, nunca al pasado.

Lo importante es que hay una posibilidad real de que la condición se cumpla

If it rains tomorrow, I will stay at home. Si llueve mañana, me quedaré en casa

If John's father doesn't buy him a bike for his birthday, he'll be very unhappy.
Si el padre de John no le compra una bicicleta para su cumpleaños, se pondrá muy triste

THE FUTURE WITH GOING TO – EL FUTURO EXPRESADO CON GOING TO
Podemos expresar el futuro con: TO BE + GOING TO + INFINITIVE (ir a hacer ...)

AFIRMATIVA NEGATIVA INTERROGATIVA

I am going to work I am not going to work Am I going to work ?
Voy a trabajar No voy a trabajar

You are going to work You aren't going to work Are you going to work ?
Vas a trabajar No vas a trabajar

He/She/It is going to work He/She/It isn't going to work Is he/she/it going to work ?
va a trabajar No va a trabajar

We are going to work We aren't going to work Are we going to work ?
Vamos a trabajar No vamos a trabajar

You are going to work You aren't going to work Are you going to work ?
Vais a trabajar No vais a trabajar

They are going to work They aren't going to work Are they going to work?
Van a trabajar No van a trabajar

La forma interrogativa se traduce igual que la forma afirmativa con interrogación

IF  - SI ORACIÓN PRINCIPAL

If + simple present Simple future
If it rains Si llueve, you will get wet te mojarás

If you don't hurry Si no te das prisa we will miss the train perderemos el tren



Se usa "going to":

• Para hablar de planes e intenciones en el futuro:

He is going to buy his girlfriend an Ipod for her birthday
Le va a comprar a su novia un Ipod para su cumpleaños
Are they going to get married in July? ¿Se van a casar en julio?
I am not going to give him my email address No le voy a dar mi dirección de correo

No es habitual decir: "I'm going to go to ..."
En su lugar decimos: "Going to + a place or event:
They are going to the beach tomorrow Van a ir a la playa mañana
Are you going to the party? ¿Vas a ir a la fiesta?

• Para hacer predicciones basadas en evidencias:

It is very cloudy. It's going to rain Está nublado. Va a llover
Don't drive so fast; you are going to have an accident
No conduzcas tan rápido; vas a tener un accidente

FUTURE WITH PRESENT CONTINUOUS – 
PRESENTE CONTINUO USADO PARA EXPRESAR EL FUTURO

• Se puede usar el present continuous referido a acontecimientos o planes futuros
Este uso no existe en español. Sólo podemos usar el presente continuo para hablar del presente, nunca
del futuro. Por lo tanto lo tenemos que traducir igual que la forma GOING TO.

They are not leaving until the end of next year No se van a ir hasta final del año que viene.
She's travelling to Liverpool next weekend Va a viajar a Liverpool el próximo fin de semana

Su uso es muy similar a la forma "going to" y ambas formas se pueden usar indistintamente:

Jerry isn't meeting us next Saturday
OR Jerry isn't going to meet us next Saturday

Ambas frases se traducirían en español igual: Jerry no va a quedar con nosotros el próximo sábado

• Lo único que hay que tener en cuenta cuando usamos el Present Continuous para el futuro, es que hay
que incluir un expresión temporal de futuro en la frase:

"I'm playing tennis" means = I am playing tennis at the moment Estoy jugando al tenis (ahora)
PERO "I'm playing tennis tomorrow afternoon" means = I am going to play tomorrow afternoon
Voy a jugar al tenis mañana por la tarde

USO COMPARADO DE LAS FORMAS DEL FUTURO
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WILL

Usado para hacer predicciones
y promesas sobre el futuro.
Muy común después de estas
expresiones:
I think, I hope, I suppose,
perhaps, possibly, etc.

Para expresar decisiones
rápidas (en el momento de
hablar)

Usado también para formar la
primera condicional

GOING TO

Usado para hablar sobre planes
e intenciones de futuro que han
sido ya tomadas de antemano

Para hacer predicciones
basadas en una evidencia clara.

– No es habitual decir: "I'm
going to go to ..."

En su lugar decimos: "Going to
+ a place or event:

PRESENT CONTINUOUS

Usado para hablar sobre
acontecimientos o planes en el
future que ya están planeados
de antemano

– Es muy similar a la forma
"going to" y a menudo ambas
formas se pueden usar
indistintamente

– Es necesaria una expresión
de futuro para dejar claro que
el tiempo referido es futuro y no
presente: next, tomorrow, ...
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VOCABULARY

Audio

TRAVEL AND TOURISM - VIAJES Y TURISMO

Audio

Audio

MEANS OF TRANSPORT MEDIOS DE TRANSPORTE

Bicycle bicicleta

Boat barca

Car coche

Coach autocar

Helicopter helicóptero

Lorry camión

Motorbike moto

Plane avión

Ship barco

Train tren

Tram tranvía

Underground metro

Van furgoneta

GENERAL VOCABULARY VOCABULARIO GENERAL

Accommodation alojamiento

Journey viaje

Travel viajar

Trip viaje, salida, excursión

HOLIDAY VACACIONES

Bed & Breakfast (B&B) cama y desayuno

Campsite camping

Cardkey llave-tarjeta (hotel)

Cruise crucero

Reservation (make a) reserva (hacer)

Single/Double room habitación sencilla/doble

To book reservar

Youth hostel albergue juvenil



Audio

Audio

Audio
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TRAVELLING BY SEA VIAJAR POR MAR

Cabin camarote

Deck cubierta

Sail navegar

Voyage viaje por mar

TRAVELLING BY ROAD & TRAIN VIAJAR POR CARRETERA Y EN TREN

Car park aparcamiento

Carriage vagón

Railway ferrocarril vía férrea

Single/Return ticket billete de ida/de ida y vuelta

Traffic jam atasco

TRAVELLING BY AIR VIAJAR POR AIRE

Arrival llegada

Airline línea aérea

Boarding area zona de embarque

Cancelled cancelado

Check in facturar

Delayed retrasado

Departure salida

Flight vuelo

Gate puerta (de embarque)

Land aterrizar

Take off despegar
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SENDING TASKS

Imagine you write horoscopes for a daily newspaper and write predictions. Choose three signs and
pretend you are a fortune teller. Have a look first at the contents in section A: Do, page 1

APELLIDOS:

NOMBRE:

AULA :

BLOQUE: II
INGLÉS

TASK UNIT 6

OBSERVACIONES: Recuerda que las tareas se deben realizar después de haber trabajado la unidad en su
totalidad. 
Recuerda también que la tarea es individual.
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